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The Ground Support Equipment for the ASTP Video Tape Recorder developed and 
built under NASA Contract NAS 9-13767 is a modification of the original GSE 
developed for the SKYLAB Video Tape Recorder under contract NAS 9-27968. 
The modification provides for the interleaving of Central Time Equipment (CTE) 
signals with the audio and video interleaver as originally developed for SKYLAB 
and the extraction of CTE time data for display by the splitter. 
This modification required the addition of two plug-in modules and one wired in 
module. 
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1.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
The Au.dio/CTE Splitter/Interleaver, RCA Part No. 8673734-502, is designed to per­
form two major functions: 
Splitter Section - To extract audio and"time .data from an interleaved video/audio 
signal. 
Interleaver Section - To provide a test interleaved video/audio/CTE signal for 
the system. 
Refer to Figure 1-1. The Audio/OTE Splitter/Interleaver is a rack mounting unit 
7 inches high, 19 inches wide and 20 inches deep, mounted on slides for retracting from 
the rack. The unit weighs approximately 40 pounds. The unit contains all operator con­
trols on the front panel. It also contains indicators, meter, speaker and test jacks 
on the front panel for easily monitoring the performance of the equipment. 
1.2 UNIT DESCRIPTION-
The basic function of the Audio/CTE Splitter/Interleaver is to extract audio and CTE 
time data from an interleaved video/audio/CTE signal (VTR AUDIO) and to supply this 
audio to three (3) audio output lines and an Audio Monitor line and the CTE time data 
to the CTE display on the front panel. If VTR AUDIO is not being supplied to the unit, 
Air/Ground Audio (A/G AUDIO) is automatically selected by the unit and supplied to its 
audio outputs. 
The front panel provides AUDIO STATUS indicators to indicate the source of the audio 
supplied to the unit's outputs. A RELAY BYPASS switch is provided, to work in con­
junction with the AUDIO STATUS indicators. If the SPLITTER STATUS and the RELAY 
STATUS of the AUDIO STATUS indicators do not agree (indicating a failure in the unit), 
the RELAY BYPASS switch may be set to VTR AUD or A/G AUDIO (from its NORMAL 
position) to maintain an appropriate audio output. The unit provides -front panel 
controls for adjustment of the audio output levels. The SPLITTER AUD OUT LEVEL 
control adjusts the level of the 3 Audio Output lines from either VTR or A/G Audio 
inputs. The SPLITTER-A/G IN LEVEL control adjusts the level of the three Audio 
output lines when A/G Audio is selected by the unit. - The unit provides an AUDIO 
OUT- LEVEL meter, calibrated in dBm, to indicate the level of the three Audio Out­
put lines. Front panel test jacks are provided for monitoring SPLITTER V/A INPUT 
(VTR), A/G AUD INPUT, and each of the three AUDIO OUT lines. The SPEAKER/ 
INTERCOM LEVEL control adjusts the level of the Audio Monitor output line. The unit 
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Figure 1-1. Audio/CTE Splitter/Interleaver 
A Front Pahel SYNC switch selects the source of sync signal used in the splitter. 
Either internal (INT) or external (EXT) may be selected. If INT SYNC is selected, 
the source of the sync signal is the Splitter Video (V/A) input signal. If EXT SYNC 
is selected, the source of the sync signal is the REGEN SYNC output of a processing 
amplifier (RCA TA-19). 
The unit provides a-SPLITTER TIMING (real-time null) control, which allows sampling
 
noise to be minimized.
 
Front panel display of the CTE TIME CODE is also provided in day, hour, minutes and 
seconds.
 
The Interleaver section, when supplied with a video signal (TV format) and an audio
 
signal, supplies two Interleaved Video/Audio outputs. The two V/A outputs are iden­
tical but isolated with separate front panel level controls (V/A OUT 1 LEVEL and
 
V/A OUT 2 LEVEL). The unit provides front panel test jacks for monitoring the
 
Interleaver AUD and VI INPUTS and V/A OUT I and V/A OUT 2.
 
The Audio/CTE Splitter/Interleaver provides a front panel POWER On-Off switch, a 
Power ON indicator and an indicator lamp that illuminates when the fuse is open. 
All inputs and outputs, interfacing the unit with the rest of the system, are made
 
through connectors on the rear panel of the unit. Refer to Figure 2-3.
 
The unit contains ten plug-in modules mounted in a module nest, a wired-in module 
located on the rear chassis and a wired-in module on the front panel. The three unit 
power supplies are also mouited on the rear chassis. 
1.3 OPERATING REQUIREMENTS 
One power source is required for operating the Audio/CTE Splitter/Interleaver, 115 Vac,
 
60 cycle, single phase. The power interface is made through the 115 V ac connection
 
(J27) located at the rear of the unit (refer to Figure 2-3). All inputs and outputs are
 
contained on connectors mounted on the rear panel of the unit (refer to Figure 2-3).
 
The unit contains a POWER On-Off -switch, a Power ON Indicator and an Indicator fuse,
 
all mounted on the unit front panel.
 
*1.4 EQUIPMENT CHARACTERISTICS 
Table 1-1 lists pertinent physical characteristics and Table 1-2 electrical character­
istics for the Audio/CTE Splitter/Interleav'er. 
1.5 EQUIPMENT REQUIRED 
The Audio/CTE Splitter/Interleaver is a selfLcontained unit. No external equipment is 
required for the operation of the unit when operated in the Internal Sync mode. 
































Al - 8372838 
A2 - 8372840 
AS - 8372842 
A4 - 8373015 
A5 - 8375683 
A6 - 8372844 
A7 - 8372846 
A8 - 8372848 




A12 - 8676341 
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Characteristics 




Approximately 40 pounds 
Microswitch series 2
 












VU meter, Simpson 
DPDT toggle 
Rotary, 3 position, Oak 
4PDT 













5 inches, 4 watts maximum power, 3.2 ohms 

























































S/N (no signal) 
SIN (V/N = 25 dB pp/ 
rms B to W video) 



























115 volts, 60 cycles, 1 phase, 2 amperes 
-12 dflm ±3 dB (voice) 
300 Hz to 3 kHz 
600 ohms :10% 
I V pp±0.5 V pp 
75 ohms =10% 
4.5 V pp 
75 ohms 
Three identical but isolated
 
-12 dBm (El dB between lines)
 
300 Hz to 3 kHz (+3 dB max)
 
600 ohms (balanced) +10%
 
At least 25 dB below nominal
 
At least 30 dB below nominal
 
At least 20 dB-below nominal (RMS./RMS)
 




1 V pp (flat) 
600 ohms :10% 
300 Hz to 3 kHz (flat) 
0.5%or better 
50 dB 
1 V pp (flat). 
75 ohms :10% 
30 Hz to 4 MHz 
0.5%or better 
50 dB 
Two identical but isolated 
1 V pp (variable +3 dB) 
30 Hz to 4 MHz (h3 d1 or less) 







2. 1. 	INSTALLATION 
2. 1. 1 General 
The Audio/CTE Splitter/Interleaver should be installed in a clean, dust-free area. An 
air-conditioned area with low humidity and moderate temperature is preferred. 
Refer to Figure 2-1 (Installation Clearance) for diagram. 
2.1.2 Installation in Rack (Refer to Figures 2-1, 2-2) 
1. 	 The unit is shipped with the chassis section of the slides mounted on the 
sides of the unit as shown in Figure 2-2. 
2. 	 Assemble extender bracket to slide (cabinet section) as shown in Figure 
2-2, using #10 screw and two bars supplied.
 
Note: Extender bracket mounting position should be varied according to
 
requirement of particular rack. 
3. 	 Mount assembled cabinet section into rack. 
4. 	 Insert unit (chassis section slides) into intermediate section slides. 
2.1.3 Power Connection 
The Audio/CTE Splitter/Interleaver is supplied with a power cord 7 feet w16 inches long. 
The power cord contains a 3-wire grounding type plug for mating with a standard 
3-wire grounding type convenience outlet. Since the unit may be retracted from the 
rack on slides, the ac power cord should be dressed in the rack to allow the unit to 
operate in either the normal or fully extended position. 
2. 1.4 Signal Connection 
Signal inputs and outputs are made through connectors located on the rear panel of 
the unit (refer to Figure 2-3). Sufficient room should be allowed for external con­
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Figure 2-1. Installation Clearance 
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Figure 2-S. Audio/CTE Splitter/Interleaver', Rear Panel, Interface Connections 









AC Power 115 V ac 60 Hz* 3 Cond. #18 3 Pin Power Power Cord Supplied 
SPLITTER' 
V/A Input 1 V pp 30 Hz to 4 MHz 75 Coax BNC Interleaved TV Signal 
A/G Aud In 1 V pp 300 Hz to 3 kHz 300 TSP* Lugs Balanced Line 
Audio Output. 
1, 2 or 3 
1 V pp 300 Hz to 3 kHz 600 TSP* Lugs Balanced Line 
Audio Mon 
Out 
1 V pp 300 Hz to 3 kHz 600 TSP* Lugs Balanced Line 
Speaker In 
Audio Status 
Out 1, 2, 3 or 4 







4.5 V pp 75 Coax BNC From REGEN SYNC 
output of RCA TA-19 
Processor Amplifier 
Video Input 1 V pp 30 Hz to 4 MHz 75 Coax BNC TV Signal 
Audio Input 1 V pp 300 Hz to 3 kHz 600 TSP* Lugs Balanced .Line 
V/A Qut 1 or 2 1 V pp DC to 4 MHz 75 Coax BNC Interleaved TV Signal 
*TSP - Twisted Shielded Pair 
2.2 INITIAL ADJUSTMENTS AND TESTS 
To ensure that the equipment is performing properly, conduct tests outlined in 
Operational Procedures, paragraph 3.3. 








The Audio/CTE Splitter/Interleaver consists of 'a splitter and an interleaver.
 
The splitter section extracts audio and time data from an interleaved Video/Audio/
 
CTE input. Front panel indicator lights indicate if interleaved video (VTR/AUDIO)
 
is being received or standard video (A/G AUDIO) is being received.
 
The Interleaver combines an Audio and fixed word CTE signal with a Video input
 
to form an interleaved (V/A) output for system test and alignment purposes. Two
 
V/A outputs are provided with individual front panel level controls and test jacks.
 
Front panel level controls are provided for A/G Audio Input and for Audio Output.
 
Front panel test jacks are provided for monitoring splitter V/A Input, A/G Input
 
and for the three Audio Output lines. CTE TIME CODE information is displayed
 
on the front panel in DAY, HOUR, MINUTE, and SECOND.
 
A front panel selector is provided to allow selection of either internal or external
 
sync (REGEN SYNC from a processing amplifier).
 
A front panel SPLITTER TIMING control is provided to allow for adjustment of a real
 
time null (minimum sampling noise).
 
3.2 CONTROLS AND INDICATORS 
The location of the controls and indicators for the Audio Splitter/Interleaver are 
shown in Figure 3-1. These controls and indicators are tabulated in Table 3-1. 
3.3 OPERATING PROCEDURES 
3. 3. 1 Starting Procedure 
Place POWER switch (S3) in the ON position. POWER ON indicator DS5 should
 
illuminate. Indicator fuse holder (XF1) should not be illuminated.
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Figure 3-1. Audio/CTE Splitter/Interleaver, Front Panel 
TABLE 3-1. AUDIO/CTE SPLITTER/INTERLEAVER 
FRONT PANEL CONTROLS AND INDICATORS 
Item Name 
DS1 A/G Audio (Splitter) 
DS2 VTR Audio (Splitter) 
DS3 A/G Audio (Relay) 




Ml Audio Out Level 
R2 A/G Aud In Level 
R9 Speaker/Intercom 
RIO Aud Out Level 
%l V/A Out 1 Level 
R12 V/A Out 2 Level 
R14 Splitter Tiring 
S1 Relay Bypass 
S2 Lamp Test 
S3 Power 
S4 Sync 
A12 CTE Display 
Level 
Function 
Video at splitter input not interleaved. 
Video at splitter input interleaved. 
Audio Status Relay de-energized. 
Audio Status Relay energized.
 
115 V ac applied to unit power supplies.
 
Indicator fuse, lights when fuse is open.
 
Monitors audio at speaker input.
 
Monitors audio output 1 level.
 
Attenuates A/G Aud In signal fed to 
splitter and output circuits.' 
Controls level at Aud Monitor output. 
Controls level at Splitter And output 
1, 2 and 3. 
Controls level at V/A Out I 
Controls level at V/A Out 2 
Real time null (minimizes Splitter 
Sampling noise). Adjusts delay time 
of Splitter Sample pulse. 
Selector switch, provides bypass path 
around relay if relay does not function 
properly.' 
When depressed, tests DS1, DS2, DS3 
and DS4. 
Power On-Off switch. 
Selector switch, selects Splitter Clamp 
and Sample pulse from Internal or 
External source. 
Displays CTE Time code data. 
3-3 
3.3. 2 Operation (Refer to Figure 3-1) 
-. 	 3.2.1 Setup (Interleaver/Splitter Back-to-Back through USB System) 
Before operating the Splitter from a Downlink signal the Audio Splitter/Interleaver 
should be set up as described below: 
Refer to the following figures: 
1. 	 Figure 3-1. Front Panel Controls and Indicators. 
2. 	 Figure 2-3. Rear Panel. 
Test Equipment
 
The following test equipment (or equivalent) is required:
 
1. TV Signal Generator (Telemet Stairstep generator model 3502). 
2, Processing Amplifier (RCA Model TA-19). 
3. 	 Audio Signal Generator (HP 651B). 
4. 	 Oscilloscope (Tektronix 547 with type lAl plug-in). 
3. 3. 2. 1.1 Interleaver Setup 
1. 	 Connect TV signal generator to INTERLEAVER VID IN connector (J14), 
located on the rear panel (refer to Figure 2-3). 
2. 	 Connect audio signal generator to INTLV-R AUD IN terminals
 
(TB1-7, 8) on the rear panel (refer to Figure 2-3).
 
3. 	 Monitor signal at front panel INTERLEAVER VID INPUT test jacks. 
Set TV signal generator for stairstep (3 steps) output. Adjust composite 
video for a level of 1.0 V pp (100/28 ratio, 0.22 V pp sync.) Refer to 
Figure 3-7, 
4. 	 Monitor signal at front panel INTERLEAVER AtD INPUT test jacks. 
Adjust audio signal generator for a level of 1 V pp at 1 kHz (refer to 
Figure 3-8). 
5. 	 Monitor signal at front panel INTERLEAVER V/A OUT 1 test jacks. 
NOTE: 	 V/A OUT 1 (J17 - rear panel) must be terminated 
in 75 ohms. 
6. 	 Adjust front panel INTERLEAVER V/A OUT 1 LEVEL control for a 1 V pp 
signal at the INTERLEAVER V/A OUT I test jacks (refer to Figure 3-10). 
Observe the PAM pulse (Audio Modulation) is as shown in Figure 3-10. 
3-4 
3.3.2.1.2 Splitter Setup 
1. 	 Connect the INTERLEAVER V/A OUT I (J14) signal to the SPLITTER V/A 
INPUT Connector (Ji), located on the rear-panel (refer to Figure 3-11 for 
connections and Figure 2-3 for location of connectors). 
NOTE: 	 The Interleavpr should be set up as described 
in paragraph 3. 3. 2. 1. 1 above before the 
Splitter is set up. Input signals to the Inter­
leaver should be as specified in paragraph 
3.3.2.1.1. 
2. 	 Monitor the signal at the front panel SPLITTER V/A INPUT test jacks. 
Adjust the INTERLEAVER V/A OUT 1 LEVEL control for a composite 
video signal level of 1.0 V pp at the test jacks (refer to Figure 3-4). 
3. 	 Reduce audio input to the INTLVR AD IN terminals to zero (refer to 
paragraph 3.3.2. 1. 1, step 4). 
4. 	 Set front panel SYNC select switch in the INT position. 
5. 	 Monitor the signal at the front panel SPLITTER AUDIO OUT I test jacks. 
Unlock the SPLITTER TIMING control and rotate control for minimum 
noise level at the test jacks. The minimum level should occur with the 
SPLITTER TIMING control at mid-position; if not, refer to Sample Pulse 
Timing (Internal) Alignment, paragraph 5.3. 1. 3.2. 
6. 	 Set front panel SYNC select switch in the EXT position. Perform Clamp 
Delay Adjustment as described in Section 5, Maintenance, paragraph 
5. 3. 1.3.6. 1. Repeat step 5 above. Lock SPLITTER TIMING control. 
If minimum noise does not occur at mid-position of the SPLITTER TIMING 
control, refer to Sample Delay Adjustment (External), paragraph 
5.3.1.3.6.2. 
7. 	 Adjust audio signal generator for a level of 1 V pp at 1 kHz (refer to para­
graph 3.3.2. 1. 1, step 4 above). 
8. 	 Adjust the front panel SPLITTER AUDIO OUTPUT LEVEL control for 1 V pp 
at the SPLITTER AUDIO OUT I test jacks (refer to Figure 3-6). 
3.3.2.2 Operation (Downlink Signal) 
(Refer to front panel controls and indicators, Figure 3-1) 
1. 	 Set the SYNC selector switch in the EXT position. 
2. 	 Set the RELAY BYPASS switch in the NORMAL position. 
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3. Monitor the signal at the front panel SPLITTER V/A INPUT test jacks. 
The level should be 1. 0 V pp (refer to Figures 3-2, 3-3 and 3-4). Observe 
the waveform at the SPLITTER V/A INPUT test jacks; note whether a PAM 
(Interleaved) pulse is present in the waveform One of the three conditions 
shown in Figures 3-2, 3-3 or 3-4 should exist. ­
3.3.2.2. 1 	 Splitter V/A Input, No Interleaved Audio (Refer to Figure 3-2) 
If no PAM (Interleaved) ptlse is present in the Splitter V/A Input, both the SPLITTER 
and RELAY AUDIO STATUS indicators should indicate "A/G AUDIO"; if not, set the 
RELAY BYPASS switch (Si) in the A/G position. 
Monitor front panel SPLITTER A/G AUD INPUT test jacks. If a signal is present, 
monitor the SPLITTER AUDIO OUT (1, 2 or 3) test jacks. Adjust SPLITTER A/G 
-AUD IN LEVEL control for the desired level at the AUDIO OUT test jacks. 




3.3.2.2.2 	 Splitter V/A Input, Interleaved Pedestal Only, No Audio Modulation 
(Refer to Figure 3-3) 
If a PAM pulse is present in the V/A Input signal, both the SPLITTER and RELAY 
UDIO STATUS indicators should indicate VTR AUDIO; if not, set RELAY BYPASS 
'itch (SI) in the VTR position. 
Monitor the signal at the SPLITTER AUDIO OUT (1, 2 or 3) test jacks. When a 
PAM pulse is present in the V/A Input signal without audio modulation, a noise only 
signal will appear at the SPLITTER AUDIO OUT test jacks. The noise may also be 
monitored on the speaker by adjusting the SPEAKER/INTERCOM LEVEL control (R9). 
NOTE: 	 The input speaker signal is normally obtained by either connecting 
the AUDIO MON OUT terminals (TB3-7, 8) to the SPEAKER IN 
terminals (TB4-7, 8) or by connecting the AUDIO MON OUT ter­
minals to an external intercom system and looping the signal 
back into the SPEAKER IN terminals. Under the conditions 
stated above, the SPEAKER IN signal level may be adjusted with 
the SPEAKER/INTERCOM LEVEL control (R9), located on the 
front panel. 
If the noise level is excessive, one of the following conditions may exist: 
1. 	 Splitter Ext Sync signal input is not in sync with the Splitter V/A Input 
signal; this will cause an extremely high noise level. If this condition 
exists, set the front panel SYNC selector switch (S4) to the INT position. 
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2. 	 Splitter Timing is not properly adjusted. If required, unlock the SPLITTER 
TIMING control (R14) knob and adjust for minimum noise level. 
If the noise level is still excessive, refer to MAINTENANCE, Section 5, in 
particular paragraph 5.3. 1. 3.2, Sample Pulse Timing (Internal) or para­
graph 5. 3. 1.3. 6, External Sync Adjustments. 
3.3.2.2.3 Splitter V/A Input, Interleaved Audio (Refer to Figure 3-4) 
If interleaved Audio is present in the V/A Input signal, both the SPLITTER and 
RELAY AUDIO STATUS indicators should indicate VTR AUDIO; if not, set the RELAY 
BYPASS switch (Si) in the VTR position. 
Monitor the signal at the SPLITTER AUDIO OUT (1, 2 or 3) test jacks. When Inter­
leaved Audio is present in the V/A Input signal, an audio signal will appear at the 
SPLITTER AUDIO OUT test jacks. The level may be adjusted with the AUD OUT 
LEVEL control (R10). The audio output may also be monitored on the speaker by 
adjusting the SPEAKER/INTERCOM LEVEL control (R9). Refer to NOTE in para­
graph 3.3.2.2.2 above. 
If the noise level in the Audio Output signal is excessive, refer to paragraph 
3.3.2.2.2 above. 
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Figure 3-9. 	 INTERLEAVER V/A OUT 1 or 2. Three-step 
test signal with Interleaved pedestal only, 
no audio modulation. 
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4. PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION 
SECTION 4 
PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION 
4.1 GENERAL
 
The Audio/CTE Splitter/Interleaver has two main functions:
 
1. 	 Audio/CTE Splitter 
2. 	 Audio/CTE Interleaver 
All the controls and indicators are located on the unit front panel. All inputs and out­
puts are made through the rear panel. 
The electronic circuits associated with the above functions are located on ten plug­
in modules accessible from the top of the unit and two board assemblies, one wired 
into the front panel and the.other into the rear chassis. 
4.2 	 SYSTEM OPERATION 
(Refer to Figure 4-1) 
4.2.1 Audio/CTE Splitter 
The 	Audio/CTE Splitter circuit receives either air/ground audio or video/audio/CTE 
(interleaved). The Splitter detects the signal being received, provides an indication 
of which signal is being received, and selects the proper signal to be processed. 
When air/ground audio is received, the signal is processed and fed to the audio lines. 
Whe 	video/audio/CTE is received, the audio is extracted from the video, processed 
and fed to the audio output lines, and to an Audio Monitor output. The CTE time data 
is displayed on the frontpanel CTE display. 
A speaker is provided for monitoring the signal supplied to the Speaker Input termi­
nals. 
Outputs of relay closures are provided, indicating the status of the audio received 
(A/G audio or VTR audio). 
4.-2.2 Audio Interleaver 
The Audio Interleaver circuit receives two inputs - an audio input and a video input. 
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AUDIO/CTE SPLITTER/INTERLEAVER 
. AUDIO OUTPUTI 
AUDIO OUTPUT2 
A/G AUDIO INPUT- -AUOIO OUTPUT 3 
- AUDIO MON OUT 
SPLITTER -- SPEAKER INPUT 
V/A INPUT AUDIO STATUS OUT I 
- AUDIO STATUS OUTZ 
-''AUDIO STATUS OUT 3 
SYNC-INPUT 
- AUDIO STATUS OUT4 
--_ -- CTE DISPLAY 
AUD INPUT b V/A OUTPUT I 
INTER LEAVER 
- V/A OUTPUT 2VID INPUT 
Figure 4-1. Audio/CTE Splitter/Interleaver, System Functional Block Diagram 
The interleaver samples the audio at the horizontal line rate, interleaves it with­
the CTE time data and the video, and provides two video/audio outputs. 
4.3 FUNCTIONAL OPERATION 
4.3.1 Audio/CTE Splitter 
tefer to Splitter functional diagram, Figure 4-2; Video/Audio Waveform, Figure 
4-3; and schematic diagram, Figure 6-1). 
4.3.1.1 Video/Audio 
The Video/Audio (V/A) input jack (JI)is a BNC connector, located on the rear 
panel. The signal at J1 may be either a real time (R/T) video signal (standard TV 
signal) or a video/audio/CTE (VTRl, interleaved) signal. (Refer to Figure 4-3). 
When a real time video signal is received, the Splitter PAM Detector Circuit auto­
matically selects the Air/Ground Audio Signal to be processed and supplied to the 
various Audio Out terminals (Refer to Audio Status Detector, paragraph 4.3.1.2, and 
Air/Ground Audio, paragraph 4.3.1.3 below). When a V/A (TV signal with interleaved 
audio/CTE is received at J1, the Splitter PAM Detector Circuit automatically 
selects the VTR AUD to be processed by the Audio Circuits. 
The video signal is fed from connector Ji through coupling capacitor Cl, to the Bessel 
Filter/Equalizer module (A10), located on the splitter chassis. The signal enters the 
A10 module at pins 1 and 2 (Ground) (Referto schematic diagram, Figure 6-11). The 
A10 module consists of a Bessel filter, an Equalizer and an Equalizer Bypass switch. 
The Bessel Filter determines the bandwidth of the splitter (1. 0 MHz); the Equalizer 
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B. WAVEFORM OF ONE HORIZONTAL LINE 
Figure 4-3- Video/Audio/CTE Waveform 
circuit is designed to compensate for distortion i,4 the USB system. The Equalizer 
Bypass switch removes the Equalizer from the circuit when in the BYPASSED posi­
tion. NOTE: There is no equalizer circuit in this equipment. The video signal from 
the output of the Bessel Filter/Equalizer A10-9 and A10-10 (Ground) is fed to the V/A 
Input, pin 4 and pin 3 (Ground) of the Video/Audio Input module (A2). In the Video/ 
Audio Input module (A2) (Refer to schematic diagram, Figure 6-3), the. signal is fed 
through the V/A LEVEL control (R3), which is adjusted for the proper level at the 
Video Clamp (Q2), test jack TJ1. (Refer to Table 5-1 for signal levels). From the 
level control the video signal is fed through an amplifier stage (I1I, Qi); the gain of 
the stage is determined by resistors R4 and R6. The signal at the output of the amp­
lifier follows two paths, one through the sync stripper circuit and the other to the 
video clamp. 
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4 - 1. Sync Stripper Circuit
 
(hu~erto functional diagram, Figure 4-4 and timing diagram, Figure 4-5).
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Sync Stripper Timing Diagram (Splitter)Figure 4-5. 
The sync stripper detects sync from the composite TV signal (real time or V/A) and 
provides signalto the video clamp, timing circuits and the PAM detector circuits. 
When interleaver video (V/A) is received by the unit, the output signal of the sync 
.pper will contain a pulse (PAM present) coincident with the PAM pulse during the 
tical sync period (refer to Figure 4-5). 
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The sync stripper consists of a low pass filter, an amplifier, a diode clamp and a 
comparator. 
The low pass filter, consisting of A2-R1O and A3-Cl, reduces the noise bandwidth of 
the sync stripper, thereby allowing the sync stripper circuit to detect sync in a low 
signal-to-noise signal. The output of the low pass filter is fed to the amplifier stage 
(Refer to Splitter Timing (A3) schematic diagram, Figure 6-4). 
The amplifier consists, of UI- and its associated circuitry. The output of the amplifier 
is fed to a diode clamp (C15 and CR2) which clamps the sync tips at +0.6 V. 
From the diode clamp the signal is fed to the comparator circuit consisting of U2 and 
its associated circuitry. The signal is fed through R11 to the non-inverting input of 
U2. The inverting input is biased, through resistors R12 and R13, to a negative ref­
erence voltage, which causes the comparator output to be high when the input is more 
positive than the reference. 
When the level at the comparator input becomes more negative than the reference, the 
comparator output saturates (goes to zero). The transition takes place very rapidly 
due to the positive feedback, formed by resistors Rli and R16. 
The signalfrom the output of the sync stripper (U2) is fed to the input of inverter 
U9A. The output of the inverter U9A is fed to two paths, one to the Timing Circuit 
and the other to the PAM Detector Circuit. 
4.3.1.1.2 Timing Circuit 
(Refer to Splitter Timing (A3) Schematic Diagram, Figure 6-4). The timing circuit, 
consisting of one-shots U12 and U4, generates a pulse to drive the PAM detector, the 
sample delay circuit and the clamp circuit. This pulse is at horizontal (line) rate. 
The signal into U12 is inverted sync from the output of inverter U19D. This signal is 
identical to that from the sync stripper U2 (Refer to sync stripper, paragraph 
4.3.1.1. 1, and Figure 4-5). 
The leading (positive-going) edge of the sync signal triggers one-shot U12 which gen­
erates a 4-9 s (positive-going) pulse. The 4-gts pulse from U12 is fed to the input of 
one-shot U4. U4 is a non-retriggering 47--p s one-shot. The time constant of U4 is 
set longer than twice horizontal rate so that retrigger will not occur at this rate 
(during the vertical intervals). 
The 47-9 s pulse from the output of the timing circuit follows three paths, one to the 
Video Clamp circuit (Internal), one to the PAM Detector circuit, and one to the Sam­
pling circuit (Internal). 
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4.3.1.1.3 Video Clamp Circuit 
;he video Clamp circuit clamps the video signal (sync tip) to ground. The video 
clamp may be operated in two modes: Internal or External. In the Internal mode, 
the clamp driver source is the sync stripper (Splitter Timing module A3) output. In 
the External 	mode, the clamp driver source is the REGEN SYNC signal from an RCA 
TA-19 Processing Amplifier. 
4.3.1;1.3.1 	 Internal Sync 
(Refer to V/A Input (A2) schematic diagram, Figure 6-3; Splitter Timing (A) sche­
matic diagram, Figure 6-4; and Splitter Clamp and Sample timing diagram, Figure 
4-6). 
The Video Clamp circuit (Internal Sync) consists of one-shot A3-U3, driver A2-Q6,7 
and clamp A2-Q2. The clamp one-shot (A3-U3) receives a 47-4 s pulse from A3-U4. 
The leading (positive-going) edge of the input signal triggers the one-shot which gen­
erates a 1-p s pulse (refer to timing diagram, Figure 4-6). The 1-jis pulse from the 
output of U3 is fed out of the Splitter Timing module on connector pin 8 (clamp pulse). 
From A3-8 the clamp pulse is fed to pin 8 of the sync switch (S4A) located on the 



















Figure 4-6. 	 Splitter, Clamp and Sample Timing Diagram 
(internal sync) 
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fed through the switch to the Video/Audio Input module (A2). In A2 the clamp pulse is 
fed from connector pin 8 to the clamp driver (Q6, 7) which drives the video clamp 
(Q2). The video clamp is turned ON during the duration of the 1-4 s pulse and is turned 
OFF when the pulse is not present. Therefore, the video signal is clamped to ground 
for 1 g s at the leading edge of each horizontal pulse (and at horizontal rate during the 
vertical interval). 
The signal from the vided-clamp (Q2) is fed through dual emitter follower (Q3, 4) to 
the sampling switch (Q5). 
4.3.1.1.3.2 External Sync 
(Refer to External Sync (A4) schematic diagram, Figure 6-5; V/A Input (A2) sche­
matic diagram, Figure 6-3; and Splitter, Clamp and Sample timing diagram, Figure 
4-7). 
The external clamp circuit consists of an inverter (Qi), timing driver (Ul, 2), clamp 
delay one-shot (U5) and clamp pulse one-shot (116) on the A4 module, sync switch 
















SAMPLE -t0o+_A4 -I' I ! I I(Til) 
Figure 4-7. Splitter, Clamp and Sample Timing Diagram 
(external sync) 
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-he External Sync signal enters the Audio/CTE Splitter/Interleaver at the SPLITTER 
(NC IN connector (J28) located on the rear panel. The sync signal is fed from J28 
to A4-32 and 33 (Ground). 
In the A4 module the signal is fed to inverter Q1. The output of Q1 is fed to one-shot 
Ul. U1 triggers on the leading (positive-going) edge of the input pulse and generates 
a 4-p s pulse. This 4-4 s pulse is fed to onershot U2. U2 is a non-retriggering, 47­
gs one-shot, so that output pulses occur only at the horizontal rate. The output sig­
nal from 132 follows two paths, one to the diamp delay one-shot (U5) and the other to 
the Sample delay one-shot (U3). 
Clamp delay one-shot (US) triggers on the leading (positive-going) edge of the 47-As 
input pulse and generates a positive-going pulse. The width of the pulse at the output 
of U5 is determined by the setting of CLAMP DELAY control 112 (approximate range 
1.0 to 2.0 As). The Clamp delay pulse is fed to the input of Clamp pulse one-shot U6. 
The Clamp pulse one-shot (U6) triggers on the trailing (negative-going) edge of the 
Clamp delay pulse; therefore, the clamp pulse one-shot (06) generates a 1-As wide 
pulse delayed by 1.5 ±0.5 g s from the leading edge of the SPLITTER SYNC input 
pulse. 
The clamp pulse is fed from U6 to connector pin 8. From A4-8 the clamp pulse is 
fed to pin 9 of the SYNC switch s4A, located on the front panel. When the SYNC 
s-witch is in the EXT position, the External clamp pulse is fed through the switch to 
Lhe Video/Audio Input module (A2). In A2 the External clamp pulse follows the same 
path as described above for the Internal clamp pulse, paragraph 4.3.1.1.3.1. 
4.3.1.1.4 Sampling Circuit 
The function of the Splitter Sampling circuit is to sample the V/A signal during the 
PAM interval, to hold the sample between PAM intervals, and to filter the sampled 
signal, thereby recovering the audio information. 
The Sampling circuit may be operated in two modes - Internal or External. In the 
Internal mode, the Sampler driver source is the sync stripper (Splitter Timing mod­
ule A3) output. In the External mode, the sampling circuit driver source is the 
REGEN SYNC signal from the RCA TA-19 Processing Amplifier. 
4.3.1.1.4.1 Internal Sync 
(Refer to V/A Input (A2) schematic diagram, Figure 6-3; and Splitter Timing (A3) 
schematic diagram, Figure 6-4). 
The sampling circuit consists of dual emitter follower A2-Q3, 4, sampler switch 
A2-Q5, hold capacitor A2-C8, isolation amplifier A2-U2, AUDIO LEVEL control 
A2-1123, active low pass filter A2-U3A, B sampler driver A2-Q8, 9, sample delay 
one-shot A3-U5, sample delay control AS-R21, sample pulse one-shot AS-U6, 
SPLITTER TIMING control (R14) and SYNC switch (S4A, B). 
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The Sample delay one-shot AS-U5 receives a 47-4 s pulse from A3-U4 (refer to para­
graph 4.3.1.1.2 for description of Timing Circuit). The leading (positive-going) edge 
of the input signal, triggers the one-shot (refer to timing diagram, Figure 4-6) which 
generates a 9 ± 3ts pulse (adjusted by SAMPLE DELAY control A3-R21 and SPLITTER 
TIMING control R14). The Sample Delay pulse is fed from A3-U5 to the input of 
Sample pulse one-shot U6. One-shot U6 triggers on the trailing (negative-going) edge 
of the sample delay pulse. Therefore, the sample pulse one-shot (U6) generates a 0.3­
us pulse, delayed by- approximately 9 us from the leading edge of the splitter sync 
stripper output pulse. 
The sample pulse signal is fed from U6-8 to connector pin 10. From AS-10 the 
Sample pulse is fed to pin 2 of the SYNC switch S4A located on the front panel. When 
the SYNC switch is in the INT position, the Internal sample pulse is fed through the 
switch to the Video/Audio Input module (A2 pin 10). In A2 the Sample pulse is fed 
from connector pin 10 to the sampling switch driver (Q8, 9) which drives the sampling 
switch (Q5). The sampling switch is turned ON during the duration of the 0.3-gs 
sampling pulse and is turned OFF when the pulse is not present. 
During the 0.3-us period, when the sampling switch (Qh) is turned on, hold capacitor 
C8 is charged to the level of the PAM signal (at Video Clamp Q2), through emitter 
follower Q3, 4. During the interval between sample pulses, Sampling Switch Q5 is 
OPEN and Capacitor C8 "holds" the sampled PAM level. 
The sampled PAM signal is fed from hold capacitor Q8 through isolation amplifier U2 
to AUDIO LEVEL control R23. From the arm of R23 the sampled PAM level is fed 
through the low pass filter (U3A, B). This is an active four-pole Butterworth low pass 
filter with a cutoff frequency of 3 kHz. From the output of the loW pass filter (U3B) 
the sampled and filtered PAM signal (audio) is fed to connector pin 26 (VTR AUDIO 
OUTPUT).
 
4.3.1.1.4.2 External Sync 
(Refer to V/A Input (A2) schematic diagram, Figure 6-3; External Sync (A4) schematic 
diagram, Figure 6-5; and Timing Diagram, Figure 4-7). 
The external sampling circuit consists of dual emitter follower A2-Q3, 4, sampling 
switch A2-Q5, hold capacitor A2-C8, emitter follower A2-U2, AUDIO LEVEL control 
A2-R23, active low pass filter A2-U3A, B, and Sampler driver A2-QS, 9 (the above 
components are located on the V/A Input module (A2) and are also part of the Internal 
Sampling circuit described above, paragraph 4.3.1.1.3.1). The external sampling 
circuit also consists of A4-Q1, U1, U2 (also used in external clamp circuit), Sample 
Delay one-shot A4-U3 and Sample pulse one-shot A4-U4. Front panel SYNC switch 
(S4A,B) and SPLITTER TIMING control R14 is also used. 
The external sync signal enters the Audio/CTE Splitter/Interleaver unit at the SPLITTER 
SYNC in connector (J28), located on the rear panel. The sync is fed from J28 to A4-32 
and 33 (ground). 
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c A4 module the signal is fed from connector pin 32 to inverter QI. The output of 
tl is fed to one-shot UI. U1 triggers on the leading (positive-going) edge of the input 
pulse and generates a 4-js pulse. This pulse is fed to one-shot U2. U2 is a non­
retriggering 47-ps one-shot, so that output pulses occur only at the horizontal rate. 
The output signal from U2 follows two paths, one to the clamp delay one-shot (U5), 
described in paragraph 4.3.1.1.3.2 above, and the other to the sample delay one­
shot (US). 
Sample delay one-shot (US) triggers on the leading (positive-going) edge of the 47-u s 
input pulse and generates a positive-going pulse. The width of the pulse at the output 
(U3-8) is determined by the setting of the SAMPLE DELAY control (A4-R9) and the 
SPLITTER TIMING control (R14), located on the front panel; the width is approxi­
mately 10 1s. The sample delay pulse is fed to the input of sample pulse one-shot U4. 
U4 triggers on the trailing (negative-going) edge of the sample delay pulse. There­
fore, the sample pulse one-shot (U4) generates a 0.3-gs wide pulse delayed by approxi­
mately 10 Its from the leading edge of the SPLITTER SYNC input pulse. 
The sample pulse is fed from U4-8 to connector pin 10. From A4-10 the sample 
pulse is fed to pin 3 of the SYNC switch (S4A) located on the front panel. When the 
SYNC switch is in the EXT position, the External sample pulse is coupled through the 
switch to the Video/Audio Input module (A2). In A2 the External sample pulse follows 
same path described above for the Internal Sample pulse, paragraph 4.2.1.1.4.1. 
t-.3.1.1.5 VTR Audio Processing 
(Refer to Audio/CTE Splitter/Interleaver schematic diagram, Figure 6-1). 
From A2-26 the VTR AUDIO OUTPUT signal is fed to a normally open contact (pin 13) 
of relay Ki (located on the rear of the front panel). The signal is also fed to the VTR 
AUD contact of the RELAY BYPASS selector switch (Si), located on the front panel. 
If the relay (KI) is in the energized (VTR) position, the VTR AUD signal will be 
coupled through the relay to the NORMAL contact of the RELAY BYPASS selector 
switch. If the switch is in either the NORMAL or VTR position, the VTR AUDIO sig­
nal will be fed to the center arm of the switch (SI-i). The signal from SI-i is fed to 
both the SPLITTER AUDIO OUTPUT LEVEL control and the SPEAKER/INTERCOM 
LEVEL control. From the arm of the SPLITTER AUDIO LEVEL control the signal 
is fed to the Splitter Output module (Al, pin 21). In the Splitter Output module the 
signal feeds three amplifiers (U2, US, U4). 
The signal to U2 is amplified and fed through resistor R20 to two paths, one to the 
module pin 22, which in turn drives the AUDIO OUT LEVEL meter (Ml), located on 
the front panel and the other to output transformer T2. The transformer provides a 
balanced output, which is fed to module pins 26 and 24. The output impedance is de­
ermined by the parallel combination of R20 and the impedance of the AUDIO OUT 
LEVEL meter. From Al-26, 24 the signal is fed to terminal board TB2-1,2, re-
Spectively, located on the rear panel (AUDIO OUTPUT 1). 
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The signal to U3 is amplified and fed through resistor R22 to output transformer T3. 
The transformer provides a balanced output, which is fed to module pins 29 and 28. 
The output impedance is determined by the parallel combination of R22 and R25. 
From A1-29, 28 the signal is fed to TB2-4, 5, respectively, (AUDIO OUTPUT 2). 
The signal to amplifier U4 follows a path similar to that described for amplifier U3 
above. The signal exits from the module on pins 33 and 32. From A1-33, 32 the 
signal is fed to TB2-7, 8, respectively (AUDIO OUTPUT 3). 
From the arm of the SPEAKER/INTERCOM LEVEL control (R9) the signal is fed to 
the Splitter Output module (Al, pin 2). In the Splitter Output module, the signal is fed 
to amplifier U1. The output from Ul is fed through R18 to output transformer T1. 
TI provides a balanced output, which is fed to module pins 6 and 10. From Ai-6, 10 
the signal is fed to TB3-7, 8, respectively, (AUDIO MON OUT). 
4.3.1.1.6 Speaker Amplifier System 
(Refer to Audio Power Amplifier Schematic Diagram, Figure 6-10). The Speaker 
Amplifier System consists of the Audio Power Amplifier (A9) and the Speaker 
(LS1). The speaker amplifier receives an input signal from an external source and 
provides sufficient level to drive the front panel speaker (LSI). The input signal is 
normally obtained by either connecting the AUDIO MON OUT terminals (TB3-7, 8) to 
the SPEAKER IN terminals (TB4-7, 8) or by connecting the AUDIO MON OUT termi­
nals to an external intercom system and looping the, signal back into the SPEAKER IN 
'terminals. Under the conditions stated above, the SPEAKER IN signal level may be 
adjusted with the SPEAKER/INTERCOM LEVEL control (19), located on the front 
panel. 
The input signal enters the unit at TB4-7, 8 (SPEAKER IN), located on the rear panel. 
The signal is fed from TB4-7, 8 to Audio Power Amplifier (A9) input pins 4 and 3 
(Ground), respectively. 
In the Audio Power Amplifier module (A9) the signal is fed from pin 4 to the high side 
of LEVEL control Ri. From the arm of 1 the signal is fed to the input of the ampli­
fier stage, consisting of transistors Qi, Q2, Q3, Q4 and Q5 and the associated cir­
cuitry. Balance (BAL) control R3 is adjusted to provide a symmetrically clipped sig­
nal at the amplifier output (when the amplifier is driven into limiting). 
The amplifier is a complementary symmetry class B stage; transistors Q2 and Q3 
form the complementary symmetry pair. The amplifier is capable of driving approxi­
mately 4 watts into the speaker (3.2 ohms) before clipping. The amplifier output 
signal is fed through capacitor C4 to pin 30. The signal is coupled from pin 30 and 31 
(ground) to the speaker (LSl), located on the front panel. 
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4.3.1.2 Audio Status Detector and Indicator 
purpose of the Audio Status Detector is to determine whether real-time (standard) 
video or VTR (interleaved) Video (V/A) is being received by the Audio/CTE Splitter/ 
Interleaver and to automatically select the correct audio to be processed. 
When real-time video is received, the audio .status detector will automatically select 
the Air/Ground audio input. When interleaved video (V/A) is received, the audio 
status detector will automatically select VTR AUD. 
The audio selected is processed by the splitter audio circuits and supplied to the audio 
output terminals as described in paragraphs 4.3. 1. 1 and 4.3.1.3. 
The audio status detector circuit provides AUDIO STATUS indicators on the front 
panel and relay contacts on the rear panel. 
The 	Audio Status detector and indicators consist of: 
1. 	 Detector circuits, located on the Splitter Timing module (A3), and relay 
KI, located on the rear of the front panel. 
2. 	 AUDIO STATUS indicators on the front panel, four sets of SPDT relay 
contacts (K2), and terminal boards TB3 and TB4. 
3.1.2.1 PAM Detector 
(Refer to PAM Detector functional diagram, Figure 4-8; PAM Detector timing dia­
gram, Figure 4-9; and splitter timing module schematic diagram, Figure 6-4). 
The PAM detector determines whether a PAM pulse is present by sampling the signal 
from the sync stripper. When interleaved video is present, the stripped sync signal 
will contain a pulse coincident with the PAM pulse during the vertical sync period 
(refer to Figure 4-9, U2-9). 
The PAM detector consists of inverters U9A and U9D; one-shots U12, U4, U7, US, 
and U10; NAND gates U9B and UlIA; flip-flop Ull, C and D; PAM drivers Qi, Q2, 
Q3 and Q4; and A/G Lamp Driver Q5, Q6 and Q7. Inverted sync from the sync strip­
per (comparator U2) is fed to the input of the PAM, detector U9A. U9A inverts the 
signal and feeds composite sync to NAND gate U11A and to inverter U9D. The output 
of U9D is fed to Gate U9B and to one-shot U12. U12 generates a 4 -jps pulse on each 
leading (positive-going) edge of the sync signal. The signal from the output of U12 is 
fed to the input of one-shot U4. U4 is a non-retriggering 47-Ms one-shot, to prevent 
retrigger at twice horizontal (line) rate (or on PAM pulses). The output of U4 drives 
the video clamp one-shot (UM) and one-shot U7. U7 is a 7-gs one-shot that triggers 
on the leading (positive) edge. The width of the output pulse may be adjusted with 
DET. DELAY Control R25. The output of U7 drives 1-us one-shot US. US triggers 
n the trailing (negative-going) edge of the input signal; therefore the leading edge of 
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Figure 4-8. P>AMV Detector Functional Diagram 




The output of US is fed to one input of NAND Gate U913. The other input of U9B is
 
composite sync from U9D. When both inputs are high, the output of NAND Gate U9B
 
is low (this occurs three times and only during the Vertical sync period).
 
NOTE: 	 If delay of U7 is too great (longer than 8gs) and a PAM pulse is present,
 
part of the PAM pulse will coincide with the 1-us pulse from US, which
 
will cause the output of U9B to shorten in time ox disappear. ff the delay
 
of U7 is too small (less than 5 ps), the horizontal pulses will coincide with
 
the pulse from US, causing an erroneous pulse to occur at U9B-6.
 
The negative pulse from the output of NAND Gate U9B is fed to one-shot U10 and to 
the Reset input (pin 9) of Flip-Flop U11C, D. One-shot U10 triggers on the leading
 
edge of the input pulse (negative-going) and generates a 4-Ls positive-going pulse.
 
The output of U10 is fed to one input of NAND Gate U1IA. The other input of UlA is
 
composite sync from inverter U9A. The output of NAND Gate UllA depends on the
 
presence of a PAM pulse (detected by the sync stripper).
 
NOTE: 	 PAM pulses are detected by the sync stripper only in the vertical sync
 
period. Refer to paragraph 4.3.1. 1.1, sync stripper.
 
When bothinputs to NAND Gate U11A are high, the outputwill be low. This will occur
 
when a detected PAM pulse is present and coincident with the 4-ps pulse generated by
 
on the delay in one-shot U7
* one-shot U10. The position of the 4-gs pulse depends 
(adjusted by DET. DELAY Control R25). 
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e output of PAM NAND Gate U11A is fed to the SET input of Flip-Flop UIIC, D. 
he RESET input is fed from V-SYNC NAND Gate U9B which will cause the FLIP-
FLOP Outputs' UlID-i1 to be low and U1C-8 to be high. A PAM presence pulse 
(I1A-3) will SET the Flip-Flop and make the outputs assume the inverse state (pin 
11 high, pin 8 low). If-a PAMI pulse is present, the signal at Flip-Flop output 
(UIID-Il) will be as shown-in Figure 4-9. Since the PAM presence pulse (UI1A-3) 
occurs after the V-SYNC pulse (U9B-6), the, signal at UlID-i will remain high at the 
end of the vertical sync period. 
NOTE: Flip-Flop UIIC, D changes state only during the vertical sync period. 
Therefore; for an interleaved input signal, the average level at UIID-11 will be high 
and the average level at UOiC-8 will be low. When the average level at UIID-i is 
-high, transistor Q1 will be turned on, giving a low at its collector. The level at the 
base of PAM AUD LAMP DRIVER (QS) will also be low (through emitter follower Q2) 
which will saturate Q3 (PNP), turning PAM (VTR) light ON. Relay driver Q4 will 
also be saturated, causing relay K1 (on the chassis) to operate. 
When the average level at Uh1C-8 is low, transistor stage Q5 will be in the OFF 
state. Therefore, the signal at its collector will be high, giving a high at the base of 
A/G AUD LAMP DRIVER Q7 (thrbugh emitter follower Q6). A high at the base of Q7jll cause the A/G AUD LIGHT to be OFF. 
-If an interleaved signal is not present, the PAM Presence Pulse will not occur. 
Therefore, the V-SYNC pulses (U9B-6) will reset the Flip-Flop, causing UIID-11 to 
be low and U1IC-8 to be high (the Flip-Flop will remain in this state in the absence of 
PAM pulses). The PAM LIGHT and RELAY drivers will be OFF and the A/G ADD 
LIGHT driver-will be ON. 
4.3.1.2.2 Audio Status Indicators and Outputs 
The AUDIO STATUS indicators consist of DSi, DS2, DS3 and DS4. The AUDIO 
STATUS OUTPUT are four sets of SPDT relay contacts (K2), anc'essible at TB3 and 
TB4. The condition of relay K2 and AUDIO STATUS indicators DS3 and DS4 is con­
trolled by relay K1. 
The signals from the PAM detector described in paragraph 4.3.1.2.1 above is fed 
out of the Splitter Timing module (A3) on pins 34 and 32 to the SPLITTER AUDIO 
STATUS indicators (DS1 and DS2). 
4.3.1.2.2.1 Real Time Video (Non-interleaved) 
If real time video is being received, the level at A3-34 will be high and the level at
 
A3-32 will be low; this will cause the SPLITTER A/G indicator (DS1) to light and the
 
PLITTER VTR indicator (DS2) to be off. The level at AS-30 will be low, causing
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Figure 4-9. PAM Detector Timing (A3) 
The RELAY A/G indicator (DS3) will be illuminated, through normally closed con­
tacts K1-8 and diode CR6 to ground. The RELAY VTR indicator (DS4) will be off 
(normally open contacts KI-9, 10). 
When relay K1 is de-energized, relay K2 will be energized through a set of normally 
closed contacts (pins, 14 and 15) of relay KI. Since relay K2 is energized (with real­
time video in), its normally open contacts will close. The AUDIO STATUS OUT 
terminals will provide the following conditions: 
REAL-TIME VIDEO 
Audio 
Status TB3 TB4 Relay (K2) 
Out Terminal Terminal Contacts 
1 	 1 to 2 shorted 13, 12
 
2 to 3 open 12; 11
 
2 	 4 to 5 shorted 16, 15
 
5 to 6 open 15, 14
 
3 	 1 to 2 shorted 10, 9
 
2to3 open 9, 8
 




4.3.1.2.2.2 VTR Video (Interleaved) 
When VTR Video is received, the level at A3-34 will be low and the level at A3-32 
will be high; this will cause the SPLITTER A/G indicator (DS1) to be off and the 
SPLITTER VTR indicator (DS2) to be on. The level at A3-30 will be high, causing 
relay Ki to be energized. The RELAY A/G indicator (DS3) will be off (N.C. Contacts 
K1-8, 9 will be open). The RELAY VTR indicator (DS4) will be illuminated, through 
a set of N.O. contacts KI-10, 9 and diode CR6 to ground. 
When relay K1 is energized, relay K2 will be de-energized (N. C. contacts K1-14, 15 
will be open). With relay K2 de-energized (VTR video in), the AUDIO STATUS OUT 





Status TB3 TB Relay (K2) 
Out Terminal Terminal Contacts 
I to 2. open 13, 12 
2 to 3 shorted 12, 11 
24 to 5 open 16, 15 
5 to 6 shorted 15, 14 
3 	 1 to 2 open 10, 9 
2 to 3 shorted 9, 8 
4 	 4 to 5 open 7, 6 
5 to 6 shorted 	 6, 5 
4.3.1.3 Air/Ground Audio 
The Air/Ground Audio is a balanced signal. It enters the splitter on terminal board 
TBI, pins 4 and 5 (located on the rear panel). The signal is then fed to the Video/ 
Audio Input module (A2), pins 28 and 30. 	 From pins 28 and 30 the signal is fed to the 
input of isolation transformer T1. The signal from the output of Ti is fed to pins 32 
and 34 (ground) of the module (A2). 
From (A2) the Air/Ground Audio signal is 	 fed to the Air/Ground AUDIO IN LEVEL 
control (R2), located on the front panel. 	 From the level control the signal is fed to a 
normally closed contact (pin 11) of relay KZ (located on the rear of the front panel). 
The signal is also fed to the Air/Ground AUD contact of the RELAY BYPASS selector 
switch (Si), located on the front panel. 
If the relay (K1) is in the de-energized (A/G) position, the A/G signal will be coupled 
through the relay (El-12) to the NORMAL 	contact of the RELAY BYPASS selector 
switch. If the switch is in either the normal position or in the A/G AUb position, the 
A/G Audio signal will be fed to the center 	arm of the switch. The signal from the 
center arm of the switch follows two paths, one to the SPLITTER AUD OUT LEVEL 
control (RIO) and the other to the SPEAKER/INTERCOM LEVEL control (R9), both 
located on the front panel. 
4.3.1.3.1 Audio Processing 
From these controls, the audio signals are processed in the Splitter Output module 
(Al) and fed to the Audio Output terminals as described in paragraph 4.3.1.1.5 (VTR 
Audio Processing). 
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4.3. 1. 3.2 Speaker Amplifier System 
The A/G Audio Speaker Amplifier System is the same as for the VTR audio. Refer to 
VTR Audio, Speaker Amplifier System, paragraph 4.3. 1.1. 6. 
4.3.1.4 Video/CTE 
Refer to Splitter functionaldiagrams Figure 4-2; CTE demux and display functional diagram, 
Figure 4-10; CTE dernux schematic diagram, Figure 6-12; CTE display schematic 
diagram, Figure 6-13, and CTE mux and demux timing diagrams, Figures 4-11 and 4-12. 
The CTE demux board (All) accepts the clamp pulse and V-sync (detector) signals as 
timing references to operate counters whi&h provide the controlled clock pulses for a 
shift register. The board also accepts the video signal which is fed into the shift 
register during line 17. The line 17 parallel output information is fed to the CTE 
display board (A12) which transfers the CTE data to LED numerical displays. 
The basic clock pulses for the shift register are derived from the 629. 37 kHz VCO 
(AllUS). This VCO is part of a phase-locked-loop consisting of phase detector U1, 
active filter U2A, amplifier U2B and a - 40 counter U4 and U5. The reference signal ­
for this phase-locked-loop is obtained from the sync tip clamp pulse, at the horizontal 
line rate (15.73 kHz) after passing through inverter U6A and one shot U7. The delay 
timing of U7 is approximately 10 microseconds and is controlled by Ri6. Pulses from 
U7 are also applied to one input of Nand gate Ul3A. 
The other input to U1SA is obtained from set-reset flip-flop U13C, D which is triggered 
by the externally applied V-sync (detector) signal. The pulses from U7 are also applied 
to one input of Nand gate U13A. 
The other input to U13A is obtained from set-reset flip-flop U13C, D which is triggered 
by the externally applied V-sync (detector) signal. The pulses from the U7 are then 
applied through inverter U13B to a - 14 counter (U15, U14A and U14B). Because the 
V-sync (detector) signal occurs at line 4, the output of the 414 counter identifies line 
17, at which time flip-flop U13C, D is reset. At the start of line 17 gate U8B is turned 
on allowing the pulses from VCO U3 to pass on to the '32 counter (U9, UI0, U12 and 
UI1 D, E, F. The output from the - 32 counter passes through the low-to-high edge 
detector (U8D, UIIA, B, C) to produce a strobe pulse which resets both counters. 
Thus, a controlled group of 32 clock pulses synchronized to occur at line 17 passes on 
to shift register U17, U18, U19, U19. Simultaneously, the video signal is applied to 
the shift register data input through inverter U16 resulting in a serial-to-parallel con­
version of the CTE information contained in line 17 of the video signal. 
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Figure 4-12. CTE Mux and Demux, Timing Diagram B 
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Th~parallel outputs of the shift register are connected to the LED display units lo­
cated on the CTE Display Module (A12), which produces a numerical day-hour­
minute-second display. 
4.3.2 Audio/GTE Interleaver 
Refer to Functional Diagram, Figure 4-13; Schematic Diagram, Figure 6-1; and 
Timing Diagram, Figure 4-14. The Audio/CTE Iterleaver Circuit receives two 
input signals: a video input (composite TV signal) and an audio input together with 
a fixed word CTE input. 
The interleaver samples the audio, at the horizontal line rate (15 kHz), interleaves 
(multiplexes) it with the video and provides two video/audio outputs. It also inter­
leaves the fixed word CTE input into line 17 of the composite video signal. 
4.3.2.1 Video Processing 
The video (TV format) is supplied through BNC connector J14, through a coupling 
capacitor (C2), to the Video Input module (A7). 
In A7 (refer to schematic diagram, Figure 6-8) the signal is fed through an input level 
q'ol (H3), which is adjusted for the proper level at the Video Clamp test jack 
(TJ1). (Refer to Table 5-2 for signal levels.) From the level control, the video 
signal is fed through an amplifier stage (Ul). The signal at the output of the amplifier 
(U1) follows two paths, one through the sync stripper circuit and the other to the Video 
Clamp. 
4.3.2.1.1 Sync Stripper 
The sync stripper detects sync from the composite TV signal and provides sync sig­
nals to the Video Clamp and to the timing circuits. 
The sync stripper consists of a low pass filter, an amplifier, a diode clamp, a com­
parator and an inverter. 
The low pass filter consists of 30 and C13. The output of the low pass filter is fed 
to the amplifier stage. 
The amplifier consists of U3 and its associated circuitry. The gain of the stage is de­
termined by resistors RS1 and R36. The output of the amplifier is fed to a diode 
clamp. 
The diode clamp consists of capacitor C17 and diode CR5. The positive peaks of the 
,V al across CR5 are clamped to ground through the diode (refer to Figure 5-32). 
In the diode clamp the signal is fed to the comparator circuit. 
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Figure 4-14. Interleaver, Timing Diagram 
The comparator circuit consists of U4 and its associated circuitry. The signal is fed 
through R39 to the non-inverting input of U4. The inverting input is biased to a nega­
tive reference voltage, which causes the comparator output to be high when the input 
is more positive than the reference. When the level at the comparator input becomes 
more negative than the reference, the comparator output saturates (goes to zero). 
The transition takes place very rapidly due to the positive feedback, formed by re­
sistors R39 and R44. The comparator circuit output is fed through an inverter, con­
sisting of Q9, R72 and R73. 
The signal from the output of the sync stripper (Q9-C) follows two paths, one to the 
input of one-shot U5, and the other to the input of one-shot U10. 
4.3.2.1.2 Video Clamp Circuit 
The Video Clamp circuit consists of one-shot U5, driver Q5 and Q6, and Video Clamp 
Q1. 
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The leading (negative-going) edge of the sync signal triggers one-shot U5 (refer to 
timing diagram, Figure 4-14) which generates a 1-/s (positive-going) pulse. This 
pilis fed through driver Q5, Q6 which drives Video Clamp Q1. The Video Clamp 
isvned ON during the duration of the i-gs pulse and turned OFF when the pulse is 
not present. Therefore, the video signal is clamped to ground for 1 As at the leading 
edge of each sync pulse. 
The clamped video signal is fed through dual emitter follower (Q2,2) through re­
sistor R18 to Blanking Clamp Q4. 
4.3.2.1.3 Timing Circuit 
The timing circuit (for blanking and audio sampling circuits) consists of one-shots 
U10, U6 and U7. The sync signal from the output of the sync stripper is fed to the 
input of one-shot U10. The leading (negative-going) edge of the sync signal triggers 
U10 (refer to timing diagram, Figure 4-14), which generates a 4-gs (positive-going) 
pulse. The 4-gs pulse from U10 is fed to the input of one-shot U6. 116 triggers on 
the leading (positive-going) edge of the 4-gs input pulse. 
U6 is a non-retriggering, 47-Is, one-shot. The time constant of U6 is set longer than 
twice horizontal (line) rate so that retriggering will not occur at this rate (during the 
vertical interval). 
The47-us pulse from U6 is fed to the input of one-shot U7. U7 triggers on the leading 
(t*Wtve-going) edge of the 47-As input pulse and generates a 9-gs delay pulse. The 




The signal from the output of the timing circuit (UT) follows two paths, one to the in­
put of the blanking circuit and the other to the input of the sampling circuit. 
4.3.2.1.4 Video Blanking Circuit 
The video blanking circuit consists of one-shot U8, driver Q7, 8, blanking clamp Q4 
and blanking level control R21. Blanking one-shot U8 triggers on the trailing (nega­
tive going) edge of the 9-Ms pulse from the timing circuit. Therefore, the blanking 
one-shot (U8) provides a 2-Ms pulse delayed 9 Ps from the leading edge of sync. 
The output of U8 is fed to the blanking driver (Q7, 8), which in turn drives blanking 
transistor Q4. Q4 is turned ON for 2 As, 9 As after the leading edge of horizontal 
sync pulse (and at horizontal rate during the vertical interval). The video signal is 
blanked to a fixed de level when the blanking circuit is turned ON. The blanking 
level may be adjusted by the BLANK level control (R21). The blanking level is 
normally adjusted for a de level slightly above black level (5 IEEE units) (refer to 
Figure 5-31). 
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4.3.2.2 Audio Processing 
The audio signal (balanced) is supplied through input terminals (TBI-7, 8) to the Audio 
Input module (A6). 
In A6 (refer to schematic diagram, Figure 6-7) the signal is fed through a trans­
former VTI) to an AGC Amplifier (UI,2). The output level of the amplifier is ad­
justed by the AGC level control R24. 
The AGC amplifier output signal is fed through resistor R26 to diode clipper CR1,2. 
The clipper limits the signal level to about 0.6 V p-p to prevent the sampled audio 
from becoming too large and extending out of the video region (into the sync region). 
From the diode clipper the audio signal is fed through an active four-pole Butterworth 
low pass filter (U4A,B - 3 kHz cutoff) to level control R36. This level control is 
adjusted to provide the proper peak-to-peak sampled audio signal in the interleaved 
output (refer to Figure 5-37). 
DC SET control R38 is adjusted to center the sampled audio symmetrically in the 
video region (refer to Figures 5-36 and 5-37). From the LEVEL and DC SET con­
trols, the audio signal is fed through isolation amplifier U5 to the Audio Sampler. 
4.3.2.2.1 Audio Sampling Circuit 
The complete audio sampling circuit consists of a one-shot (A7-U9), SAMPLE driver 
(Q2, Q3), SAMPLE driver (Q4, QS), and sampler (Q6, Q7). 
The sampling control pulses are generated by one-shot U9 (located on Video Input 
Module A7). The input to A7-U9 is the 9-us pulse generated in the timing circuit 
(AT-U10, U6, U7). One-shot A7-U9 triggers on the trailing (negative-going) edge 
of the 9-us input pulse and generates two 1. 5--g s pulses. The output signals are 
taken from U9-8 (SAMPLE - positive-going pulse) and U9-6 (SAMPLE - negative­
going pulse). Refer to timing diagram, Figure 4-14. The sampling control pulses 
are fed from the VIDEO INPUT module (A7) from pins 34 and 32 to the AUDIO INPUT 
module (A6), pins 34 and 32. 
The SAMPLE control pulse is fed to the SAMPLE driver (Q2, Q3) which generates a 
control pulse (refer to Figure 5-28) that drives series sampler Q6. 
The SAMPLE control pulse is fed to the SAMPLE driver (Q4, Q5) which generates a 
control pulse that drives shunt sampler Q7. 
The sampler consists of FETs Q6 and Q7. The FETs are turned ON when the control 
signal (at the date) is high (ground) and are turned OFF when the control signal is low 
(negative). Since the SAMPLE and SAMPLE control signals are 1800 out of phase, one 
FET is OFF when the other is ON. When the SAMPLE control pulse is high, PET Q6 
is turned ON and FET Q7 is turned OFF, thereby allowing the audio signal to pass 
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through Q6. When the SAMPLE control pulse is low, FET Q6 is turned OFF and 
0 ET Q7 is turned ON, thereby blocking the audio signal at Q6. Since the SAMPLE 
Control pulse is high for 1. 5 As (delayed 9 Ms from the leading edge of sync) during
 
each horizontal line, the audio signal is sampled for 1. 5 js during each horizontal
 
line (and at horizontal rate during the vertical interval).
 
The sampled audio is fed through a low pass filter (R57, C26), amplifier U6, and low 
pass filter (1173, C35) to PAM output (A6-28). The low pass filters reduce switching 
transients generated during sampling. 
The sampled audio (PAMI) is fed from A6-28 to A7-28, then to a combining amplifier 
(A-U2). 
4.3.2.3 	 Video/Audio Processing 
The video/audio processing circuitry consists of combining amplifier A7-U2, photo­
mod level controls (AS-ZI, Z2), amplifiers (A8-Ui, Qi and AS-U2, Q2), and V/A 
OUT LEVEL controls (Rll, R12- located on the front panel). 
The combining amplifier (A7-U2) receives two inputs, one from blanking circuit 
A7-Q4 (Video) and the other from A7-28 (PAM IN-PUT). The two signals are linearly 
combined, thus forming the Video/Audio signal (refer to Figure 5-35). An audio 
sample oc curs, for 1. 5 a s, delayed by 9 gs from the le ading edge of horizontal sync, 
-uring each horizontal line (and at horizontal rate during the vertical interval). 
tK~rom the combining amplifier the V/A is fed out of module A7 on pin 30 to the Inter­
leaver Output module (AS), pin 30 (refer to schematic diagram, Figure 6-9). 
The V/A signal from A8-30 follows two paths, one to a voltage divider formed by 
resistor 	R2 and photomod ZI, and the other to a voltage divider formed by R3 and 
Z2. 
NOTE: 	 Aphotomod consists of a lamp and a photocell; the resistance of the cell is
 
inversely proportional to current through the lamp.
 
The attenuation of the photomod (AI) is controlled by the setting of front panel V/A 
OUT 1 LEVEL control (R1). From Z1 the signal is fed through amplifier Ul, Qi; 
the gain of the amplifier is determined by resistor combination R2 and R9. The 
signal from the output of the amplifier is fed through resistor Ri3, which provides a 
75-ohm V/A OUT at pin 2. From A8-2 the signal is fed to the VIDEO/AUDIO OUT 1 
BNC connector (Ji7), located on the rear panel. 
The signal path through photomod Z2 and amplifier U2, Q2 is identical to that de­
scribed above for VIDEO/AUDIO OUT 1. The signal from the output of amplifier U2, 
Q2 is fed to AS-6 and to the VIDEO/AUDIO OUT 2 connector (J18). 
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4.3.2.4 CTE Multiplexer 
Refer to interleaver functional diagram, Figure 4-13; CTE mux functional diagram, 
Figure 4-15; CTE mux schematic diagram, Figure 6-6; and CTE mux and demux timing 
diagrams, Figures 4-11 and 4-12. 
The CTE Multiplexer, (Ab) receives the PAM blank timing signal and .COMPOSITE 
SYNC from the Video InputV(A7) and multiplexes a fixed word CTE signal during the 
line 17 interval. It lnteicepts the PAM pulse, which originally went from audio 
input A6 to the combining amplifier on video input board A7, and adds the PAM and 
CTE signal together. The combined PAM plus CTE signal is then sent on to the 
combining amplifier on video input board A7. 
The basic clock pulses for the multiplexing operation are derived from the 629. 37 kHz 
VCO (AS U3). This VCO is part of a phase locked loop consisting of phase detector 
U1, active filter U2A, amplifier U2B and a -40 counter U4 and US. The reference 
signal for this phase locked loop is obtained from the PAM blank pulse, at the hori­
zontal line rate (15.73 kHz), after passing through inverter U6F. 
The output of inverter U6F is also fed to Nand gates UIA and U7D. The second input 
to Nand gate U7D is obtained fron the composite sync signal after passing through 
inverter U6A. 
The output of UTD provides the V-sync pulse. 
The V-sync pulse triggers latch UTB, C; thus, controlling the application of the PAM 
blank pulses through gate U7A and inverter U6D which are then applied to +14 counter 
U9, U21. Because the V-sync pulse occurs at the 4th line the output of the *-14counter 
identifies line 17, which pulse then resets FF-i (U7 B, C) and sets FF-2 (U8A, C). 
This action turns on Nand gate U10A which controls the application of VCO U3 pulses 
to the ±32 counter (Ull, U12, U13 and U14). At the conclusion of the 32nd count the 
low-to-high edge detector (U10, U12) combined with the V-sync pulse through gate 
U81) and inverter U6B resets FF-2 (U8A, C) and both counters. 
A shift register (U15, U16, U17 and U18) is wired for a parallel input fixed word 
(08 08 08 08) and is controlled in a shift/load operation by the V-sync pulse and a 
sequence of 32 clock pulses at the 629. 37 kHz rate during the line 17 interval in a 
recirculating hookup. -This CTE word out of the shift register is mixed with the PAM 
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Maintenance .of the Audio/GTE Splitter/Interleaveris relatively simple since it may be 
readily checked while installed in a rack. All inputs and outputs may be checked using 
an oscilloscope at test jacks on the front panel. Test jacks are provided on the plug­
in modules so that key points in the circuits may be easily monitored by retracting 
the unitfrom the rack, on its slides and using an oscilloscope (refer to Figure 5-1). 
This maintenance section consists of two parts: preventive maintenance and correc­
tive maintenance. 
5.2 PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE 
Very little preventive malntenance is required. No lubrication is required. Periodic 
cleaning of the unit while installed in the rack is recommended. Power supply volt­
ages should be'checked periodically at test jacks located at the rear of the unit (refer 
to Figure 2-3). 
A lamp test pushbutton is located on the front panel for~testing the lamps of the Audio 
Status indicators. To ensure proper display, a periodic lamp test should be made and 
all defective lamps replaced. The lamps (DS1, DS2, DS3 and DS4) of the Audio Status 
indicators are 14-volt flange-base units. The lamp of the Power On indicator is a 
neon type. 
REPLACEMENT LAMPS 
1. Audio Status Indicator: Chicago Miniature #330 
2. Power On Indicator: NE51 
LAMP REPLACEMENT 
Indicator Lamps DS1 through DS4 are replaced by pulling the display screen/ 
lampholder assembly from the indicator housing. - No tools are required to replace 
lamps. Refer to Figure 5-2. 
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Figure 5-2. Lamp Replacement, Audio Status Indicators 
1. Remove display screen/lampholder assembly from indicator housing. 
2. Remove defective lamp from lampholder and replace with new lamp. 
3. Replace display/lampholder into housing. 
5.3 CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE 
5. 3. 1 Alignment Procedure 
Refer to the following figures: 
1. Figure 3-1. Front Panel Controls and Indicators.' 
2. Figure 2-3. Rear Panel. 
3. Figure 5-1. Audio/CTE Splitter/Interleaver, Top View. 
4. Figure 5-3. Top View of Unit, Test Jacks and Setup Controls. 
Test Equipment 
The following test equipment (or equivalent) is required: 
1. TV Signal Generator (Telemet Stairstep Generator Model 3502). 
2. Processing Amplifier (RCA Model TA-19) 
3. Audio Signal Generator (HP 651B) 
4. DC Voltmeter. 
5. Oscilloscope (Tektronix 547 with type IAl plug-in). 
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Figure 5-3. Module Nest Top View, Test Jacks and Setup Controls 
5.3.1.1 	 DC Voltage Setup 
(Refer to Figure 2-3 and 5-1) 
Monitor do voltages at test jacks on the rear panel. Voltage should be within 0.1 volt 
of specified voltage; if not, adjust corresponding power supply. 
5.3.1.2 	 Interleaver Alignment (Refer to Figure 5-3 for location of test jacks and 
controls on the modules) 
1. 	 Connect TV signal generator to INTERLEAVER VID IN connector, J14, 
located on the rear panel (refer to Figure 2-3). 
2. 	 Connect audio signal generator to INTLVR AUD IN terminals TB1-7, 8 on 
the real panel (refer to Figure 2-3). 
3. 	 Monitor video signal at front panel INTERLEAVER VID INPUT test jacks. 
Set TV signal generator for stairstep output. Adjust composite video for 
a level of 1.0 Vp-p (100/28 ratio, 0.22 V p-p sync). Refer to Figure 3-7. 
4. 	 Monitor audio signal at front panel INTERLEAVER AUD INPUT test jacks. 
Adjust audio signal generator for a level of 1 V p-p at I kIIz (refer to 
Figure 8-8). 
5.3.1.2.1 Video Gain Adjustment (Refer to Figure 5-30) 
Monitor signal at test jack A7-TJ1 (V-CLAMP). Adjust A7-R3 (INPUT LEVEL) con­
trol for a level of 2 V p-p. 
5. 3. 1.2.2 Blanking level Adjustment (Refer to Figure 5-31) 
Monitor 	signal at test jack A7-TJ2 (BLANK). Adjust A7-R21 (BLANK) control so 
that the blanking level is slightly more positive than black level (5 IEEE units). 
5.3. 1. 2.3 Audio AGC Level Adjustment 
I. 	 Monitor signal at test jack A6-TJ1 (input). Level should be approximately 
0.8 	V p-p (refer to Figure 5-25). 
2. Monitor signal at A6-TJ2 (CLIPPER). Adjust A6-R24 (AGC) control for 
0.5 	V p-p at A6-TJ2 (refer to Figure 5-26). 
NOTE: Some clipping may occur in the waveform. If limiting becomes 
too 	great at the 0.5 V p-p level, adjust A6-R24 (AGC) control 
to reduce the level until limiting is acceptable (as shown in Fig­
ure 	5-26). 
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-5. 	 - 2" 4 Video/Audio Output Adjustment (Refer to Figure 5-36A, 5-36B, 5-37A 
and 5-37B) 
Monitor signal 	at test jack A8TJ2 (OUT 1) 
NOTE: 	 V/A OUT I (rear panel) must be terminated in 75 ohms. 
Adjust front panel INTERLEAVE-R V/A OUT 1 LEVEL control for a I-V p-p 
signal at A8TJ2 (refer to Figure 5-36A). 
Reduce 	audio input to zero (refer to paragraph 5.3. 1. 2, step 4). 
Adjust oscilloscope so that the black to white level of signal at A8TJ2 is 
4 cm high (refer to Figure 5-3613, voltage scale uncalibrated). Observe 
pedestal on video pattern (blanked area); adjust A6-R88 (DC SET) control 
so that the peak of the PAM pedestal is 50% of the black to white level 
(2 cm). 
Readjust audio input level for 1-V p-p at the unit, front panel, INTER-
LEAVER AND INPUT (refer to paragraph 5.3.1. 2, step 4) (Refer to Fig­
ure 5-37B, voltage scale uncalibrated) with oscilloscope adjust as in 
step 4 above, adjust A6R36 (LEVEL) for a positive modulation peak of 
90% of the black-to-white level (3. 6 cm). The negative peak of the mod­
ulation should be 0o% of the black-to-white level (0. 4 cm); if not, recheck 
pedestal peak )step 4 above). Reset scope level Inob in calibrate position. 
2.5 CTE Mux 	Adjustment (Refer to Figures 5-3 and 5-51) 
Monitor signal 	at A5-TJ4 (Reference). 
Connect 	shorting jumper between A5-TJ2 and A5-TJ10. 
. Adjust AS-11 (VCO set) for a signal frequency of 15.74 kHz at A5-TJ4. 
__Remove shorting jumper. 
Monitor signal 	at test jack A8-TJ2 with V/A OUT 1 terminated in 75 ohms. 
_ 	 Observe CTE pulses on Line 17 and adjust pulse amplitudes to equal peak 
white video level (100 IEEE units) by adjusting A5-R21 (GTE level control). 
5. 3_ 12 Splitter Alignment (Refer to Figure 5-3 for location of module test jack and 
- controls) 
r__ 	 Connect the INTERLEAVER V/A OUT I (J17) to the SPLITTER V/A INPUT 
(Ji), located on the rear panel (refer to Figure 2-3). 
NOTE: 	 The Interleaver should be aligned as described in paragraph 5.3.1.2 
above before aligning the Splitter. Input signals to the Interleaver 
should be as specified in paragraph 5. 3. 1.2, steps 1 through 4. 
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2. 	 Monitor the signal at the unit frontpanel SPLITTER V/A INPUT test jacks. 
Adjust the INTERLEAVER V/A OUT 1 LEVEL control for a composite video 
signal level of 1. 0 V p-p at the test jacks (refer to Figure 3-4). 
5.3.1.3. 1 Video Clamp Level Adjustment (refer to Figure 5-8) 
1. 	 Set front panel SYNC select switch in the INT position. 
2. 	 Monitor the signal at test jacks A2-TJl (V-CLAMP). Sync scope from 
A3-TJ3 (SYNC). 
3. 	 Adjust A2R3 (V/A LEVEL) control for 2.0 V p-p at A2-TJ1. 
5.3.1.3.2 Sample Pulse Timing (Internal) (refer to Figure 5-12) 
1. 	 Set the front panel SYNC select switch in the INT position and the SPLITTER 
TIMING control at mid-position (and lock). 
2. 	 Monitor the signal at test jack A2-TJ1 (V-CLAMP) using scope CH-1 and the 
signal at A2-TJ4 (SAMP) using scope CH-2. Use ALT sweep; sync scope 
from A3-TJ3 (SYNC). 
3. 	 Adjust A3-R21 (SAMP DLY) control to place the sample pulse (trailing edge) 
in the center of the PAM sample. -
NOTE! 	 Sample pulse position may also be observed in the PAM pulse 
(A2TJI). Sample pulse timing may, therefore, be adjusted by 
using only one channel of the scope. 
5. 3. 	1. 3.3 Audio Level Adjustment (refer to Figure 5-6) 
Monitor signal at A1-TJ1 (AUD IN). Rotate front panel SPLITTER AUDIO OUTPUT 
LEVEL control fully clockwise. Adjust A2-R23 (AUDIO LEVEL control for approxi­
mately 0.4 V-pp at A1-TJ1. Readjust front panel SPLITTER AUDIO OUTPUT LEVEL 
control for 0. 1 V-pp at A1-TJ1. 
5.3. 	1. 3.4 Audio Power Amplifier Adjustments (refer to Figures 5-39 and 5-40) 
1. 	 Connect AUDIO MON OUT Terminals (TB3-7, 8) to SPEAKER IN TERMINALS 
(TB4-7, 8), located' on the rear panel. 
2. 	 Monitor signal at test jack A9-TJ1 (INPUT). With audio level adjusted as 
described in Audio Level Adjustment, paragraph 5.3. 1.3.3 above, adjust 
front panel SPEAKER/INTERCOM LEVEL control for a signal level of 0. 1 
V-pp at A9TJ1. 
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3. 	 Monitor signal at test jack A9-TJ2 (OUTPUT). Adjust A9-R1 (LEVEL) 
. control for 1. 0 V-pp at A9-TJ2. 
4. 	 Rotate front panel SPEAKER/INTERCOM LEVEL control until clipping 
occurs at A9-TJ2. Adjust A9-RS (BAL) control for symmetrical clipping. 
5. 	3. 1. 3. 5 Detector Timing Adjustment (refer to Figure 5-19) 
1. Monitor signal at test jack A3-TJ. (PAM). Set scope on internal SYNC. 
2. Adjust A3-R25 (DET DLY) control fully clockwise. Observe waveform at 
test jack A3-TJ6 (PAM) and adjust A3-R25 (DET DLY control) counter­
clockwise for a pulse width of 2 Ms. 
NOTE: 	 No pulse will appear until A3-R25 is rotated CCW from 
its extreme CW position. 
5.3.1.3,6 External Sync Adjustments 
5.3. 	1.3.6. 1 Clamp Delay Adjustment (refer to Figure 5-9) 
1. 	 Set the front panel SYNC select switch in the EXT position. Check that the 
SPLITTER TIMING control is locked in the mid-position (refer to paragraph 
5.3.1.3.2, step 1). 
2. 	 Monitor the signal at test jack A2-TJ1 (V-CLAMP). Sync scope internally. 
3. 	 Adjust A4-RI2 (CLAMP DLY) so that the leading edge of the clamp pulse is 
approximately 1 g s after the beginning of the horizontal sync pulse (as shown 
in Figure 5-9). 
5. 3.1.3.6.2 Sample Delay Adjustment (refer to Figure 5-13) 
1. 	 Set SYNC select switch in EXT position and SPLITTING TIMING control at 
mid-position as described above in paragraph 5.3.1.3.6.1, step 1. 
2. 	 Monitor the signal at test jack A2-TJ1 (V-CLAMP) using scope CH-1 and 
the signal at A2-TJ4 (SAMP) using scope CH-2. Use ALT sweep; sync 
scope from A3-TJ3 (SYNC). 
3. 	 Adjust A4-R9 (SAMP DLY) control to place the sample pulse (trailing edge) 
in the center of the PAM sample, 
NOTE: 	 Sample pulse position may also be observed in the PAM 
pulse (A2TJ1). Sample pulse timing may, therefore, be adjusted 
by using only one channel of the scope. 
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5.3. 1. 3.7 CTE Demux Adjustment (Refer to Figure 5-48) 
1. Monitor signal at A11-TJ4 (VCO). 
2. Connect shorting jumper between A11-TJ2 and A11-TJ1O. 
3. Adjust All-R7 (VCO set) for a signal frequency of 15.74 kHz at A11-TJ4. 
4. Remove shorting jumper. 
5. Observe number sequence on the CTE Display (frontpanel), 
6. Adjust A11-R16 (Delay) for a number sequence presentation of 08 08-08 08. 
5. 3.2 Troubleshooting 
For troubleshooting refer to the following: 
Functional description, Section 4, and functional diagrams, Figure 4-2 
(Splitter) and Figure 4-13 (Interleaver).
 




Waveforms of signals at the 'front panel test jacks, Figures 3-2 through 3-10
 
Waveforms of signals at module test jacks, Figures 5-6 through 5-54.
 
Location of module test jacks and controls, Figure 5-3.
 
Location of components on the chassis, Figures 5-1, 5-4 and 5-5.
 
Location of components on the modules, Figures 5-55 through 5-66.
 
Table 5-1, Splitter Signal levels.
 
Table 5-2, Interleaver Signal levels.
 
NOTE: 	 Tables 5-1 and 5-2 are for use in troubleshooting and may be used 
in conjunction with the corresponding functional diagram (Splitter, 
Figure 4-2, and Iterleaver, Figure 4-13). 
The connectors and jacks are listed in same order as shown in the 
corresponding functional diagram. 
Alignment Procedures, paragraph 5.3. 1. 
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Figure 5-9. A2TJ1 V-Clamp (External Sync Clamp) 
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Figure 5-14. A3TJl LPF 
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-Figure 5-15. A3TJ2 Sync Clamp 
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Figure 5-18. ASTJ5 V-Syne (Detector) 
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Figure 5-19. A3TJ6 PAM (Detector) 
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Figure 5-20. A4TJ1 Sample 
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Figure 5-21. A4TJ2 Clamp 
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Figure 5-22. A4TJ3 Drive 
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,fv.... v.... .Figure 5-27. A6TJG Audio + DC 
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Figure 5-29. A6TJS Output 
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Figure 5-30. A7TJ1 V-Clamp 
Scope Sync - A7TJ4 
Vert. Scale - 0.5 V/cm do 
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Figure 5-31. A7TJ2 Blank 
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.. igure 5-32. AITJ3 S-Clamp 
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Figure 5-33. A7TJ4 Sync 
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Figure 5-35. ASTJI Input 
-Grid Scope Sync - A7TJ4 
Vert. Scale - 0.5 V/cm do 
Hor. Scale - 10Us/cm
"',' 
Figure 5-36A. A8TJ2 V/A OUT 1, Pedestal Only 
Scope Sync - A7TJ4 
.-
Vert. Scale-Nor. Scale - 0.2 V/cm10 ms/cm 
Th,, 
. Figure 5-36B. ASTJ2 V/A OUT 1, Pedestal Only 
Figure(scope umoalibrated) 
Scope Sync - A7TJ4 
Vert. Scale - (uncalibrated) 
..... ,.. .Hor. Scale - 10 ps/cm 
Figure 5-37A. ASTJ2 V/A OUT, Audio Modulation 
Scope Sync - A7TJ4 
Vert. Scale - 0.2 V/cm 
Hor. Scale - 10 Us/cm 
iti , .:" 
' " 
Figure 6-37D. A8TJ2 V/A OUT 1, Audio Modulation 
(scope uncalibrated) 
i ' :: Scope Sync A7TJ4 
....... ,,Vert. Scale -. (uncalibrated) 
...... " Hor. Scale 5 s/ore 
......-.. . . -Figure 5-38. A8TJ3 V/A OUT 2, Audio Modulation 
Scope Sync - A7TJ4 
Vert. Scale - 0.2 V/oc 
Hor. Scale - 10 us/cm 
Figure 5-39. A9TJ1 Input 
Scope Sync - INT 
Vert. Scale - 0.1V/m 
Hot. Scale 1 ms/cm 
o AA - ,J V !L k , . 
.. Li it. u, , 
, ,"RIS r 7-M, Figure 5-40. A9TJ2 Output 
"'70, 
.... , . ,, Scope Sync - ,INT 
'-'....... : Vert. Scale -1. 0 V/era 
' ''' ' ' Hot. Scale -O. 5 ms/cm 
Figure 5-41. A5TJ1 Reference 
Scope Sync - INT 
*,, Vert. Scale - I V/era do 
-42..Hr. Scale 1 s/cm 
"Figure 5-42. A5TJ2 Phase Detector 
t.. 
... ... .. . VScope SyncVert. Scale 
Hr. Scale 
- INT- 0. 1 V/cm do 





Figure 5-4. A5TJ3 Error 
Scope SyncVert. Scale 
Hor. Scale 
- INT 
- 1 V/cm do 









IR"Z.- 3 Figre 5-44. A5TJ4 VUO 
F•Vert. 





I V/cm do 
S, HOT. Scale - 10 js/cm 
. - , ," Gnd 
V .... .. ,. .L ..-­ '~rn'r ......'7 - r' , .... ' o .S ae - 1# / r 
I} .4 1Figure 5'-45. A5TJ5 V-Sync 
'"'~~Scope, Sync- N 
k . ~Vert. Scale - 1 V/cm do 
Gnd 
r r "F'4 ,r 4 
At: Fiur 5-46. ASTJG Line.17 





1 V/c, do 
L&2~ ~ .IHor. Scale - 10 pAs/cm 
~ry~rnrl~~r 9i:Ui~a A Gnd 
- Figure 5-47. A5TJ1/A5TJ4 Reference/VCO 
(AI1TJ1/AIITJ4 is similar) 
Scope Sync - INT, Ch A, Chopped 
r>' '.$. A S 9 A k, 4 ,$,l * 4. ' G d Ve r t . Scal e - 2 V/ cm dc 
S.Hor. Scale - 0.5 ps/cm 
Grid 
Figure 5-48. A11TJ1 Reference 
. ' .,'.. . .. Scop e Sync - INT
Vet.Scl -E7&cmado, 





Figure 5-49. AIITJ2 Phase Detector 
tp'...,!%.A4:4> ' - INT, Scope Sync
.LuuYJL' jA ; LziW (3 Vert. Scale - 0.2 V/cm do 
n-n ,v.1 , • ,,.... .Hor. Scale - 20 ps/cmA 

'+ . . A... .flv . s .. . .. .. +4f t.. r-,,+r, .. 
4 4"' + + 4 3.++ ,,A .7 
nGnd
 
L t + :,+
-1. . . J +: ,+ - + ..
 
.. re 5-50. A1ITJ3 Error 
Scope Sync - INT 
Vert. Scale - tV/cm do 
Hor. Scale - 20 As/cm 
* . . - .4--Gn G2nd 





















5-52. AIITJ5 Line 17 
Scope Sync - INT 
Vert. -1 V/om doHoT. ScaleScale - 10 us/cm 
S L J L L Figure 5-53. A11TJ6 Data 
Scope Sync - AllTJ5 
wA-.. . . .,Vert. Scale - 1 V/cm dc.l j 
Her. Scale pys/cm 
j, *S , - -V 
SM: NGnd 
Figure 5-54. A11TJ7 Shift Register Clock 
u .Q . L 2] .,.Scope Sync AllTJ5 
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Module Layout, A10 (Bessel Filter/Equalizer) 
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TABLE 5-1. S1 -ER SIGNAL LEVELS 
(Refer to Splitter Functional Diagram, Figure 4-2; Audib eTE Splitter/Interleaver Schematic, Figure 6-1; 


















































1.0 V p-p 
1.0 V p-p 
1.0 V p-p 
2.0 V p-p 
1.3 V p-p 
.0.4 V p-p 
2.0 V p-p 
Oto+4.lVp-p 









Rear Panel BNC 
connector.
 
Same as J1 signal, except 
ac coupled. 
Front Panel test jacks. 
(ac coupled). 

















A/G AID IN 
A/G ADD IN 
Splitter 
A/G AUD INPUT 
A/G AUDIO IN 










1-kHz sine wave 
1-kHz sine wave 
1-1k-tz sine wave 










1.0 V p-p 
1.0 V p-p 
1.0 V p-p 
0.8 V p-p 
(approx.) 
2.0 V p-p 
Oto+4.l Vp-p 
0 to +4. V p-p 
1.6 V p-p 








Rear Panel terminal board. 
Balanced signal. 
AC coupled. 
Front Panel test jacks. 








Sync tip at approx. +0.6 V
 


















PAM AUD Light 
A/G AUD Light 




















3.1 V p-p 
1.8 V p-p 
0to +3.7Vp-p 
-1 V/-15 V 
-2 V/-15 V 
-15 V/-I V 
+0.4to -4.1 V 
p-p(75 ohm term) 
Oto+4.5V p-p 









Base line at approx. -0.2 V 
Base line at approx. -0.2 V 
Rear Panel BNC connector. 
Same as signal at J28. 
Base line at approx. -0.6 V 




Designation Description Level 
Reference 
Figures Remarks 
A4 TJ3 Drive 47-gs positive-
going pulse 
0to+4.2Vp-p 5-22 Note: Duty cycle greater 
than 50%. 
A4 TJ2 Clamp 1-As positive-
going pulse 
0 to +4.1 V 5-21 
A4-8 Clamp 1-ps positive-
going pulse 
Oto+4.1Vp-p Same as signal at A4 TJ2. 
A4 TJ1 Sample 0.3-ps positive-
going pulse 
Oto+4.1V p-p 5-20 
A4-10 Sample Oto +4.IVp-p Same as signal at A4 TJ1. 
Al TJ1 
(A1-21) 
Audio In 1-kflz sine wave 0.12 V p-p 5-6 Level adjusted by front 
panel SPUTTER ADD OUT 
LEVEL control (R10). 
For A/G AUD the level is 
also adjusted by front panel 
SPLITTER A/G AUD IN 





1-kHz sine wave 0.2 V p-p 5-7 Level adjusted by front 
panel SPEAKEIR/INTERCOM 
LEVEL control (R9). For 
A/G AUD the level is also 
adjusted by front panel 
SPLITTER A/G AUD 
LEVEL control (R2). 
Cn 
TABLE 5-1. SPLI /SIGNAL LEVELS (cont.) 
Connector or 














Audio Out 3 1-kIz sine wave 1.1 V p-p 5-6 Refer to Al TJ3 (AUDIO 
OUT 1) 
Al TJ2 Speaker/Intercom 
Out 
l-kHz sine wave 1.1 V p-p 5-7 Refer to SPEAKER/INTER-
COM AUDIO IN Al TJ4 
AI-26, 24 
(T1B2-1, 2) 
Audio Output 1 l-kHz sine wave 1.0 V p-p TB2 on rear panel. Level 
adjusted by front panel 
SPLITTER*AUD OUT 
LEVEL Control (Ri0). 
Al-29, 28 
(TB2-4, 5) 
Audio Output 2 1-kHz sine wave 1.0 V p-p Same as AUDIO OUT 1. 
AI-33, 32 
(TB2-7, 8) 
Audio Output 3 1-kiz sine wave 1.0 V p-p Same as AUDIO OUT 1. 
AI-10, 6 
(TB3-7, 8) 
Audio Mon Out 1-kHz sine wave 1.0 V p-p TB3 on rear panel. Level 
adjusted by front panel
SPEAKER/INTERCOM 




Speaker In 1-kHz sine wave 0.5 V p-p 
(variable) 
5-39 Audio Mon out signal 
(TB3-7, 8) is loop back to 
SPEAKER IN (TB4-7, 8) 
A9 TJ2 Speaker Drive 1-kHz sine wave 5 V p-p 
(variable) 











TABLE 5-1. SPLITTER SIGNAL LEVELS (cont.) 
Reference 
Designation Description Level Figures 
Reference 9 gsec pulse 0 to +4. 3 V p-p 5-48 
Phase Detector' d.c. -0.2 V d.c. 5-49 
Error d.c. +4.2 V d.c. 5-50 
VCO 15.734 kHz sq. wave 0 to 3.9 Vp-p 5-51 
Line 17 50 psec pulse 0 to +4 V p-p 5-52 
Data 2 psec pulses Oto+3. 5V p-p 5-53 
SR Clock 32 pulses 0"to +3.8 Vp-p. 5-54 
Remarks 
15.73 kHz prf 
08080808 pattern 
629. 37 kHz prf 
LEVELS (TEST SIGNALS)TABLE 5-2. INTERLE, ,SIGNAL 
(Refer to Interleaver functional diagram, Figure 4-13; Audio/CTE Splitter/Interleaver Schematic diagram, Figure 6-1; 
and Module Schematics, Figures 6-6, 
Connector or 





A7 TJ1 V-Clamp 
A7 TJ2 Blank 
A7 TJ3 S-Clamp 
A7 TJ4 SYNC 
A7 TJ5 V-SYNC 
TBI-7, 8 INTLVR 
(A6-6, 4) AUD IN 
TP11, TP12 INTERLEAVER 
(A6-2, 8) AUD INPUT 














1-kHz sine wave 
1-kHz sine wave 
Level 
1. 0 V p-p 
1.0 V p-p 
Oto+2Vp-p 
0 to +1.8 V p-p 
6 V p-p 
+6 to 0 V p-p 
+3tooV p-p 
1.0 V p-p 












TV Test Signal Rear 
Panel BNC connector. 
AC coupled. 
TV Test Signal (Front 
Panel) AC coupled. 
Adjusted by A7R3 (Input 
LEVEL). 
Blank level adjusted by 
A7R21 (Blank) level control. 
Sync tip at approx. +0.6 V. 
Rear Panel terminal board. 
1-kHz test signal. 
Front Panel test jacks. 



























1-kHz sine wave 
1-kHz sine wave 








0.8 V p-p 
(approx.) 
0.45 to 
0.5 V p-p 
0.27 V p-p 
-12 to OVp-p 
Oto+1.2Vp-p 
Oto+1.2Vp-p 











Adjusted by AGC level 
control (A6-R24). Refer 
to Alignment Procedure, 
para. 5.3.1.2.3. 
Audio level adjusted by 
LEVEL control (A6-R36). 
DC level adjusted by DC 
SET control (A6-R38). 
Refer to alignment pro­
cedure, para. 5.3.1.2.4. 




















V/A OUT 1 
INTERLEAVER 




V/A OUT 2 
INTERLEAVER 





























frL LEVELS (TEST SIGNALS) 
Reference 
Level Figures 
0 to +lV p-p 5-36A, 36B 
5-37A, 37B 
0to+lVp-p 3-9, 3-10 
0to+lVp-p 
0to+lVp-p 5-38 





leaved). Level adjusted 
by front panel INTER-
LEAVER V/A OUT 1 
LEVEL control (R11). 
Front panel test jacks. 
Signal same as at AS TJ2. 
Rear panel BNC con­
nector. Signal same as 
at AS TJ2 and front panel 
test jacks TP16, TP15. 
V/A output (interleaved). 
Level adjusted by front 
panel INTERLEAVER 
V/A OUT 2 LEVEL 
control (1112). 
Front panel test jacks. 
Signal same as at 
AS TJ3. 
Rear panel BNC con­
nector. Signal same as 
at AS TJ3 and front panel 
test jacks TP17, TPI8. 
TABLE 5-2. INTEgLEAVER SIGNAL LEVELS (TEST SIGNALS) (cont.) 
Connector or 
Test Jacks Designation Description Level 
Reference 
Figures Remarks 
A5TJ1 Reference 2. 1 u sec pulse 0 to +3.8 V p-p 5-41 15.73 kHz prf 
A5TJ2 Phase Detector d. c. +0.33 V d. c. 5-42 
A5TJ3 Error Signal d.c. +4, 1 V d, c. 5-43 
A5TJ4 VCO 15.734 kHz 0 to +3; 9 V p-p 5-44 
sq. wave 
A5TJ5 V-sync 2.1 p sec pulse 0 to 3.8 V p-p 5-45 
A5TJ6 Line 17 50 1 sec pulse 0 to +3. 9 V p-p 5-46 
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NEXT ASSY USED ON DESIGN ACTIVITY APPD DATE MAC -27S.966 
FIRST APPLICATION 
REVISIONS 
LTR DESCRIPTION DATE APPROVED LTR 
INTERPRET SYMBOLS USED AS FOLLOWS: 








H- Barrels T-Each 







O-For ref only 
I//I- Not used 
U-Govt or custon erfurnished 
K-Govt or customer 
furnished 4nd 
Installed 
RCA 2403 XPO-3 t7.73l 
C) 
-:1 
DESCRIPTION DATEl APPROVED 
SYMBOL
 






A TS LITPLNPARTS LIST SHEET/ 





NO. ITEM OR QTY REQD PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S 
FIND NO. 504 53 502 M IDENT IDENTIFYING NO. DESCRIPTION M 
P ozol Al 63?1838;501 SP IfTER oUTPUT 
P i020Z AZ I 8372840;501 VIDEO/A4DIO INPUT 
P, 0203 X3 t I *37i862;50t sITTER'tHINsI 
P 0204.z A 037300:50i &xTERNAL SYNC, 
a 0205 AS 03?S6OZ.50a e'rV MUX 
P 0206 A6 037i844:50 UDIO INPUT 
P' 020?' ? 037z846;50 VIDEO INPUT 
P 0206 As I 0837284050 iNTERLEAVER OUTPUT 
P oi09' A9 i I83 s ;y0so0 AUDIO POWER AMPL 
0. 0*10 410 1 0673757;50L qSsdC piCERVSQUACIUEAI 
ozf All 03T602;5o CIE 08MUX 
I; oIa AIZ, 1 0676341;501 DO ASSY DISPjAft0S!' 
ML.C04/1I 1 0213 Cl 1. 0j349 CEI3C9ID CAPACITOR 
ie 14 02 I 01349 CEL3C9IID CAPACITOR 
DEC 1320 161e9) 
0 
- CADEN PLANT REV CODE ,DENT 	 SHEET 
PARTS LIST 	 LTRo 
: SPECIFICATION 	 LINE RCACORPORATION NEW YORK N YH 49 7
 
NO. ITEM OR QTY REQD PER DASH NO. 
 U CODE PART OR 	 NOMENCLATURE OR 
HEET/ 	 " 49671FIND NO5 05 504 303 502 501 M IDENT IDENTIFYING NO. 	 DESCRIPTION M 
0o0 CR1 1 80131 N45 DIODE 
o3o CRZ 1o51 IN645 DO1DE 
I 0O3 CR3 i 1 80111 1N@43 DIODE 
O5O CR4, 80131 LNt43 DIODE 
I Osol CR5 80131 LN43 DIODE 
I o3o6 CR6 1 1 80131 IN*45 DIODE 
I o3sol CR7 	 L 80111 1N6W3 DIODE 
Soo3' l1 1 0890654;4. CAMP 
I Oo IOSZ 1£ 88906544. CAMP 
i 031i'' 3i3 1 0896694.4 CAMP 
f 0,1 i I 0890654;4 CAMP 
i 0313 OS5 	 1 1 1EO AMP; NEON 
P Oil6. 	 1 0103056:L TURMJNAL BOARD 
i nt- E3 i I 486043;8 TiRMIAL; STUDZINSULA 
t O *a3 I I ob643;0 TERMINAL; STUO;INSU9I 
I oit' £4 I 4 1;04a8 TERMINAL; STUD.INSUIJ 




PARTS LISTT RCACORPORATION NEW R4 CAM. PANT R ODE49671 of# 
NO. ITEM OR QTY *REQD PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S 
NO. 3T02 .4FIND 1 M IDENT IDENTIFYING NO. DESCRIPTION M 
I'001 Is I *o4i;o 
-21 TGKMtNAI; STUD;ZNiULAfED 
i 0402. 26 1 4860 41;8 TRMtNAL; STUD 
f 040i. i7 1 446641;l tE Ift ;~ STUD 
1- 6404: 8 45664.8 TERMINAL; STUD 
S0416 P'0 F0i2JIVt00A FUSE 
1 0415 a1t [ 74068 31;943 CONNECTOR 
MIte04 tOi0 f0416- Ja 1 96906 MS1610;5A JACK 
m2C;0902 /tO 1 0417 .JS 1 1 96906 MSI610oa3A JAeK 
m:tLaC90241iO 1 0410 35 1 £ 96906 MS16100tiBA JACK 
OK (320 16069) , i 
0 
LIS 
























NlLwC 390Z4/O 1 0501 J6 1 96906 MSI6108;SA JACK 
MIL-C;39Z4/i0 I 030Z" J7 i K 96906 MSI6 100;A JACK 
ML.C29024/1O I 030i j0 £ 96906 HS610081A JACK 
ML.C;39oz1lo 1 OO, J9 1 9P6906 MS1610;BA JACK 
mlLc-C;902&/tO 1 0505 JiO 1 1 96906 MS161084;A JACK 
L-C;b9OtjltO 1 0501 4±1 1 1 96906 MS16100;OA JACK 
;LWc"39024/10 I OsO? Jta -i 1 96906 HSI610CA JACK 
MIL.C3901&/i0 I 0300 Ji 1 1 96906 Mts6O&a6.8A 3ACK 
1 0g09' "t 1 1 7*860 3i 063 CONNdCTOR 
ML-CsD0Zl/1O t 0510 JIs 1 1 96906 MS16100;SA 3ACK 
NIL.C*39O2a4 1I 09t1 316' 1 [ 96906 HS161o8;3A JACK 
ovik0t 1 1 74860 31-145 CONNECTOR 
ant Jo £ f 74860 31249 CONNECTOR 
fl2LwG$90a&/j0 2 051 J9 [! 96906 MSI1tOAS5A JACK 
M;L-C;s9ot6/oI t 0 1 a i 1 96906 HS16LtO8.A JACK 
* :I~wC;)9Oz6,iO I 031i 421 96906 MS16jo8;PA jA.CK 
M;L-;z9024L0 1 0517' J22 I I 96906 ?ISt610;IA JACK 
H1LnC;390Z/t0 1 0518 jZ3 1 1 96906 MS1610 ; JACK 







IL.C3902410 1 0601 













ITEM OR QTY REOD 
FIND NO. 503 304 
CORPORATION. NEW YORK N Y 
PER DASH NO. U CODE 

































. CAMDEN PLANT REV 
N 




















$A;$ SPIAKER, siN;. 4W 





POWER SUPPY. ISV 
POWER suvpcy. Iv 
< PARTS SHE/LTRLIST 
CAMDEN PLANTI REV CODE DENT 
H 4967 571 
p9ET)
PLNTbf73 *3 E 























1klR4.1 &7 0 R 1 0149 RC0oGF1BZK RESISTOR 
"ILR;w4/ 0OZ2 Ri r i1349 RV*HAYS0OLOA RESISTOR 
NL..;1l/ 1 oT03 R3 1 1 01349 RCZ0GF2tOK RESISTOR 
MILVR;11/3 2 O704 r4 1 81349 RCZOGFZZOK RESISTOR 
1 0705 A5 £ 1 81349 RCZOGF22OK RESISTOR 
MILR;I/3 1 OT06 A6 1 51349 RCZOGF20K AQ$ISTOR 
NMLWR;L/ I I 070t R 1 1 S1369 RC2OGF302K RESISTOR 
M2L;R;L1,) f otoo Rs 1 61)49 RCZOGFI30K ISliytOR 
1jL.K;4/S 0709 R9, £ 01149 RV4NAYSDXO3A RESISTOR 
"|LR;4 3 0710 RIO I 681349 Av*NAySOjI3& RESISTOR 
m;R; 41 1 0711 All 1 01349 RV4NAYSlOLA RESISTOR 
mNLR; A4/ 1 071 Alz 1 31349 RV4NAYS0OOA RUSISTOR 
HML 3 R4;050911 0713 13 . 81349 RNOODSLIIF RESISTOR, 
m;L*R;94/S 0714. A14- 51349 RV4NAyS51OZA KSISTOR' 
HIU;L1Ic I OTIS A15 1 s1349 AC07GF163K RESISTOR 
MIL;!-l/8 1 0*1 ' A16 1 81349 RCOIGF163K, RESISTOR 
DC1320 (61691 rt .. 
Ci 
C4 i I 
sE 
~
PARTS PA TSISTCAMDENLI w4 PLANT REV COEIDENT SEET 





CTY REQD PER 













oSoi S1 705684. 99T3ijC . "SWTCM; ROTARY 
Oso0 S 1 1 91929 ISOMlAl iWITCH; PUSHNUTTON 
t 0803 33 1 96906 M31059;22' SWITCH: 
1 0804. s . 76a94 )9964J;53 sAiTdw; ROTARY 
DOOR T8 1 1 75382 59?:200i-9 TURM!N&L 0D0 9LS 
Oe06 T02 1 1 38a 599;26o-9 TERMiNAL 80 9Y1S: 
0cOOt ys3 t 7 az 599.200-0 TIERINAL RD# 97LS 
t 0808 T54 I 7~3z 599; 2doj-9 tURMINAL AD, ITO3 
P c0804 I . I 0706o661;001 e&LE ASSY 
I 016 XAL j 91669. 00106;035i63;00. RECEPTAClE 
I0511 xA2: *.I I 91662 00ul?08O0334i63Z00i RECEPTACCE 
t 0812: XA. 19166Z 0070Q 90351;63;001 RECEpTACCE. 
10813* KM . 9162 0Os7oosl:035.163e001 RECEPTACCG 
0814 XA' I I 91&6 00rn008035163;001 AECEPTACCE 
Of1l XA6, I 9166Z 00.7068;035:163;o0i RECEPTACCE 
1 o816 XA? 1 91662 00.7008;035163;00i RECEPTACCE 
08 as1 91662' 00u4106o8O1;i63100i RECEPTACCE 
8O1l XA9 91662 Ojoo8;O35;63;O0i RECEPTACCE 



















ITEM OR QTY REDD 
FIND NO. 505 504 
-7 
RCA CORPORATION, NEW YORK N Y 
PER DASH NO. U CODE 
503 50Z 501 M IDENT 
~ 
II 
~CAMDENPLANT REV ICODE IDENT 1.ELTR IP 8-3H 49671 L.. 
PART OR NOM O 
IDENTIFYING NO. DESCRIPTION W 









CAMP MOUSING MID 
CAMP MOUSING MID 
CAMPAHOCDER. 




















RCA CORPORATION NEW YORK, N Y 






NO. ITEM OR ITY REOD PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S 
FIND NO. 5 o S05aM IDENT IDENTIFYING NO. DESCRIPTION 
P' i6o I x SCHEM D1AG AUDIO SPUITTERI 
P 1602' . K 882093, W CONN LiST AUDIO' $PITTE: 
p 1604, X: 5£5952 SCHEM DrAG; AUo/CT)IPLITTEK 
P 1604 0 8 I 0673137 FRONT PANE PT O IT9'ACTR 
1 1607 7 0 6 6T7374;) ROAR PANEC PT'dF 3 WALTRO 
P. Laos a 0 8 8673746:1 CHASSIS PT'OFi1T040.0 
1 1006' 9 1 i 6S C67&340.B 3CtN12OZNHO9; CIA4ssazta MEn. 
p 1611" to 1.6TIS799:2 PRINTED CARD)Il' M OO$ 
1 161 It 20 Is 6514- 2Sp9;810*wZ GUIDE 
f 161' tz 1 t 26S3* CTNIZO SCIDEs SET 
2ifis t3 ZW254- UCMPE4 1/4-49 TOP COVER 
Lots& I#, 265i4, tUp8.oofw9W, K;AR SUppoRT4ECT IRA( ;ET' 
1 160. is 1 9Z14.HOs9. HANDCES. SET 
p i61i 16 1 67174i~t Gft1IC! SPEAKERI 
t Ott t7 4153404. BRACKEt -
DEC 1320 (6/69) 
SHEETj 















ie 2320 {61691 
-=a 
P R FISTPARTS LIST 
RCA CORPHRATION. NEW YOR. N 
DPRTO.NWYR.NY 
ITEMFIND ORNO. QTY REQD50F 0IN PER50 DASH 502 NO. 50 UM CODEIDENT 
19 1 ~9 
21 t0 9166Z 
23 3 4 91929 
14- 2 1 01929 
25 6 1 96966 
26 £ S 96906 
27 196906 
ZS 4*9956 
29 l AR 
so Ak AR 
$ Ai AR 
CAMDEN PLANT REV 
LTRK 
PART ORIDENTIFYING NO. 































RCACORPORATION. NEWYO, .H 
".ANT REV 
L 
CODE DN9 1PLO 67371449671 
NO, ITEM 
FIN 
OR QTY REOD PER DASH. NO. U CODECODE PART PAR ORORNOENLAURNO 
NOMENCLATURE OR 
505 5O.06 $03 0 501 M DENT IDENTIFYING NO. DESCRIPTION M 
I ito33iA AR 9tz5WIRE; ELECTRICAL 
I t03 34 Ak Alt 99W1 2IRE; eLECTRICAL 
I 1204 35 Ai AR 99930;49 WIRE; ELECTRICAL 
! tS 36 IAl AR 999[27;g, WIRE; ELECTRICAL 
1 tz06 37 A, AR 99VI27;99 WIRE; ELECTRICAL 
IL-nc¢L7/b1 I1201 38 Af AR 51149 RO8?A/U COAX'CABCE 
11206 39 Ai AR 16628 MIS8 WIR6#24.BECDEN 
fo,, io A AR 999128.; WIRE; ELECTRICAL 
t1 1110 it AR AR' 999128;9 WIRE; ELECTRICAL 
1 1it 42- Ai AR 990128;49 WIRE; ELECRICAIL 
z1212 41 I6 19730 TCLOSA MOUNTING; PLATII 
I 1211 44. Ak A 99750 TC11o SOLVENT 
f 1ti1 4 5 16 14 06090 out-Af0 tAERMOv:T SOCOER DIVICII 
I 1215 46 1O 56 89*g999w TERMINAL SOLELESS: 
|lSi 116 74  1 1 96906 MSaSZSIRIO CCAHPa CABCE 
HIZIZI j' lit7 48 1 96906 MSZSZolgo dCAMpa CASCE 
ISSB mI6 i9' i t 96906 HS2SI92JR3 CAHP, CAUCE 
Di 13 0 161691 . 
I 
ICAI 	 CAMDEN PLANT REVJ CODE IDENT 
" SHEE PARTS LLTR 	 49671L IE 
RCACORPORATION NEW YORK, N YSPECIFICATION m LINE 	
1 
SNO. ITEM OR QTY REED PER DASH NO. U CODE. PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR 
IDENTIFY IN G NO. DESC R IPTIO N fMFIN D N O .	 5 0 2 502 . 0 M IDENT 
0 NAS&30O.32 	 SPACER.$0205
NA"43 ' 1301 it 
* 1020i NAS4OD-40 	 SPACER;NASA i IoZ 92 

1 1 Q AiG016 SpACER
p 	 lioi 52 
1304 ,I 54- 2. A 1$635:761 NUTJ1S 
i305 12 it 96906 MS334L;S. NUt, HEXAGON1 95 

8 a 96906 M$Z034 ;65 . UTs HEXAGON1 	 1106, 56 
2 1 96906 4SZ34i;10S. 	 UT HEXAGON1 900f8 

NA269 120i i9 	 2 1 BOO20S NA$1635;04;f SCREW 
21 0020$ NAt64o.2 	 WASHER; COCK'NA316*0 016ii60 
1U. 1& 00205 NA51b60;4 	 WASHER; COCK;NAS1G0o 1 1311 61 
to 16 ozo' NA640;6 	 WASHER'
NASI660 11ii 62 
.2 li 90Z65 NAS1640;8 	 WASHER
NA116*0 f 131i- 63 
A 	100203 NA$6AbhIO WA4SHEAJNA$1040 . 1314, 64 
2 	 09&o6WASHER?1 116 66 
DEC1320 16169) 
CO 
00 sccOTO A SHEET/N PARTS LIST ,,.o,,o.,,., CAMDEN PLANT' N REV L N DENT49671 pCODE ET 
S SPECIFICATO j- LINE RCA CORPORATION. NEW YORK, N.YIH 4 
c NO. ITEM OR OTY REOD PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S 
FIND NO. 503 50 0 M IDENT IDENTIFYING NO. DESCRIPTION 
I lii 7 0205 NA1tbSSOZ;4, SCREW 
1t0: ?1 8 6P020 NA$163504;10 SCREW 
1 140 72 2' 1 0ozos NA 6t;06;6 SCREW 
1 1404. i3 4. 00i5 NA 36S5;06;20 SCREW 
I Ii4o5 7 It 12 00205 NA!635OB6 SCREW 
I1406' 75 2 1 V6906- HSZ469ilCB SCREW 
0cC 5320 (6)69) t­
PARTS LIST I NEWYORK,NY REVRISO REVRICACORPORATIO  
PL 8372838 D 
PLANT 
LIST TITLE: PREPARED BY DATE REL CODEIDENTNO. SHEET I 
-- oF SHEETS_ _49671 
CHECKED BY DATE CONTRACT NO 
SPLITTER OUTPUT 86774-501 SKYLAB-GSE 





LR DESCRIPTION DATE APPROVED LTR DESCRIPTION DATE APPROVED 
A 2EVISE2D 
R FV 15 r-D 
D REVIS.D 
D) REVISED_, 
INTERPRET SYMBOLSUSED AS FOLLOWS. 
UNITS OFMEASURE(UM) QUANTITIES SYMBOL 
A-Inches IH- Barrels T-Each I -. Applicable U-Govt or customer * -Vendor item. SeespeclfictIon orB -Feet J - Pounds document furnished source control drawing. 
C-Yards L -Pair 
D-Ounce, M -Set K-Govt or customer 
E-Pnts N - KIt 0-For ref only furnished ard 












ITY REOD PER DASH NO. U CODE 
500 102 0 M DENT 
CADE PAN REVCODEDENTPL8372838 
PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR 


































































MIC 3 t8 































































DEC 1320 (6169) 
PARTS LIST §10
RCA CORPORATION NEW YORK, H. Y 
ITEM OR 0TY REQD PER DASH NO U CODE 
FIND No.M IDTS 04 50 50 50 M DENT 
T4 1 00779 
142 1 00779 
Til 1 00779 
TJ4 1 00779 
T43 1 00779 
TJ6 1 00779 
TjiO 1 00779 
p1 1 91662 
anTR 49671 PL 837289 
49671 
PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR 
















3.582340.0 JACK, TEST-NLK 
00.7022.03I.006.001 CONNECTOR 





RCACORPORAO". NEW YORK. N ,.' 49671 PL 8 
NO. ITEM OR OTY REQDOPER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S 
FIND NO. 003 50 M IDENT IDENTIFYING NO. DESCRIPTION 
MIL-RWII/3 9 0401 KI 1 51349 RM0OO11O1K RESISTOR 
$IL-R.11/3 1 0401 R3 1 61349 RCZOGFIOIK RESISTOR 
MIL-RI1050,/1 0404 R4 1 81349 RN6ODiOOIF RESISTOR 
IL -f9t1/3 2 0403 Ro 81349 RECZOFO1K RESISTOR 
MIL-IOtn 9/I 1 0406 R6 1 61349 RN60DIO01P RESISTOR 
ML-R.113/ 1 0405 R7 1 81349 RCZOGP1OIK RESISTOR 
HIL?.RK059/i1 0409 RG 1 0149 RN60DIOO1F RESISTOR 
MIL-fR11/3 2 0410 Ri 1 81349 ACZOGFIOIK RESISTOR 
M1LR.11/8 1 0411 RO- 1 8149 RC0OOFSK RESISTOR 
ILWK.R10509/ 1 0410 R 1 *11349 RCIODGOOI RESISTOR 
14IL.Rw11/8 1 0413 RIO 1 81349 RC070P1KZ( RESISTOR 
HIL-R10509 /1 2 0414 R13 81349 RN600O96F RESISTOR 
H1LeRo11/B 2 0416 R14 1 81349 RCOTGF152K RESISTOR 
NIL-R.10509/1 1 0417 RIS 1 81349 RN60D1962F RESISTOR 
MIL-R.11/8 1 0418 Ri 81349 Re070Fr12K RESISTOR 
DEC 1320 (6169) 
IiSHEET/ PARTS SHT ATDENLIST! 1!049671R PLT REV CODE IDENT PL 8372838 SHEET05 
SPECIFICATION LINE RCA CORPORATION HEWYORK. N Y. 4 PL 
NO. ITEM OR QTV REQD PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S 
FIND NO. 503 504 503 502 i01 M IDENT IDENTIFYING NO. DESCRIPTION M 
MILR.105O09/1 1 0501 4i 1 81349 RN60D196ZF RESISTOR 
MIL-R.2&60/1 1 0502 Als 1 81349 RLQTS6*1J RESISTOR 
MIL-R.11/3 1 0303 R19 1 81149 RCZOGF1O1K RESISTOR 
?IL.R.2t684/1 I 0304 R2O 1 81149 RLO7S6ZIJ RESISTOR 
HIL.R.11/3 1 003 RA2 1 81349 RCZOGFIOIK RESISTOR 
IL.R.2Z684/1 I 0507 R22 1 81349 RLO756ZIJ RESISTOR 
MIL.R.11/3 1 0508 R23 1 81349 RC20GFI0X RESISTOR 
MILnR.22664/1 1 0509 R24 1 51349 RLOYSAZIJ RESISTOR 
HIL-R.t1/8 1 0510 RS 1 81349 RC07GF392K RESISTOR 
MIL.R.1L/8 1 0311 R26 1 81349 RCO0GF92K RESISTOR 
HIL.R.1t/8 1 0511 k27 1 81349 RCOGPIOZK RESISTOR 
MIL-R.1-/8 1 0514 Rae 1 81349 RCOTGFIOZK RESISTOR 
MIL-R.1i/8 I 0515 RZ9 1 81349 RCOGIOZK RESISTOR 
AII-R.-L/0 0516 tSO 1 81349 - RCOTPLIOZK RESISTOR 
NIL.R.11/8 1 0517 k31 1 81349 RCOTGRIOZK RESISTOR 
NIL.f.11/8 I 0518 k32 1 81349 RCO7GF102K RESISTOR 
DEC 1320 (6169) 
CAMDEN PLANT REV CODE IDENT 	 SHEET 
oSHEE PARTS LIST 	 LTR PL a372 68 
SPECIFICATION 	 RLINE YORK N YCACORPORATIONNEW 	 49 
NO. 	 ITEM OR OTY REQD PER DASH NO U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S 
FIND NO DOS 504 503 50z Sol M IDENT IDENTIFYING NO. DESCRIPTION M 
I D601 71 1 00346 VM14M TRANSFORMER 
1 0602 72 1 00348 VMI4M TRANSFDRvER 
I o6oS TI 1 00348 VM14M TRANSFORMER 
1 0604 74 	 1 00348 VM1AM TRANSFORMER
 
1 0607 Ul 1 04713 MC1709CL INTEGRAYED 'CIRCUIT
 
I 0608 U2 1 04713 MC1709CL INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
 
1 0609 U3 
 04713 MC1709C L INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
 

















ITEM OR OTY REODFIND NO. 
F N 05 504 
1 
2 
RCACORPORATION NEW YORK N Y. 
PER DASH NO. U CODE 
503 502 501 M IDENT 
X 
X 








cozss SNE49 7DE1 PL 
NOMENCLATURE OR 
DESCRIPTION M 
SCHEM DIAG; SPLITTER OUTPUT 
MA PATT.PW SPLITTER OUTPUT 
4 X 8010018 WORKMANSHIP SPECJ BASIC 

















COPPER WIREA ROUND, TINNED 
INSUIATING TUBINGl 
SOLDER# TIN-LdAD ALLOY 
FLUX# SOtOIfING, ALCH;,ROSIN 
'NI 
C) 
RCACOCPORATIONEWYORK,Ny REVISION 	 REVPARTS LIST 	 DATE PL 8372840 R 
PLANT 
LIST TITLE: 	 PREPAREDBY DATE REL CODEIDENTNO. SHEET I 
49671 OF 9 SHEETS 
BOARD ASSEMBLY CHECKEDBY DATE CONTRACTNO. 
VIDEO/AUDIO INPUT I867374-5011SKYLAB-GSE 
NEXT ASSY USED ON DESIGNACTIVITYAPPD DATE NAS 8-27968 
FIRST APPLICATION 
REVISIONS 
LTR DESCRIPTION DATE APPROVED LTP 	 DESCRIPTION DATE APPROVED 
A 	 0EVISED 
B 	 2EVISED 
-.	 D REVI D 
E REV 15EL 
INTERPRET SYMBOLS USED AS FOLLOWS, 
UNITS OF MEASURE (UM) QUANTITIES SYMBOL 
A- Inches H - Barrels T- Each - Apphlcable U - Govt Or customer *- Vendor Item. SeeapOCIticatioI or 
B- Feet J - Pounds document furnished source control drawing 
L -PairC-Yards 
D-Ounces M-Set K-Govt or customer 
E- Pints N - Kit For ref only furnished and 






RCA CORPORATION.EW YORK N 
CAMDEN PLANT REV 
LTR 
CODE IDENT 
49671 PL 8328*0 
SHEET 
FIN ......., U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR y 
FIND Dos 504 503 501 M IDENT IDENTIFYING NO DESCRIPTION M 
IIL.C.11015/18 1 0201 1 1 $1349 CKOSBXIOZK CAPACITOR 
N|L-Cd/18 1 0202 Cz 1 81349 CHOSED510JO3 CAPACITOR 
HZL.C.11015/19 1 0203 Cs 1 81349 Cx<68X1OK CAPACITOR 
HIL-Cw-1013 /19 1 0204 C4 1 181349 CK06B103K CAPACITOR 
H4LC.27287/1 1 0205 e5 1 81349 CTHIOSVAJ CAPACITOR 
mIL.C.1Io5/19 t 0206 C6 1 81349 CKO6BX103X CAPACITOP 
mIL-C411015/19 I o207 C7 1 81)49 CKO6XIO3K CAPACITOR 
NIL.C.5/18 1 0208 C8 1 61349 CH06FDZ02J03 CAPACITOR 
HIL-C.1101,/19 1 0209 09 1 81349 CKO6BX1O 3K CAPACITOR 
1IL-C.11015/19 ; 0210 010 1 81349 CX06BX1O3K CAPACITOR 
1 0211 e11 1 729$2 8131.050.651.103 H CAPACITOR 
4L-C.8a/1O 1 0212 C12 -1 81349 CHO6FDZOZJO CAPACITOR 
MI1.C.3114 t 0214 C13 1 81349 CHOPFD301Jo3 CAPACITOR 
I Z 0213 14 1 81349 CHo6FOD21JoS CAPACITOR 
MIL-C.5t/1 1 0216 C15 1 81149 CHO6FDbaIJ03 CAPACITOR 
MIL-C.11013/19 1 0217 C16 1 81149 CKO6BX103k CAPACITOR 








ITEM OR OTY REQD 
FN 505N0 j j 500 
0,T ]AllCAMDEN 
RCA CORPORATION. NEWYORKN Y1 
PER DASH NO. U CODE 





























































































































SHTS/ PALIT { 	 CAMEN LANT REV COE ,OENr SEET!LTR 	 49 7 PLBS72849o0
 
~SHEET PARTS LISTR R 
SPECIFICATION LINE 	 RCA CORPORATION EWYORK.N Y 
NO. 	 ITEM OR QTY REQO PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S 
FIND NO. 50 50 502 M IDENT IDENTIFYING NO. DESCRIPTION M 
1 0401 111 	 1 ZN2ZZA TRANSISTOR 
0 C 1 0402 Qz 	 2N490z TRANSISTnR 
1 o403 03 12ZoATRAt4SISTflR 
1 0404 Q4 2N22aA TRANSISTnR 
I 04o3 0 1 2N4859 TRANSISTOR 
12 0406 Qb I ZN2369A TRANSISTOR 
I 0407 Q? 1 2N2QO7A TRANSISTnR 
1 0408 08 1 ZN2 369A TRANSISTOR 
I 0409 09 1 2 N2 90TA TRANSISTOR 
MiL.t.I1i 1 0412 111 1 81349 RCOGPFOIK RESISTOR 
$It.R.22684/2 I o41g RZ 1 81349 RLZOS3OIJ RESISTOR 
1 0414 10 1 80294 3009PI3101 RESISTOR
 
MI4-R.551B/B I 0413 R4 1 81349 RN60OII0OIF RESISTOR
 
MIL.R 0 22684/1 I 041b R5 	 1 81149 RLQ7So 1 J RESISTOR
0
 
MIL-R-g0309/1 1 0411 R6 	 1 81349 RN600IOOZF RESISTOR
 
MIL.R.I/3 1 0418 R7 	 I 81349 RCZOGP561K RESISTOR
 




ff10P2SCAMDEN PLANTREV CODE ,DENT SHEET 
SPECIFICATION 
Sal PARTS; LIST 
LINE 
NO. ITEM OR OTY REQD 
FIND NO. 505 504 
R o sLTR 
ACACORPORATIONNEWYORKN 
PER DASH NO. U 




















































































































































NO. ITEM OR QTY REDD PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S 
FIND ND. 505 504 503 502 50 M IDENT IDENTIFYING NO. DESCRIPTION M 
MILR.IO5O09/1 ! 0601 R24 1 81349 RN60DSIIZF RESISTOR 
NZL-R.10509/1 1 0602 R25 1 81349 RN60D112F RESISTOR 
MIL-R.11/8 I 0603 R26 1 81349 RCOTOGFS62K RESISTOR 
MIL;fR. 10 50 9/i 1 0604 Ra? 1 81349 RNboDS112F RESISTOR 
MIL-R.1O509/1 1 0605 R2 I g1349 RN60DS1Z1 RESISTOR 
MIL-R11/3 1 0606 R29 1 81349 RCO7GF12OK RESISTOR 
MIL-R.11/3 1 0600 RBO I 81349 RC07GpI20K RESISTOR 
MIL-R.11/B 1 0609 R31 1 1349 RCOIGFIOK RESISTOR 
MILR-.11 /8 1 0610 R32 8139 RCO?GF653K RESISTOR 
M1L-R-1/5 I 0611 R33 1 81349 RCO7G0POK RESISTOR 
NIL.R.11/8 1 0612 R34 "1 81349 RC0IGF4TZK RESISTOR 
HIL-R11fB 1 0614 Ri3 1 81349 RC07GF223K RESISTOR 
HIL-R.11/S I 0615 R36 1 01349 RCOOGF1BZK RESISTOR 
MIL-wA11/3 ! 0616 R37 1 81)49 RCO0GPIZOK RESISTOR 
HII.R.11/8 I 0617 R4 1 81349 RCO7GP471K RESISTOR 
HML.R.11/S I 061 R3 . 81149 RCO7GFOK RESISTOR 
HIL-RnI1/B 1 0619 R40 1 81349 RCOOGF63K RESISTOR 
DC 1320 16169) 
0 
SHEET/ PARTS LIST CAMDEN PLANT REV CODE DENT49LTR PL 8172840' SHEET 07 
SPECIFICATION LINE 
NO. ITEM OR 
RCA CORPORATION, NEW YORK N. 
QTY REQD PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S 
FIND O. 50 M IDENT IDENTIFYING NO. DESCRIPTION M 
IL.R.11/8 0701 R41 1 81349 RCO7GF1OK RESISTOR 
IL.R.t1/6 I 0702 R42 1 81349 RC07GP472K RESISTOR 
MIL-R.l1/8 ! 0702 R42 1 01349 RCOGFPZZI RESISTOR 
tIL-.Rat/8 I 0704 R44 1 81349 RCOGFISZK RESISTOR 
XIL.R.11/3 I 070! R45 1 01349 RCT07GIZOK RESISTOR 
HIL-R.1L/B I 0706 R46 1 81349 RCO7GF47IK RESISTOR 
MIL.R.11/3 1 0707 T47 1 81349 RCZOGP680K RESISTOR 
MIL.R.1I/3 I 0708 R48 I 81369 RCZOGF680K RESISTOR 
MIL.R.11/6 1 0109 R49 1 01349 RC32GF271K RESISTOR 
IL.R.11/8 2 0710 R5O I 81349 RCOGIO R RESISTOR 
MIL.R.11/8 1 0711 R1 . I 81)49 RCO7G0IOIK RESISTOR 
MIL.R.11/8 I 012 R$2 1 81349 RCQO6PIOZK RESISTOR 
MIL-RuIII8 1 0TIS R53 1 81349 RCOFIOK RESISTOR 
MIL.R.11/8 I 0714 K54 1 81349 RCOGPt0K RESISTOR 
1 0716 TI 1 00348 VMI4H TRANSFORMER 
I 011 Ti 1 0077.9 a;082340.1 JACK# TEST;BRN 
I 0718 TJZ 1 00779 3;58240. JACK, TEST;REo 
1 019. 9 S 





































DEC 1320 t6169 
RCACORPORATON, NEWYORKN Y, 
PER DASH NO. U CODE 
503 502 501 M [DENT 
1 00779 
1 00779 
CAMDEN KLANT REV CODE IDENT 
RPARTS PL 5)7240 
1 1 -­967 
PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR 
IDENTIFYING NO. DESCRIPTION 
3 3SZ340.4 JACK, TES1:Y!1 



























SHEET/ PARTS LIST 
LINENO. 
O ITEM OR OTY REQD 
FIND NO. 505 504 
P 0901 1 
P 0902 2 
1 0904 4 
P 0907 7 
1 0909 9 
1 0910 10 
1 0914 14 
1 0915 15 
1 0916 16 
I 0917 17 
1 091! t8 
RCACORPORATION.NEWYORKN V 
____ 
PER DASH NO. U CODE 
50) 502 501 M IDENT 



























SCHEM DIAG; VIDEO/AUDIO INPUT
 




















I inIW REISION REVPARTILIS CORORAT ON Yom MlyPARTS LIST DATE LTR 
CA 0LAN 8372842 
LIST TITLE: PREPAREDBY DATE REL CODE DENT NO. SHEETh-BOARD ASSEMBLY 49671 Eic SHEETS 
SUA R CHECKED DATE NO.TIMING BY CONTRACT 
18673734-501 SKYLAB-GSE 
APPDNEXT ASSY USED ON DESIGNACTIVITY DATE 
FIRST APPLICATION 
REVISIONS 
LTR DESCRIPTION DATE APPROVED LTR DESCRIPTION DATE APPROVED 
A reVISED 
5 E-V IS E D 




F 2PVI E:D 
I REVISED 
INTERPRET SYMBOLS USED ASFOLLOWS, 
UNITS OF MEASURE(UM) QUANTITIES SYMBOL 
A-Inches HI- Barrels T- Each X- Applcable U - Govtor customer *-Vendor Item. Seespecification or 
B-Feet J - Pounds document frmshed sourcecontrol drawing. 
C-Yads L -Par 
D-Ounces M-:Set K - Govt or customer 
E- Pnts N -Kit 0-For ref only furnished and 
F - Ol arts P -Roll hnataled 
G-Gallons R -BOX, Case 
00 









PER DASH NO. U CODE 






























































































































R NEW YORK N Y 




4 9 6 7 1 
SHEET 
NO. ITEM OR OTY REDD PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR 
FIND NO. 555 504 503 -50 1 10M IDENT IDENTIFYING NO DESCRIPTION 
MIL-4.I101S/19 1 0301 CID I 81349 CK06l103K CAPACITOR 
6 . MIL.C.0/18 1 030* C19 I 81349 CMOFDZIJOl CAPACITOR 
i MIL-C.Zfo7/1I 1 0303 020 1 81349 CTM1OIVAJ CAPACITOR 
IL.C.5/1i 1 0304 Cal 1 81349 CMO6FD272J01 CAPACITOR 
MIL.0G./18 I 0303 Cal 1 81349 CMOsFODJOJ3 CAPACITOR 
MIL.C,5/18 1 0306 023 1 81349 CMO6FD202JOI CAPACITOR 
0 MIL.C.5/18 1 0307 C24 81149 CH05FD221JO1 CAPACITOR 
d MILe¢sS/1B 1 0308 C25 1 81149 CH06POLOZJOI CAPACITOR 
MILaCZ6655 I 0309 Ca6 1 81349 CS13BF36K CAPACITOR 
HIL- 1013/19 I 0310 027 1 81349 CK06BX1O4K CAPACITOR 
MIL-C*6655 I 0311 028 1 81349 CS12BB316K CAPACITOR 
MII-C.11O1/19 1 0312 029 1 81349 CK06Xc104K CAPACITOR 
MIL..0llOJ/19 I 0313 CIO 1 81349 CK068X104K CAPACITOR 
MI..C.11013/19 I 0314 Cal 1 81349 0Ko66X104K CAPACITOR 
MIL-C.11015/19 I 0115 C3 1 81349 CKOAB104K CAPACITOR 
MILC..26655 1 0316 3 , 1 81349 CSlIf36K CAPACITOR 
MILa-C266SS 1 0111 C)4 1 81349 C513BC3Z6K -CAPACITOR 
MIL.C.1013/18 I 0318 cis 1 61349 CKDo)BX)o(K CAPACITOR 
MILoC4.6655 2 0319 036 1 81149 C315B1566K CAPACITOR 
DEC 1320 (6169) 
01 
~ HEI PARTS LIST S CAMDN PLANTREV CODE IDENTLTR"Tz4zo PH0 
SPECIFICATION LINE RCACORPORAIIONNEWYORKN Y 4967 
NO. ITEM OR QTY REDD PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S 
FINDN 504 50) 502 501 N DENT IDENTIFYING NO, DESCRIPTION 
0402 CaIE $04C.26350 
RM-m,0655 01349 CSI)B8566K CAPACITOR 
1 0402 C18 1 56289 T.1129 CAPACITOR 
I 0401 CRI 1 81149 IN4148 DICODE 
1 0404 CAZ 1 81349 1N4148 DIODE 
1 0405 els 1 81849 IN4148 DIODE 
1 0406 CR4 I IN645 DIODE 
I 040? CRA 1 1N645 DIODE 
1 0400. CR6 1 81049 IN4148 DIODE 
I 0409 CRT 1 1N645 DIODE 
1 0410 Cl 1/1// N/A NOT USED 
1 0411 .2 IcaII N/A NOT USED 
I 0412 L; /1f/I N/A NOT USED, 
1 0413 CA IIC4I N/A NOT USED 
1 0414 L; IIII N/A NOT USEO 
1 0413 C6 I/11/ N/A NO? USED 
I 0416 7 1 96906 sS90,fla? COIL 
1 0410 P1 1 916Z O0?O020330O0001 CONNECTOR 
DEC 1320 (6169) 
SSHEEt PA S LIST CAMDEN PLANTREVLTR CODE DEN P'37 2 4 SHEET05 
SPECIFICATION 1 LINE 
NO. ITEM OR QTY REQO 
RCA COPORATION, NEW YORK, N 
PER DASH NO U 
Y. 
CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S 
NO. 2FINDSO 1O[5g4j3jj0jM IDENT IDENTIFYING NO. DESCRIPTION M 
001 at 1 2N222A TRANSISTOR 
I O5O2 Q2 I 2NZIZZA TRANSISTOR 
I 03 0) 1 ZNZ9OA TRANSISTOR 
1 0504 04 1 2N2405A TRANSISTOR 
1 0503 05 1 ZNZZZZA TRANSISTOR 
I 0506 06 1 2N22ZZA TRANSISTOR 
! 09o 07 1 N2905A TRANSISTOR 
MIL-R.wl/8 1 0510 Rl 1 01149 RC7OGF1O3 RESISTOR 
MIL-ft."lts 1 0511 E 1 81349 RC7OQP333K RESISTOR 
HIL.RA105091I I 0512 3 1 81349 RN600501F RESISTOR 
MILcR.Z2684/1 1 0513 R4 1 81349 RL07520IJ RESISTOR 
MIL-ROtoQ09/1 1 0514 15 1 81349 RNODZ151P RESISTOR 
MIL-R.11/1 1 0519 Rb 1 01349 RCOiGF120K RESISTOR 
MIL-R.41/3 1 0516 R7 1 81349 RCOGP12OK RESISTOR 
MIL-R.10509/1 1 0517 RE 1 81349 RN600S322F RESISTOR 
MIL-Rw22684/1 1 0518 R9 1 81349 RLOYStOZJ RESISTOR 
MIL-R.11/8 2 0519 RIO 1 81349 RCOVGFIO3K RESISTOR 




SHEE/ PARTS LIST 
LINE 
NO.O ITEM OR QTY RED 
FIND NO. 
0.L-R OS09/| 505 504 
R.oPo.oN,o.woR. .. . 
IW AKlyPER DASH NO.' U CODE 
























































































































































RCA CORPORATION, EWYOR, N Y4 












FIND NO, 503 504 503 502 g0l M [DENT IDENTIFYING NO DESCRIPTION 
'ZNIL.R.1/8 1 0701 R28 1 81349 RCOGFI3K RESISTOR 
MIL-R.1030 9/1 1 0702 A29 I 81349 RN6 0DIOOZF RESISTOR 
'IL.R.al/8 M 1 0705 RO 1 81349 RCO'GplO3K RESISTOR 
MIL.R. 1 /8 I 0704 R31  1 81349 RC07GF82 2 K RESISTOR 
MILw--Ra41/ I 0705 Ra2 1 51349 RCOIGPLS3K RESISTOR 
MIL.R.l/8 1 0706 R33 1 81349 RCO7GF330K RESISTOR 
HIL.R.41/8 I 0708 R34 1 81349 RCOfIO1K RESISTOR 
HIL-R.11/8 I 0709 R33 1 81149 RCOTGFIO1k RESISTOR 
MILAE.11/8 1 0710 R36 1 81349 RCOVGF2ZK RESISTOR, 
NIL-R.11/8 I 0711 R37 1 61349 RCOGF392K RESISTOR 
MIL.R.11i8 1 ol12 R3S 1 81349 RCOGF56ZK RESISTOR 
HIL-R11/8 1 0714 R39 1 81349 RCOTGP39ZK RESISTOR 
MIL.R.11/8 1 0715 R40 1 81349 RC07G56K RESISTOR 
MIL-RiL/8 1 0716 R41 8149 RC0GP08ZK RESISTOR 
MILcftwIlls 1 0717 R42 1 81349 RCOI7PI3K RESISTOR 
MIL-4.11/a 1 0110 R43 1 81349 fCoGF330K RESISTOR 
DEC1320 (61691 
!b 
SHEEi PARTS LIST CAMDEN PLANT REV LT CODE DENT JPL 897242 SHEET 
SPECIFICATION LINE RCACORPORATIO,NEWYORK H Y I 47 
NO. ITEM OR OTY REQD PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S 
FIND NO. 
NO. 304 503 502 Sol M IDENT IDENTIFYING NO, DESCRIPTION M 
MILtR.11/8 1 0801 R44 1 81349 RCOTGPlOLK RESISTOR 
MZL.R.1118 1 0BO2 R4 1 81349 RCOG0IO1K RESISTOR 
IwR.1/8 I OO R46 1 61349 RCOIGFSE2K RESISTOR 
HIL.R.11/ 8 1 0804 R47 1 8134 9 RCO GPgZK RESISTOR 
MIL-R.11/8 1 0805 R48 I 6149 RCOTGS56ZK RESISTOR 
MIL-R.11/3 I 0806 R49 1 81l9 RC20O101K RESISTOR 
HIL-R.11/3 1 0807 RSO 1 81349 RC2OGF49K RESISTOR 
MILR.11/8 1 0808 RSi 1 81149 RC07GFO K RESISTOR 
HILR.10509/I I 0809 R52 1 81349 RN60o5OIF RESISTOR 
1 0811 T41 1 00779 3;S82340.1 JACK, TESTZSRN 
1 0812 TJ2 1 00779 3;302 140o 2 JACK, TEST;REn 
I 0813 7J3 1 00779 2;82340.3 JACK, TEST;ORO 
1 0814 7J4 1 00779 3;682340-4 JACK, TEST;YEC 
1 0813 TJ5 . 1 00779 3;582340-5 JACK, TEST;ORN 
I 0816 TJ6 2 00779 3;582340.6 JACK, TEST;BLU 
I 0618 74IO 1 00779 3;582340.0 JACK, TEST;BLK 
DEC 1320 (6169) 
CLISTAMDEN PLANTREV CODE 'DENTS 
SPECIFICATION ~ SSHEET/LINE PARTS LISPTsla~RCA CORPORATION NEW YORK, Y 4967 sE 
NO. ITEM OR OTY RED PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S 
FIND
F05IND No.N. 0 50 50 M IDENT IDENTIFYING NO. DECYTODESCRIPTION M 
1 0901 Ul 1 04713 MC1IXiCL INTEGRATED CIRCUIT 
I 002 U2 1 0471) HCI1OCL INTECRATEO CIRCUIT 
I 0902 U3 1 04713 MC860QL INTEGRATED CIRCUIT 
1 090* U4 1 04713 MC86o INTEGRATED CIRCUIT 
1 0905 u5 1 04713 HC860L INTEGRATED CIaCUIT 
I 0906 U6 1 04713 MCB601L INTEGRATED CIRCUIT 
I 0907 U? 1 04713 MC360fl INT65RATED CIRCUIT 
I 090a U8 1 04713 ICS60iL INTEGRATED CIRCUIT 
I 0909 U9 1 04713 MC7400L INTEGRATED CIRCUIT 
I 091D0 U1O 1 04713 IC8601L INTEGRATEO CIRCUIT 
I 0911 U1U 1 04713 N7400L INTEGRATED CIRCUIT 
I 0912 U12 1 0471) MCB60L INTEGRATED CIRCUIT 
I 0913 VRI I INIOZZB DI0DEP ZENER 
1 0914 VR2 1 IN7i3A 01001o LINER 
DIC1320 (6169) 
cm 
MIC AMDN PANTREV 
.EE-,/ PARTS LIST LTR 
NEWYORK,NY 
OR OTY REDD PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR 
RCACORPORATIO  
NO. 























CODE IDENT SHAEET 





SCHEM DAG; SPLITTER TIMING
 













































































































R -Boex, Case 
.cAOO I NtW... Y REVSION REV PL 
CAMDEN PLANTI 
PREPARED BY DATE REL CODEIDENTNO. SHEET 1 
-- 49671 oP 6 SHEETS 
CHECKED BY DATE CONTRACTNO.8673734 - SKYLAB LSE 
NEXT ASSY USED ON DESIGNACTIVITY APPO DgfE NAS 8-27968 
FIRST APPLICATION 
REVISIONS 
DATE APPROVED LTR DESCRIPTION DATE APPROVED 
INTERPRET SYMBOLS USED AS FOLLOWS, 
QUANTITIES SYMBOL 
Each X- Applicable U- Govt or customer * -Vendor item. Seespecfrcation or 
document furnished source control drawing 
K - Govt orcustomer 




SPECIFICATION ' SHEET/LINE 
NO. 
PARTS LIST 




PER DASH NO. 






CCA!AMDEN PLANT'REV CODE DOENTLTR 1PL 8373o1 
TRaOPRTNNWYR4 6 1P 3149r 
PART OR NOMENCLATURE 






















































































0212 Li 1 96906 $S905317.7 COIL 
1 0216 Pt 1 91662 00.7022;035.000-001 CONNECTOR 
DEC132016169) 
I 0219 01 1 0471$ 2N2222 TRANSISTOR 
CAMDEN PLANT REV CD DN HESHEET/ B L 31PARTS LIST "Ca 
SPECIFICATION LINEE PL RCACO0PATION, NEWYORK, RLY 
NO. ITEM OR ITY REOD PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S 
NO USFIND30 504 503 502 501 M IDENT IDENTIFYING NO. DESCRIPTION M 
MIL-R.1/8 I 0301 RI 1 01349 RCOGP462I RESISTOR 
MIL*Rn11/8 1 0302 RZ 1 81349 RC07GP103K RESISTOR 
0 0 MILwR.11/8 1 0303 R3 1 01349 RC0OF1OZK RESISTOR 
0 MIL-Rel1/8 1 0304 R4 1 81349 RC07GFI0ZK RESISTOR 
HIL.K.1I/8 t 0305 R5 1 81349 RCOOIPOZ3K RESISTOR 
HIL-R.105O9/1 1 0306 R6 1 81349 RN6001OOZF RESISTOR 
MIL.R.10509/1 1 0307 RT' 1 1349 RN6OUL47ZF RESISTOR 
HIL.R.11/8 1 0308 RB 1 81149 RC0GFiOZK RESISTOR 
I 0309 R9 1 $2997 3009pI'103 RESISTOR 
HIL.R..05o9/1 1 0310 RIO 1 81349 RN600IOO2F RESISTOR 
MIL.R.11/8 t 0311 Rix 1 81349 RC07GFI0KK RESISTOR 
I 0312 A1l '1 32997 300opit103 RESISTOR 
HIL.R.OO9/1 1 
0 313 Ri3 1 81349 RN6005 1 1 1 F RESISTOR 
MIL-R.10509/1 1 0314 R14 1 81349 RN600OOZP RESISTOR 
MIL-R.11/ 8 1 0315 R15 1 81349 RCO0GIO K RESISTOR 







SESE PARTS n lmLIST IU o CAMDEN PLANTREV CODE IDENT49571PLal735 SHEET 0 
SPECIFICATION LINE RCA CORPORATION, EW YORK, N Y 
ITEM OR QTY REQD PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S 
FIND NO. 505 304 50 502 501 M IDENT IDENTIFYING NO DESCRIPTION N 
S0401 TiJ. 1 00779 3,;58234 -1 JACK, TEST"Rtj 
1 0402 TJ2 1 00779 ).582340-2 JACK. TEST;.RD 
! 0403 TJ3 1 00779 3;.52 40C3 JACKP TEST-URG 
1 0404 TJ4 1 00779 3-ez340.4 JACKP TEST.YEC 
1 0403 TJ5 1 00779 3-582340-5 JACK, TEST;0R,4 
1 0407 TJlO 1 00779 5.13840.1 JACK-TEST, BLK 
ae ' 161601 
CAMDEN PLANT REV JCOOS IDENT 	 SHEETPL 01730ESHEfl/ PARTS LIST 	 4 TR 05 
NEW YORK. NSPECIFICATION LINE 	 RCACORPORATIO , 
NO. ITEM OR OTY REOD PER DASH NO. U 	 CODE PART OS NOMENCLATURE OR 
CODE PART OR NOENLAURTO























































PARTS LIST * uLT 
RCACORPORATIONNEWVORK. 
ITEM OR QTY REOD PER DASH NO. U 

























SCHEM DIAG; EXTERNAL SYNC 
HA PATTIPW ET6RNAL SYNC 
1 0604 4 X sosoo WORKMANSHIP SPEC, BASIC 
P 0607 7 1 6673774.8 HANOLEW.OARD 




























COPPER WIRE, ROUNO, TINNED 
INSULATING TUBING 
SOLDER, TIN-LOAD ALLOY 
FLUX; SOLDERING, ALCHL.ROSIN 
vvPARTS LIST , ,A,.t CA CORO ATI N NEW Y OMt1,NY REVISIONJ,,JU.L ~a PL r .AEPL 8375683 iSDAlE 
_r
PL[-S75RS3CAA) P4N NJ PLANT[! 
LSTIL:PREPARED BY DATE. uRL coul: ocr No. 
11711 49671 OF SEETS 
CHCKED BY -l- MAE tACT NO,.C T E M UX ............ 4. Urgtg ... . MV.IIT U:i..I *, At - - , ...r,
 
FIfST APPLICATI ONS 
LTR I DFSCPIPTION iDAlE APPRO 'ED LR I DFTCRIPTI" ,PPCVL0 1 
INTERPRET SYMBOLS USD AS FOLLOWS, 
UNITS OF MEASURE (UM) QUANTITIES SYMBOL 
A- Inches H- Barrels T- Ea,.h X- Applicable U -Govt or cuttonnr . .- Vendor torn, Se ?pciflcation or 
B-Fot J - Pounds docum-'it furnishcd sGurtc contiol dra"lig. 
C- Yards L -Pair 
0-Ounces M-Set 0 K-Govt or cus torner 
E- Pints N - Kit 0- For ef only funsld and 
r - Grints P - Rolb //f- Not used InstalledG-- Gallons R - BoA,Case 
RCA L403 XPO 3 (7.731 
PLANT REV CODE IDENTSHEETT P M ACAMDENPARTS LIST LTR PL8375683 SiET 
S ELNE CORPORATION, NEWYORK.NY 49671PECFCATON RCA 
N ITEM OR QTY REOD PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S
FIND NO. M IDENT IDENTIFYING NO.Y5 1O 1 5n4 503 502 501 IDENTIFYING NO. DESCRIPTION Mol 
i 0201 Cl £1349 CEI1;3:-. CAu01TOR 
MIL-C-11015/19 I 0202 Cz 1 b1349 CK068XI04K CAPACITOR
 
MIL-Ci11O15/19 1 0203 C3 813490 CKo68XIO4K CAPACITOR
 
MIL-C.UiOi5/19 1 0204 C4 1 81349 CKO6BXiO4K CAPACITOR
 
IL-C-1101/19 1 '0205 C5 1 81349 CKO6BX1O4K CAPACITOR 
MIL-C-Il)i5/19 I c206 C6 I 81349 CKObBX1O4K CAPACITOR
 
MIL-Cr!iOJ5/19 I 0207 C7' 1 1349 CKO6BX1O4K CAPACITOR
 
MIL-CI1015/19 1 0208 Ce 1 81349 CKO6BX1o4K . CAPACITOR 
MIL-C,11015/19 1 0205 C9 1 01349 CKO6UX1O4K CAPACITOR
 
MIL-C-11o15/19 1 0210 CIO 1 61349 CKo6BXLO3K CAPACITOR
 
MIL-C-30O3/1 I 0211 Ci 1 81349 CSR13C1O7KM CAPACITOR
 
MIL-C-5/18 1 0212 C12 1 81349 CMO6POS61JO3 CAPACITOR
 
MIL-C-1LO15/18 1 0218 C13 i 81349 CK0oXiOK CAPACITOR
 
MIL-C-11013/18 1 0214 C14 1 81349 Ck058Xlo2K CAPACITOR
 
MIL-C-11015/19 I 0215 C15 1 81349 CKO6BX1Q4K CAPACITOR 
MIL-C-ILU15/19 1 0216 C16 1 81349 CKO6BX1O4K CAPACITOR
 
MIL-C-Sf18 I 021? C17 1 81349 CKOED510J03 CAPACITOR
 
MIL-C-i1l5/18 I 0218 C18 b1349 CK,5BXIO2K CAPACITUR
 
MIL-C-5/18 C219 C19 11 81349 050510J04 CAPACITq
 
DEC 1320 61691 T 
SHEET/ 
SPCIICTINESPECIFICATION V-)"N. PARTS LIST RCACORPORATION. NEW YORK.I c .o,,.,wo. N Y, 














DASH NO.502 Sol U M CODE IDENT PART ORIDENTIFYING NO. 
NOMENCLATURE OR y 
__IDETIFYI' NO.DESCRIPTION M 
tIL-C-26655 I 030L C20 " 61349 LSIABE1S6K CAPACITUR 
HIL-C-20655 I O3 2 C21 1 81349 CS13BC336K CAPACITOR 
htiL-S-19500/11 I 0306 CRI 1 81349 JAN1N4148 PIODE 
H4L-S-19500/116 I o 307 CR2 1 01349 JANIN4L48 DIODE 
HIL-S,,19500fil 1 0308 CR3 1 81349 JAN1IN4148 DIODE 
MIL-,,.i95001l I 0309 CR4 1 81349 JANIN4148 .DIODE 
I 03 12 Pi 1 91662 007022-035-000-001 CONNECTOR 
MIL-R-11/8 1 315 1 1 81349 RC07GF103K RESISTOR 
MIL-C-11/8 I o 3 16 R2 1 61349 RCOTGFIOOK RESISTOR 
HIL-R-il/8 I 017 R3 1 51349 RCO7GF14K RkSISTOR 
* MIL-C-Il/S I o~ld R4 1 81349 RC07GF1IOOK 'LSISTOR 
MIL-R-I1/8 I 03.i R5 1 01349 RCO7GF153K RgS1SiR 
OEC1320 (6169 1 - ,_ 
Op rAZ 
SPECIFICATION SHEE/In PARTS LIST 1o , oK. 




NO. ITEM OR QTY REQD PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S 
FIND 
___ 
NO. ------------------­5,5 504 5o3 502 501 M [DENT IDENTIFYING NO. NO, DESCR DESCRIP__ON Y MDENTFNG 
I o4 ol R4 1 60224 30C01-503 'T ilTES:STR 
i/8 1IL-R 0402 R7 1 81349 RCo7GFZ23K RESISTOR 
MIL-Rili/8 I 0403 RS 1 81349 RCO7GFIA3K RESISTOR 
ML-i11/8 I o404 R9 1 81349 RCO7GFIOOK RESISTOR 
IL-R-1i/8 I 0405 Rio 81349 RCO7GF472K RESISTOR 
MIL-R-1i/8 1 0406 R1 1 81349 RCO7GFIO3K RESISTOR 
IL-R-i/8 I 0407 R1Z 1 81349 RC07GF103K RESISTOR 
IL-R-ll/8 0406 Rl3 1 81349 RCOGF1O3K RESISTOR 
MILR-i1/8 I 040 9 R14 1 81349 RC07GF102K RESISTOR 
MIL-R.L1/8 I o 41C R15 1 81349 RCOGFI50K RESISTOR 
MIL-R-il/8 I o4I1 Rib 8349 RCO7GFIOZK RESISTOR 
MIL-R-1l/8 I o412 R17 81349 RCOGF1O3K RESISTOR 
MIL-R-II/8 1 0413 RiB 81349 RCOGF1O3K RESISTOR 
MIL-R-11/8 1 o414 R19 1 81349 RCO7GF1O3K RESISTOR 
ML-R-ii/8 I o415 RZO 1 81349 RCO7GF1O2K RE'SISTOR 
1 0416 I 8R21)294 3009pi-203 RESISTOR 
MIL-R..11/8 I a'i7 R22 1 11349 KCO7GF1O3K RESISTOR 
HIL,--I1/B I 04i R23 .1 81349 RCO7GrZOLK RESISTOR 
MIL-R-tl/8 I n419 R24 1 81349 RCO7GF472K PL5IS rlR 




NO. ITEM OR QTY REQD 
FIND NO. -­5")5 504 
RCACORPORATION. NEW YORK N. 
PER DASH NO. U 
503 502 501 M 
CODE 
IDENT 
CAMDEN PLANT REV CODE IDENT 
RLTR 8 3 7 56 13A Cr49671 
PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR 


































































































































CAMDEN PLANT REV CODE IDENT SHEETPL 63. 06
SHEE PARTS LISTTR 
SPECIFICATION LINE PST CACOtPOATION. NEWYORK, N Y. 49671SPECIFICATIONNO. II 
O ITEM OR OTY REOD PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S 
FIND NO. 502 501 M IDENT IDENTIFYING NO. DESCRIPTION Y 
1 0601 TJ6 1 00779 3- CZ340-6 JACKI TE5T-6,.U 
1 0605 TJIO 1 00779 3-582340-0 JACK, TEST-8CK 
I 0608 Ut 1 o4713 MC4044L IN3RATED CIRCUIT 
I 0609 U2 1 04713 MC1458L INTEGRATED CIRCUIT 
I .0610 U3 1 o4713 MC4024L INTEGRATED CIRCUIT 
I 0611 U4 1 04713 MC7490. INTEGRATED CIRCUIT 
I 0612 U5 1 04713 C74731 INTEGR.TrD CIRCUIT 
I 0613 LI& 1 04713 MC7404L INTEGRATED CIRCUIT 
1 0614 U7 1 04713 MC7400L INTEGRATFO CIRCUIT 
1 0615 U8 1 o4713 MC7400L INTEGRATED CIRCUIT 
I 0616 U9 I 34713 MC742OL INTEGRATED CIRCUIT 
I 0617 U110 1 04713 MC7400L INTEGRATED CTRCUIT 
fIocIi ull I o4713 MC743)L ITEGITED CIRCUIT 
D 0619 U12 f ' 1 -01295 SN74LO4J INTEGRATED CIRCUIT 




SHEE/ -ARTS,  
NRCA 
















CODE ,EN PL 8375683149671 
NOMENCLATURE OR S 
3tFIND NO. Y 
INDN 5O. 513 502 501 M IDENT IDENTIFYING NO. DESCRIPTION M 
I 0701 U13 1 04713 MC7473L "LTlRl'r CIRCIT 
I 07o2 U14 1 04713 MCl493L INTERATED CIRCUIT 
I o7o3 U15 1 01295 SN74165J INTEGRATE CIRCUIT 
I o7O1 U16 1 01295 SNT4165J INTEGRATED CIRCUIT 
I o705 U17 1 01295 5N74165J INTEGRATED CIRCUIT 
I 0706 UL "S '01295 SN741653 INTEGRATED CIRCUIT 
1 0707 U19 1 04713 MC1T12L INTEGRATED CIRCUIT 
I 070 U20 1 04713 MC1712L mTEGIUATED CIRCUIT 
1 0709 U21 1 04713 MC7493L INTEGRATED CIRCUIT 
MIL-S-iS500/12 1 0711 VRi 61349 JAI'I1N75A DIODE, ZENER 
HIL-S-19500/11 1 0712 VI2 1 81349 JANLN963B DIODE 





T, 	 CAMDN PLANTREV CODE IDENT MSIEI ARTS LIST 	 CM iT. PL S568'T 
SPECIFICATION 	 PICACORPORATION. NEWYORK. N Y. 49671i LN 	
NO.ED E DS O.'-N 	 ITEM OR UTY RED PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S 
FIND 5.15 504 503 502 '501 M IDENT IDENTIFYING NO. DESCRIPTION M 
P 0801 1 X 837S685 SCLEMATIC CTF MUX
 
P 080 2 X 8676333 MA PATTSFW, CTE KMLJ
 
0804 4 	 X 8030018 WORKMANSHIP SPEC, BASIC
 
0807 7 	 8673774 HANDLE-BOARD
 
1 0814 i4 	 AR 8533343L8 CEMENT
 
o D s .	 AR 2010105-22 COPPER WIRE, ROUND, TINNED 
00816 16 AR 2010909-812 INSULATING TUBING 
1 0817 L7 AR Z0iO858.:320 SOLDER, TIN-LEAO.ALLOY 
I O018 18 AR 2010573-1 FLUX, SOLDERING, ALCHL-ROSIN 











RCA CORPORAIONI NEW Y. ISIONREVNY REV 
DATE PL 83728 LTR 
PL 837CA.VMDEM PLANT 
PREPARED BY DATE REL CODEIDENT NO. SHEET 
OF 10 SHEETS 
ASSEMBLY CHECKEDBY DATE CONTRACTNO 
INPUT 8673734-50 1 SKYLAB-GSE
 
____________________NAS 8-27968 
NEXT ASSY USED DESIGN DATEON ACTIVITY APPO 
FIRST APPLICATION 
REVISIONS 
DESCRIPTION DATE APPROVED LTR DESCRIPTION DATE APPROVED 
J- REVISEP 
INTERPRET SYMEOLSUSED AS FOLLOWS, 
UNITS OF MEASURE(UM) QUANTITIES SYMBOL 
A- Inches H- Barrels T- Eac X-- Applicable U - Govt or customer *-Verndor Item. Sa specificatlon or 
B - Feet J - Pounds document fumished source control drawing. 
C-Yards L -Pair 
D-Ounces M-Set K - Govi or customer 
E-Pints N - Kit -For ref only furnished and 
F - Qu.arts P - Roll Istalled 
G- Gallons R - Box, Case pan 
4 
.&A 
SHEET/ PARTS LIST nmeT(h r CAMDEN PLANT REV LTR CODE IDENT PL 8,72844 SHEET 
SPECIFICATION 0 LINENO. RCACORPORA!IONNEW oR. LTRR49671 
ITEM OR OTY REQD PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S 
IND NO. 550302 501 -M IDENT IDENTIFYING NO. DESCRIPTION M 
HIL-CvII015/19 1 0201 el 1 81349 CKO6BXIOSK CAPACITOR 
MIL.C.11D13/19 1 0202 CA 1 81349 CK06BX103K CAPACITOR 
HILmC.U0lD/1I I 0*03 C) 1 61349 CKO56X1021( CAPACITOR 
HIL-C.5/18 2 0204 C4 1 81349 CMOSEOSIOJ0S CAPACITOR 
MIL-C-LIOIS/19 1 0203 Cs 1 81349 CkO6 olk3K CAPACITOR 
MILnG.1101/19 1 0206 C6 1 81349 CK06BX%03K CAPACITOR 
MIL.C*26655 1 0208 CT 1 81)49 CS180473K CAPACITRISPSD BY CSRI3C47SK. 
MIL-C.110/19 I 0209 d8 1 81349 CK068n0ZK CAPACITOR 
MZL.C.11013/19 1 0210 C9 1 81149 CKO6BXIOK CAPACITOR 
MIL-.C26653 2 0211 C10 1 81349 CS1300475K CAPACITR(SPS0 BY CSRl3ZG7lK.) 
1 0212 ell 1 72982 81)1o50-6t-IOSM CAPACITOR 
MIL-Cw9sB 1 0214 Cli, 1 81349 CMO6FDZOZJOI CAPACITOR 
HIL.C.S/18 1 0215 Olt 1 01349 CM0D$0)01Jo1 CAPACITOR 
HIL.C.11015/19 1 0216 814 1 81)49 CKo6Bl03 CAPACITOR 
4L-.C.11015/19 1 0217 813 1 01)49 CK065XI03K CAPACITOR 
HILC.3/18 1 0218 16 1 01149 CM6FOB21JO3 CAPACITOR 
HILeOC/8 1 0219 07 1 31349 CM0FOeOloS CAPACITOR 














I M IDENT 
CAMDEN PLANT REV CODE DENT 
L.TR PL 837284449671 
PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR 


























1 61349 CMOSEDSIOJOI 































































































NE ITEM OR 
FIND NO. 
S PARTSLIST 
RCACCRPORATIONNEWYORK, N Y 
0TY REOD PER DASH NO. U CODE 
SiET 02 Sol 'DENT 




























































































































ITEM OR QTY REDD 
FIND NO. 305 50j 
DO 
RCAopRAroN. NEwYORK,Y 
PER DASH NO. U CODE 
503 502 Sol M IDENT 




















































































































































SHET LTRpoA~oI"3"2soPL oCAMDEN PLANT REV CODE IDENT SHEET1LINsEz PARTS LIT RACROAINNWYKN 
SPECIFICATiON 0 SNE P NEw RK R 
N ITEM OR QTY REOD PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR s
F03 504 5030 501 Mi ENT IDENTIFYING NO. DESCRIPTION M 
$IL.R.11/8 1 0601 RU I 81149 RC07GV131K RESISTOR­
HIL.R.11/8 I 0602 RZS 1 81349 RCOTGFOZ RESISTOR
 
1 0603 R24 1 80294 3O9PI.502 RESISTOR
 
HIL.R.L1/8 1 0604 RZ5 1 81349 R007GF102X RESISTOR
 
IIL.R.10509/1 1 0606 RZT 1 81349 RN60DIOOIF RESISTOR
 
MIL.R.Lt/8 1 0608 RZ 1 81349 RC07GP103K 
 RESISTOR
 
HIL-R.05og/l 1 0609 R29 1 81349 RN6005112F RESISTOR
 
M4L-R.1O509/1 1 0610 R D 1 81249 R60011IF RESISTOR
 
MIL.R.11/3 1 0611 Ri I 1 81349 RCOOFLZOR RESISTOR
 
IL.R.i1/1 I 0612 RP32 81149 RC0OPIZ20K RESISTOR
 
HIL.R.L1/8 I o614 R33 
 1 81349 RC0GF562K RESISTOR
 
XIL.R. O509/1 1 0615 R34 1 81349 RM60D5112F RESISTOR
 
M4L.R.l05o/1 1 0616 A35 1 81349 RN600IIZF 
 RESISTOR
 
1 0617 R3b 1 80294 3009P1.502 RESISTOR
 
MIL-R.11/8 1 0618 R37 1 81149 RCOT0GR1( RESISTOR
 
1 0619 R38 1 O0294 3009Pi-201 RESISTOR
 
OEC 1320 [4IO9] 
SHEET PARTS LIST RUA CAMDEN PLANT REV LTR CODE DENTET4967 P 'S 
SPECIFICATION LINE RCACORPORATION.NEW YORK N Y 467 
O ITEM OR OTY REQD PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S 
FIND rO, j05 504 303 502 501 N DENT IDENTIFYING NO. DESCRIPTION M 
NIL.R11/8 1 0701 R39 1 81349 RCOYGFIZZK RESISTOR 
MIL-R.11fS I 0702 R40 1 81S49 RCOTGF120K RESISTOR 
MIL.R.11/3 1 0703 R41 1 81349 RCOGF120 RESISTOR 
MIL-R.11/8 1 0704 R42 1 81349 ReCO7GFIOK RESISTOR 
HIL-R.11/8 i 070 R43 1 61349 RCOGF103K RESISTOR 
HIL.R.11/8 1 0706 R44 1 81349 RC07GF683K RESISTOR 
HMIL-.11/8 i 0106 R45 1 61349 RCOTGFIOZK RESISTOR 
MIL-R.11/8 I 0709 R46 1 81349 RCOGF4ZI( RESISTOR 
HIL-.11/8 I0710 R47 1 61349 RCQTGP±Z±K RESISTOR 
MILsR.11/8 I 0711 R48 1 81349 RCOPI2K RESISTOR 
HIL.R.11/S 1 0712 R49 1 81a49 RCO'GP471k RESISTOR 
XIL-RI/8 1 0714 R5O 1 81349 RCOTOFI0JK RESISTOR 
MIL.R.11/8 1 0715 Rol 1 01349 RC07Of683k RESISTOR 
HIL-R.11/8 I 0716 R52 1 81349 RCOGFIOZK RESISTOR 
HILwR.11/8 I 0717 U3 1 611*9 RCOF4T7ZK RESISTOR 
MIL.R.11/8 2 018 A4 1 81349 RCOIPZZ3K RESISTOR 
MIL-R.11/8 1 0719 1 5819 RIOIGFLIIK REISTOR 




sk r PARTS LIST CAMDEN PLANTREV CODE DENT JAMIIPL 8372R44oo.EN 
SPECIFICATION LINE RCACORPORATIO,NEWYORK ,, 49671 
NO. ITEM OR OTY REDD PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S 
FIND NO. 5os S04 503 502 501 M DENT IDENTIFYING NO. DESCRIPTION M 
$IL-R.11/8 I 0801 R6 1 81149 RC07GP4TIK RESISTOR 
MIL-.. 10509/1 1 0602 AS? 1 149 RN600100iF RESISTOR 
tIL.R.I0509/1 1 0602 R58 1 1349 RN6OOiOOIF RES13TOR 
MILK.105og/1 I 0804 R59 1 81349 RN6006O1PF RESISTOR 
HIL-R.ZZ684/t 1 0805 R60 1 81149 RLOSO J RESISTOR 
IL.R.1110 1 0806 R6 1 4149 RCOT7GSS3K RESISTOR 
MIL-R.009/I 1 000a ft2 $1349 RN600IOO2F RESISTOR 
MIL-R.f2264/1 1 0609 R63 1 81349 RL07S202J RESISTOR 
RIL-.11/) 1 0810 R64 1 81349 RCQTGF12OK RESISTOR 
MIL-R.tL/3 I 061i R6 1 609 RCOYO7190K RESISTOR 
MILRwil/a I 0812 R66 1 B1349 RCOG!103K RESISTOR 
HIL-C.1L/8 I 0613 R6T 1 81)49 RCO* 180K RESISTOR 
MIiLwRalI/3 I Oa81 R68 1 81249 AC20GF 6 80K RESISTOR 
MILR.1I/1 0615 69 011249 RCeOGFO K RESISTOR 
RIL-R.11/3 1 0816 RTO i 81149 RCOGPl11K RESISTOR 
MIL.R.I1/8 I 0817 R7 1 1 *IM9 ACO7 GFIOZK RESISTOR 
MIL-R.11/8 1 0018 R72 I 81149 RCOGp1IOIK RESISTOR 
LIL.R.1009/1 I 0819 R73 1 01349 AN60DIOOIP RESISTOR 






ITEM OR CITY REDO 
FIND NO. j05 504 
RCACOAPORATION EW YORK N Y 
PER DASH NO. U CODE 























































I 0909 ffIO 1 00779 3;582340.0 JACK, TEST;BLK 
I 0911 Ul 1 04713 MCIT41CL INTEGRATED CIRCUIT 
































































h A oRPoRAIIONN 
CITY REOD PER DASH NO. 



















SCNH DIAO; AUDIO INPUT 
MA P47Y.Pw; A0O INPUT 
4 x solCoia WORKMANSHIP 3PEC, BASIC 

















COPPER WIRE RDUND, TINNED 
INSULATING TUSING 
SOLDR# tI.LHBAO ALLOY 
PLX, SOLDERING, ALCNL.ROSIN 
RCORPORATION ,NEW YORl,NY REVISION REVCADAEPL PL 8372846 (-1 
LIST TITLE: fREPAREC BY DATE REL CODE]DENT NO.49671 SHEET oF SHEETS 
BOARD ASSEMBLY CHECKEDBY DATE CONTRACTNO 
VIDEO INPUT 4- 0 
NEXT ASSY 
SKYLAB-GSE 
USED ON DESIGNACTIVITY APPD DATE NAS 8-27968 
FIRST APPLICATION 
REVISIONS 
LTR DESCRIPTION DATE APPROVED LIN DESCRIPTION DATE APPROVED 




G P-FV 15eD 
H REV I5ED 
INTERPRET SYMBOLSUSEDAS FOLLOWS. 
UNITS OF MEASURE(UM) QUANTITIES SYMBOL 
A- Inches H- BarrIs I-Each X- Applcable U -Govt or customer * -Vendor Item,. SeespecIfication or 
B- Feet J - Pounds document furnished source control drawing 
C-Yards L -Pair 
D-Ounces E -Set K- Govtor customer 
E-Pints N-Kit 0-For ref only furnished and 
F- Quarts P -Poll InstalledG- Gallons R - BoxCase 
SPECIFICATION SEE/LINE PARTS LIST 
All 
NEO~O.,O.W YORK.N Y9 





SNO. ITEM OR OTY REDD PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR " S 
FIND NO. D 504 03 O 50 M IDENT IDENTIFYING NO. DESCRIPTION 
MIL-C.11013/18 1 0201 el 1 81349 CK0BXIOZK CAPACITOR 
MIL.C.11013 /19 I 0202 C2 1 81149 CK06BXIOaK CAPACITOR 
NIL-C..1101/19 I 0203 C3 1 81149 CKO6SX1O3K CAPACITOR 
MIL.C3/1iB 1 0204 C4 1 81z49 CHOSo Jios CAPACITOR 
MILC-.2 7 23 7 /l I 0203 C5 1 61149 CTXIOVAJ CAPACITOR 
MIt.CwlIOt5/19 I 0206 C6 1 81349 CKI068X103K CAPACITOR 
MIL-C.11015/19 1 0209 C? 1 81349 CXO6BX0SI CAPACITOR 
MIL.C.26655 1 0209 C6 1 81349 C51IBC396K CAPACITOR 
$I..C.1100/i8 1 0210 C9 1 91349 CKODBXjotK CAPACITOR 
14L-C.11015/19 1 0211 CID 1 01349 CK06BX10)K CAPACITOR 
MIL.C.1101/19 1 0212 el1 1 61349 CK06BX103K CAPACITOR 
MILC.h/18 I 0214 enZ 1 81249 C0Eb510JOI CAPACJTOA 
MIL-L.w/18 I 0213 :13 1 81149 CMOPFDIOJ0O3 CAPACITOR 
MIL.C.11015/19 I 0216 Ci4 1 81349 CKO68XIoSK CAPACITOR 
N4L-C.11013/19 I 021' cis 1. 81)49 CX06BXIOSK CAPACITOR 
HIL.C.9//1 1 0218 16 1 113149 CMOSEDSIOJOS CAPACITOR 
mIl-C11013/19 I0219 7? 1 61349 Ck06BX104K CAPACITOR 
DEC 1320 16169} 
SHEET/ PARTS LIST R CAMDEN PLANT REV LTR ICODE IDENT PL 8372846 SHEET o3 





CTY REQD PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR SY 
FD 05 504 503 502 101 M 'DENT IDENTIFYING NO DESCRIPTION M 
MZL-C.110151/19 t O301 CIO 1 81349 CK06BX103K CAPACITOR 
HIL-C.11013/19 1 0302 C19 1 81349 CK068X103K CAPACITOR 
HIL-C.11O13/19 1 0303 C0 1 81349 CK06BXI03K CAPACITOR 
N'HIL.C.5/la ! 0304 C21 1 81349 CM03FOZ71JO3 CAPACITOR 
IL-C.5/18 t 0305 C2a 1 81349 CHOSEO0JOI CAPACITOR 
MIL.C.3/18 I 0306 t23 1 8349 CM3oEO510 J0S CAPACITOR 
HIL-C.11015/19 1 0308 C24 1 81349 CX068XIO;K CAPACITOR 
MIl.C.272?7/1 1 0309 C25 1 81349 CTMI03VAJ CAPACITOR 
HIL-C.5/18 1 0310 C2 6 1 81349 CMO6F0 272JO CAPACITOR 
NIL.C.3/la I 0311 C27 . 1 81349 CH06Fp561JO 'CAPACITOR 
HIL.C.I/8 1 0312 C23 1 81349 CMoSFD39IJO3 CAPACITOR 
MIL-C.5/18 I 0314 C29 1 81249 CMOSEO10JOE CAPACITOR 
MIL-C.5/18 1 0315 C30 1 81349 CHOED270JOS CAPACITOR 
MIL-C.11015/19 1 0316 C€1 1 81349 CK06BXIO3K CAPACITOR 
MIL-C.11015/19 1 0317 C32 1 81349 CI(065XI04 CAPACITOR 
MIL.C"11013/19 I0318 C33 1 81349 CK068XI04k CAPACITOR 
HIL-C.11015/19 1 0319 C34 1 81349 CKO6BX1O4K CAPACITOR 
DEC 1320 (6169) 
I 
C.o 
tOCAMDEN PLANT RVCODE IDENT SHEET 
SPECIFICATION 
2SHiEE/LINE PARTS LIST RCA 
COPRMQ OR NV 
LTR 
Rev 
83728464971 PLPL oORK 
671 
o4DY 
O ITEM OR CTY REOD PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S 
IND NO. 05 504 503 502 501 M IDENT IDENTIFYING NO DESCRIPTION M 
n1L.C.20655 I 0401 C33 1 81349 CSIBC336K CAPACITOR 
n1L.C.2 6655 1 0402 C36 1 81349 C519S81Eis CAPACITOR 
MIL.C.26655 1 0403 WT 1 01349 CSIPBEtS6K CApACITOR 
HIL.C1 1I0 1 3/1S I 0404 C38 1 81349 CKoSBXlozI CAPACITOR 
HIL-C.Ct015/18 1 0403 C39 1 8149 CK058X10ZK CAPACITOR 
MIL-C.5/18 I 0406 C40 1 81349 CHOEO510Jo CAPACITOR 
1 0407 CR1 1 81349 1N4148 DIODE 
1 0408 CR2 1 81349 1N4148 DIODE 
1 0409 CR3 1 81349 IN4148 6IODE 
0410 CR4 1 81349 1N4148 DIODE 
1 0411 CR3 1 81149 IN4148 DIODE 
1 0412 Ll I//I 96906 MS90537.31 COIL 
1 0412 PI a 91662 O0.7022;0S5.000-001 CONNECTOR 
I 0415 o1 1 2N4859 TRANSISTnR 
1 o416 Oz I ZNZQD7A TRANSISTOR 
1 04xt 43 1 2N2222A TRANSISTOR 
1 0418 04 1 zN4859 TRANSISTnR 
1 "0419 05 1 2NZ269A TRANSISTOR 
DOC 1320 (6/69 
PCFAON SEs /LINE PARTS LIT R DACACORPORO..o..W YOR.N,  
CAMDEN PLANT REV CODE ]DENT 
LTR 4PLH 9671 832846 SHEET 05 
NO. ITEM OR QTY REQD PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S 
S FIND NO. 503 502 501 M DENT IDENTIFYING NO. DESCRIPTION M 
1 0501 06 1 ZN29oA TRANSISTOR 
1 002 07 1 aNZ369A TRANSISTOR 
I 0 50 3 0 2N207A TRANSISTOR 
1 0504 g9 1 2N2$69A TRANSISTOR 
MIL.ft/11 i 0505 111 1 81349 RCo?05102k RESISTOR 
MILaA2 6 4/ll 1 0506 R2 1 51349 RLZOSO1J RESISTOR 
1 0501 R) 1 80294 3009P1.OI RESISTOR 
MILR.1 51.LZ/3 1 0508 R4 1 8A149 RNGCDiLOIP RESISTOR 
M4L-RwZ2684/1 ! 0509 P5 1 8149 RLO?520J RESISTOR 
?1L.fR.1/1 1 0310 A6 1 81349 RCO$Ll1OK RESISTOR 
MILR.U/3 1 0312 A7 1 81349 RCQ1GFIOK RESISTOR 
MILsRMO0509/1 1 051) no 1 51349 RNOODLOOZF RESISTOR 
NIL.Rwta66O/1 1 0514 A9 1 S1i49 RLOSIOZJ RESISTOR 
MIl*A.11/4 I 0513 AID 1 81349 RCOIGPI0K RESISTOR 
MIt.R.111/ I 0516 Ri 1 81)49 RCOGP1QK RESISTOR 
HI* AO418 I 031 R1 1 81349 Re0GF41OK RESISTOR 
MIL.R-.14 1 0180 Rl 1 51349 ICOIGI1IOK RESISTOR 
_________/8 1 019 1114 1 6114 9 RCO7GPZZK RESISTOR 






ITEM OR CTY REQD 
FIND NO. 005 304 
RCACOPORATION,.EWVORK.N 
PER DASH NO. U 








































































































HIL.R.22 6 84/1 
MIL.R.10509/1 
IL-R.1009/1 




















































PER DASH NO, U 
Y4 
CODE 








FIND NO. 1 504 03 02 7501 M IDENT IDENTIFYING NO Y 
___- - -DESCRIPTIONM 
MIL.R.22684/1 1 0ot 132 811349 RCO7saotj* RESISTOR 
MIL-R.t0509/1 1 0702 33 1 81349 RN*ODT371 RESISTOR 
c . -1/3 1Z 81349 RCO7GFLZOK RESISTOR 
MIL-RMll/ 1 0704 A) 1 81349 RCoGO1OK RESISTOR 
.IL-A.1OSO91I 010S 1 81349 RN60D1472F RESISTOR 
MIL-RZZ0468/1 0708 A37 1 01349 RC01S202J RESISTOR 
MILeR1.41/8 I 0108 R38 1 81349 RC07GP1OJK RESISTOR 
ML-RR0509/eI 0109 R39 1 81349 RN6ODiOOIF RESISTOR 
MIL-Rt1OO9/1 1 010 R41 1 0L349 RN6OOOOOF RESISTOR 
HIL-R.o509/I 1 0111 R42 1 01349 RN6006P1F RESISTOR 
HIL.Rattsq 1 0112 R4 1 01349 RCO7GFIOK RESISTOR 
Hm Iftlf ! 07146 R6S 1 81349 RC070PI90K RESISTOR 
MIL-R118 1 0715 R44 1 81349 RCO7Gp6E3K RESISTOR 
MIL-R[ol1/ 1 0716 R45 1 81349 RAOIOP1o3K RESISTOR 
NIL-.Rft/8 1 0717 R46 1 B349 RCOIGPLOK RESISTOR 
,411R.S0509/1 1 0718 Kt47 81249 RN60DIOO2P RESISTOR 
MIL ot1/B I 0719 R4B 1 81349 RCOYGPL3OK RESISTOR 
DEC 1320 (SJ69j 
I3 
o 
CAMDEN PLRNT REV CODE DENT LHEET 
SPCFIAIN IE~LINE PARTS LIST R U11CRPRCA CORPORATION NEW YORK, N Y. 49670 370 
0 ITEM OR QTY REDD PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S 
FIND NO. os 304 so; Boa 501 M IDENT IDENTIFYING NO. DESCRIPTION M 
IL-R-t/8 I 0801 R49 1 81349 RC070P689K RESISTOR 
MIL-R.11/ 10802 SO 1 0149 RCOGPIOZK RESISTOR 
HIL-.11/8 1 0803 Rol 1 81149 RCO7GP47ZK RESISTOR 
MIL.R.11/8 1 0804 R52 1 81349 RCOGPZIZK RESISTOR 
HIL-R.11/3 I 0803 R53 1 81349 RCOIGPIZOK RESISTOR 
MIL"R.11/8 I 0806 R54 1 81349 RCO7GP1SZK RESISTOR 
MIL.R.11/ I 0808 R55 1 81349 RCOIGF4I1K RESISTOR 
PILwA.15O09/t t 0809 R56 1 81349 RN600I147F RESISTOR 
MIL-R1O5O;/1 I 0810 Rol 1 8M49 RN6001002P RESISTOR 
MIL.t.105091 1 1 0611 RS 1 81349 RN6ODiOOF RESISTOR 
HIL-R.OS09/1 I 0812 A59 1 81349 RN600IOOZF RESISTOR 
MIL.R.11/8 1 0814 RO 1 81349 RCOVGFIOIR RESISTOR 
RIL.1R.1/8 10815 R61 1 81249 RCO?GP683K RESISTOR 
MZL.R.11/8 1 0816 R62 1 81349 RCOGF1O2K RESISTOR 
MIL.R.11/S I o817 R63 1 81349 RCOTG!472K RESISTOR 
IL-R.11/8 1 0816 R64 1 81349 RCO7GF2K RESISTOR 
MIL"Rs11/3 1 0819 I6S 81349 RCOGF12OK RESISTOR 
DEC320 (6169) 
CAMDEN PLANTREV CODE IDENT SHEET 
i SHEET/ PARTS LIST LTR PL8flS8e 09SPECIFICATION ED ER.,.0,0,.W,,."* 49671 SPEIFIATIN LINE NOW YORK, N Y. + I­~ RCA CORPORATIO , 
NO ITEM OR OTY REQD PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S 
FIND NO. j0030 O3 O M ENT IDENTIFYING NO. DESCRIPTION M 
MIL.R.11/8 i 0901 166 1 813A9 RCo7GP15ZK RESISTOR
 
MIL.R.11/8 I 0902 R67 1 81349 RCOF0471K RESISTOR
 
HIL-R.11/6 I 0903 K68 I 81349 Rei2GpZzIK RESISTOR
 
MIL-R.11/3 I 0904 R69 1 81149 RC20GF600K RESISTOR
 
MIL-.R.I1/3 I 0903 70 3 81349 RCOGFBZOK RESISTOR
 
MIL.Rn11/8 I 0906 #71 1 81349 RCOGPIO3k RESISTOR
 
MIL-R.I1/8 I 0907 172 . 81349 RC07GF47Zk RESISTOR
 
HIL.R.11/8 I 0908 R73 1 81349 RCOGfP2K RESISTOR
 
0909 R74 1 81149 RC07.SELET &T TEST
 
1 0912 TJi 1 00779 :3.S240OI JACK# TEST;BRN 
I 0913 TJ2 1 00779 3;582340.2 JACK, TEST;RID 
I 0914 T3 1 0079 3 80234O JACK, TIST;0Ra 
I 0915 744 1 00779 3-ISZ)40-4 JACK T2ST;YEC 
1 0916 715 1 00779 3;402340.5 JACK, TESTDRN 
1 0918 TJtO 1 00779 3;382340.( JACK, TESTSaLK
 
OEC 1320 (6169) 
to
 I
SSHEET/ PARTS LIST 
SPECIFICATION - LINE PCA CORPORATJON NEW YORK M. Y 
NO. IEMO 
ITEM OR QTY REQD PER DASH NO. U CODE 
FIND No. 05 504 503 502 S01 M IDENT 
1 1001 Ul 1 0471) 
1 1002 UZ 1 04713 
1 lC03 U3 1 0471) 
1 1004 U4 1 04713 
1 1005 U5 1 04713 
1 1006 U6 1 04713 

I 1007 U7 1 04712 

1 1000 Us 1 0471 

I loOg Ug 1 04713 

1 1010 UID 1 0471 

1 1011 VRI I 

1 1012 VRZ 1 

1 1010 VRS I 

DEC 1320 (6169) 
CAMADEN PLANT REV CODE [DENT SHEET 
LTR49671PL 
PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR 
IDENTIFYING NO DESCRIPTION M 
nCetiCc INTEGRATED CIRCUIT 
MCITL2CL INTEGRATED CIRCUIT 


























SHEET/ PARTS LIST 
LINE 
NONOECAUER 
ITEM OR OTY REGD 







DASH NO. U 















SCHV4 DI4; VIDEO INPUT 





I 1104 4 X 8030018 WORKHANSHIP SPEC BASIC 
P 1107 7 1 8673774.5 HANDLEPBOARD 


























COPPER WIRE, ROUND, TINNED 
INSULATING TUBINO 
SOLDER; TIN.LKAD ALLOY 
FLUX# SOLDERING, ALCHL.ROSiN 
DEC 1320 (6169) 
PARTS LIST : o,,,o ],.,,. D[. LTR, ,~ ATE
PA TS LITMCA CORPORAtION NY REVINEW YORK, REVISION 
PL 8372848 DPLANT 
LIST TITLE: PREPARED BY DATE REI. CODEIDENTNO. SHEET 1
49671 OF6 S.EES 
BY CONTRACT 
INTERLEAVER OUTPUT 673731-50I SKYLAB-GSE 
NEXT ASSY USED ON DESIGN APPD CATE IAS 8-27968 





LTR DESCRIPTION DATE APPROVED LTR DESCRIPTION DATE APPROVED
 
A v-e vlis-V 
C 2EV ISE-D 
D5 KEVIS-eD0 PVI L-ED 
INTERPRET SYMBOLS USED AS FOLLOWS: 
UNITS OF MEASURE(UM) QUANTITIES SYMBOL 
A- Inches II - Barrels T- Each X- Applicable U - Govtor customer * -Vendor Item, Seespecification or 
B .. Feet j - Pounds document furnished sourc control drawing,C-Yards L -Par 
D-Ounces M-Set K-Govt or customer 
E-Pnts N -KIt 0-F, re only funlshed and 





PARTS LIST 0 l CK 
1EWcON ,.4 
OR QTY REOD PER DASH NO. U 
FIND NO. SoO 50$ 504 503 302 501 M 
CODE 
DNDENT 
CAMDEN PLANT REV 
PART OR 
IDENTIFYING NO. 





























































































































ITEM OR OTY KEOD 
FIND NO. D 504 
R 
HCAoRPoAI,,NEW YORKH Y. 
PER DASH NO. U CODE 
















































































































































C O NNEW YORKoN Y. 
ITEM OR QTY 
REDD PER DASH 
NO. U 
CODE 
FIND NO, 0 504 003 502 S1 M IDENT 
LTPART OR 
IDENTIFYING NO. 






tILL.R.10509/1 1 0401 Rig 1 81349 RN600100PF RESISTOR 
MfL.R22684/1 1 0402 R16 1 81349 RCOIS20IJ RESISTOR 
MIL.f 10509/1 1 0403 A17 1 51349 RN6OD217LF RESISTOR 
N1-R.11/3 1 0404 R1g 1 81149 RCOOP20K RESISTOR 
Mnh-R-10,09A 1 0405 R19 1 51349 RV6ODi32F REZSTOR 
ILtR.tl/B 1 0406 RZD 1 81349 RCQTGF20K RESISTOR 
4L.A.11/3 I 0408 R2 1 81349 RC20GF4P1K RESISTOR 
MIL.9.1I/) I 0409 R2a 1 g1149 RCOT7F120K RESISTOR 
sILRr0509/1 I o41o 2 1 01349 RN60IDROF RESISTOR 
MIL-R.11/g 1 0411 R24 11 8149 RC07GFLOZK RESISTOR 
MIL-R.11/3 1 0412 R25 1 81349 RC20GF60K RESISTOR 
MIL-R.11/6 I 0414 A26 1 81349 RC02GPIK RESISTOR 
MIL.R*ll/8 I 0413 Riz 1 81349 RCO7GF103K RESISTOR 
XIL.R.11/8 1 0416 R2 1 81349 RC070F03K RESISTOR 





SHEET/ PA TLIN.E PARTS LIST 




VNYORK,__0,,_O..N Y ,. 
PER DASH NO. U CODE 







































































DtC 1120 (6169) 
CAMDEN PLANT REV CODE IDENT EE 
SHEET/ PARTS LIST LTR PL 6312848 06SPECIFICATION LINE ,0o0,.o.,0y.,y 49671 
















i P 0607 7 
1 0609 9 















PER DASH NO. 

























NOMENCLATURE OR S 
DESCRIPTION M 
SCHE4 DIAG; !NTERLEAVER OP
 





















OMANNINWOK Y REVISION FREVPARTS LIST C.€. Ao N I I-A DATE P2R 
PLANTctA6M E) 
LIST TITLE: jPREPARED BY DATE REL CODEIDENTNO. SHEET I49671 ow SHEETSAEE-
BOARD ASSEMBLY CHECKED BY DATE CONTRACTNO, 
AUDIO POWER AMPLIFIER 8673734-501 SKYLAS-GSE NAS 8-27968
 
NEXT ASSY USED ON DESIGNACTIVITYAPPO DATE 
FIRST APPLICATION 
REVISIONS 




iC ;E E I S E. D:: 
C zev15D 
P k&VlISED 
INTERPRET SYMBOLS USEDAS FOLLOWS, 
UNITS OF MEASURE (UM) QUANTITIES SYMBOL 
A-Inche3 H--Barrels T-Each X-Applrcable U-Govtoicustomer #-Vendoritem SeespecIficatlonor 
B- Feet J - ounds document furnished soure control drawing.C-Yards L -_PaIr 
D-Ounces M.Sat K-Govt or customer 
E-Pints N -Et 0-For refonlylmishedand
F- Quarts P -Roll unstasled 




NO. ITEM OR 
FIND NO.-
LIST I 
RCA CORPORATION, NEW YORK N Y -
OTY REOD PER DASH NO U CODE 
- - -­0 503 502 50 M DENT 
















































MIL-C 11015/19 1 0206 C6 1 81349 CK068X104K CAPACITOR 






























DEC 1320 (6169) 






CAMDEN PLANT REV JCODE IDENT SHEET 
= SHEET? PARTS LIST UN .MI . N LTR PL a372830 
CORPORATION N 
O ITEM OR OTY REQD PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S 
FiND NO. 3 0 503 0 501 M IDENT IDENTIFYING NO. DESCRIPTION M 
SPECIFICATION LI RCA NEWYORK.
1 0302 0l 1 81349 2N2219 TRANSISTOR 
I 0i03 02 1 81249 2NZ2 19 TRANSISTOR 
1 0104 03 1 51349 2N290 TRANSISTOR 
1 0305 04 1 2N;054 TRANSISTOR 
I 0306 05 1 2NS054 TRANSISTOR 
ORC'320 1669 
o 











RCACORPORATIONEWYORK N Y4 
PER DASH NO. U CODE 
503 502 501 M IDENT 





























































































































MIL.R%11/3 I 0417 R15 1 81349 RCZOGFSO4 RESISTOR 









RCACORPORATIONEW YORK, N Y. 
OTY REQD PER DASH NO. U CODE 
V054 $03 502 501 M IDENT 


















SCHEM D1A0; AUDIO PWR AHPL 
MA PATT.Pw; AUDIO PMR AmPL 
I OSQA IC OD480o0le WORKMANSHIP SPEC, BASIC 
P 0501 1 1 S6"f774 7 HANDLE-BOARD 
I 0509 9 3 605806.4 MOUNTING PAD TO-5 PACKAG9 



























COPPER-WIRE, ROUNO, TINNED 
INSULATING TUBING 
SOLDER, TIN.LEAU ALLOY 
















PARTSLISTCAI ow my REVISION RcorpAo YOI4PARTS PISTANT T PL 8673757 A 
CAM D "i PUANTIA
 
PREPARED BY DATE REL CODE IDENT NO, SHEET I49671 OF 3 SHEETS 




NEXT ASSY USED ON DESIGNACTIVITYAPPD DATE NAS 8-27968 
FIRST APPLICATION 
REVISIONS 
DATE APPROVED LTR DESCRIPTION DATE APPROVED 
INTERPRET SYMBOLSUSED AS FOLLOWS: 
OF MEASURE (UM) QUANTITIES SYMBOL 
H- Barro T--Eh X--Applrcable U-Govt or customer * -VendorItem. Ste spectficateon orac 





M -Set K- Govt or customer
 






SHEET/ PTRPARTS LITHTLIST 




NO. -j OTY REDD 04 PER DASH NO. 50I3 3 302 Sol U M CODE DENT 
IL.C./I8 I Ool ce 1 8149 
ML-.C*s/18 2 0202 Cs I 81349 
MIL.C0./1S £ 0201 C4 1 81349 
M1L..=,/I8. I 0;O 04 4 1 81349 
MIL.C..3/11 1 0203 Cs $149 
1 0209 Ll I 72239 
1 0210 LI 1 72259 
I o2ti Li - 72209 
1 0218 S1 




























COIL (NY TRONtCS) 
897590;1, SWITCH, T06GC6 
s nPRCAMDEN PLANTREV CODE IDENT SHEET 
i ET/ PARTS LIST LTR PL 8673757 03 
SPECIFICATION OLINE.PR NEWYORK.N Y. RNMNCAUEO496711RCA CORPORATIO . A 
NO. ITEM OR CTY REO PER DASH NO. U CODE SPART OR NOMENCLATURE OR 

-5-03
FIND NO. 102 501 M IDENT IDENTIFYING NO. DESCRIPTION 
P 0301 1 I 8672810 SOHE DIA0, BESSEL FLTR/MJL 
P 0203 2 X 8673761 HkPATT-PNWHESEL FLTR/L 
P 0303 3 X 8673762 DklIO DwO, BISL XFLTR/QL 
I 030 4 I 8030018 WORKANSHIP sPEm, BASIC 
I 0305 5 x 2020463 HMaIM )ETAL AID PLASTIC S 
I 0309 9 AR 8983173-1 PAIRT, HARZ WHITS 
I 0310 10 31 8550137-2 TERMINAL 
I 0315 15 AR 999127-9 WIM, MLOThIAL 
I 0317 17 AR 201085&320 SOLDER, TIN-LEAD AILO! 
I 033B 18 AR 2010573-1 FLUX, SOLDERINO, ALHL-ROSXh 
o£ 1320 11691 
Cr 
I-A 
PARTS LIST ag.n ,'ao,,,o " U,,. ,SODATE

PARTS LISTRCA A COtvomATlut I NEW YORK, NY nEIINREV IPk 8 375 66a?Z 
CAMPEN NJ PLANT 
LIST TITLE: 
CTE PE- MUX A5T 
PREPARED BY 




REL CODE IDENT NO49671 OP 7 SHEETS 
FIRST APPLICATION 
REVISIONS 
LTR DESCRIPTION DATE APPROVED LTR DESCRIPTION DATL APPROVED 
INTERPRET SYMBOLS USED AS FOLLOWSi 
UNITS OF MEASURE (UM) QUANTITIES SYMBOL 
A-InchesB- Feet H-BarrtsJ - Pounds T-Each X-Apphecabledocument U-Gvtorcustomerfurnished *k-VendorItem. See specificationsource control drawing. or 
C-YardsD-OuncesE- Pints 
F - Quats 
L -PairM - SetN - Kt 
P -Roll 
0-F0-For ref o'y - Govt or customerfurnished end 
Instafle 
G- Salons R - Box, Case //t- Otused 
RCA2^403 XPO 3 073) 
PART AMbEN PLANT IREV ICODE, [DENT1SHEET/ PARTS LIST LT, SHEETPL 8375682 
SPECIFICATION ' LINE PICACORPORATION. NEWYO. 49671 PNO. '.. 
N. ITEM OR 0TY RKOD PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR 
a FIND NO.--5--04 5n3 5,12 Sol M !DENT IDENTIFYING NO. DESCRIPTION M 
MIL-!C-11015/19 1 0201 Cl 1 81349 CK068XI04K fAPA(,jTi. 
MIL-C-1015/19 1 0202 C 81349 CKo6BXIC4K CAPACITOR 
KII.-C, 15/19 0203 C3 1 1349 CKOBXlD4K CAPAC'ITOl 
MIL-C-27287 I 0204 C4 1 1349 CTfIo4VAJ CAPACITOR 
14IL-C-27287/1 1 0205 C5 a1349 CTMIo3VAJ CAPACITOR 
M!L-Ce1I{'15/191I o206 C6 l 81349 CK06BX103K CAPACITOR 
MIL-C-39C,03/1 1 0207 C7 1 81349 CSRI3C1O7KM CAPACITOR 
MIL-C-5/i8 1 O08 Ce 1 81349 CM06rFD561J03 CAPACITOR 
HIL-C-5/t8 1 0209 C9 81349 CMO6Ff561J03 CAPACITOR 
MIL-C-'/LS ' OZC CIO 1 51349 CM06FD332103 CAPACITOR 
MIL-C-11015/19 1 0211 011 - 149 CKO6SXI14K / CAPACITOR 
MIL-Cv-i015/19 1 0212 C2 1 81349 CKO6BXIC4K CAPACITOR 
HIL-C.l1(5/19 1 0213 C13 81349 CKO6BXIO0K CAPACITOR 
MIL-C,1015/19 I 214 C14 81349 CKO6BXIo4K CAPACITOR 
MIL.C-iI015119 I n2jS C1 5 81349 CKo60X1o4K CAPACITOR 
0216 C16 1 81349 CEIIC1500
 





LIN E (h NO. 
PARTS LIST CA COR O tATON. W YORK. 









O . ITEM OR QTY REDO PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR 
5_,S 504 503 502 501 M IDEN_ y 
MI4L-Si9 0U/i11 2 &~u1 CR1 811;49 JA,41.a 0IUDE 
MIL-S-19500/11 I 0302 CR2 1 61349 JANINA14O DIODE 
1 030 P1 91662 00-7022;035.000-001 CONNECTOR 
MIL-R-iI/B 1 030B Ri Lt349 RCO7GF1O3J RESISTOR 
MIL-R- iI/ 1 0309 R2 1 S1349 RCO7GF1o3J RESISTOR 
MIL-R-11/8 I .03IC R3 81349 RC07GF104J RESISTOR 
MIL-R-filt I 0311 R4 1 81349 RCo7GFIooJ RESISTOR 
MIL-R-ili/8 I 0312 R5 0349 RC07GF1003 RESISTOR 
MIL-R-il/8 I 0313 R6 i 61349 RC07GF183J RESISTOR 
I o31 R7 1 80294 3009p1.503 RESISTOR 
H!L-R-11/8 1 0315 R 81349 RC07GF223J RESISTOR 
HIL-Rwlta 1 0316 R9 1 81349 RCOTGFI03J RESISTOR 
MIL-R-11/8 I 0317 RIO 1 81349 RCOTGF1O3J RESISTOR 
HIL-R-11/8 I 0316 R1 1 b1349 RCO7GF472J RESISTOR 
HIL-R-i/8 I 0319 R12 .1 81349 RC070F103J PESISTOR 
OtC 1320 10191 
2 SHEET/ PARTS LIST CAMDEN PLANT REV CODE .LT IDENTP 3 2ET PLR8368 
SPECIFICATION 0 LIET C OAOATO NEW YOnX.N 
NO. ITEM OR QTY REDD PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S 
FIND NO. -504 503 502 M IDENT IDENTIFYING NO. DESCRIPTION Y 
MTL-R-11/ I 0401 R13 1 .11349 RCA7GcI±)?J RESITOR 
MIL-R-11/8 I o4o2 R14 1 81349 RC07GF150iJ RESISTOR 
MIL-R-10509/L I 0403 RIS 2 81349 RN6ODIOOZF RESISTOR 
I o4o R16 I du294 3009p1-103 RESISTOR 
MIL-R-22684/1 I o4 o5 R17 I l349 RL07S512J RESISTOR 
HI-Rlu/8 1 0406 R1 2 |1349 RC07GF103J RLSISTPR 
HIL-R-I1/8 I oO R19 1 81349 RCO7GFIOZJ RESISTOR 
MIL-R-il/8 1 0408 Rzo 1 b1349 RC07GF103J RESISTOR 
HZL-f-il/8 I 0409 RZI 81349 RCO7GF1O2J RESISTOR 
MIL-R-11/8 I 04c R2 1 81349 RCO7GFIOZJ RESISTOR 
HIL-R-I1/8 I .041] R23 1 81349 RCO7GFllZj RESISTOR 
MIL.R"l/8 1 0412 R24 1 e1349 RCO7GF1o3J RESISTOR 
HIL-R-11/8 I 0413 R25 1 81349 RC07GFL81J RESISTOR 
MIL-R-t1/8 1 0414 R26 1 a1349 RCO7GF683J RESISTOR 
XLf-l1.f I c413 R27 1 81349 RC20GF391a RESISTOR 
MIL-Rnil/8 1 o416 R28 31349 RCOYGF1O2J PESISTOR 


















PER DASH NO. U 
503 502 501 M 
CODE 
CODEIDENT 
'CCM0N ..ANT REV CODE IDENT PLa375682 
49671 




















































I 051C TJ1O 00779 3-582340-0 JACK, TEST-BCK 




























































N ITEM OR OTY REQD PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S 
FIND NO. 50 M03SDENT IDENTIFYING NO. DESCRIPTION M 
I 0601 U9 1 n4713 MC7412L IT. dATED CIRCUIT' 
1 0602 U1o 1 04713 MC7493L INTGXATED C19CUIT 
.I 0603 U1 1 03295 SN74L043 INTEGRATED CIRCUIT 
I 060 U12 1 04713 MC7430L INTEGRATED CIRCUIT 
I 06o5 U113 1 04713 MC7400L TINTEGRATED CIRCUIT 
1 0606 U114 I o4713 MC7420C INTKORATf CIRCUIT 
SI O01 U15 1 04713 MC7493L INTEGRATED CIRCUIT 
1 0608 U16 f o4713 MC171OL INTEGRATED CIRCUIT 
I o6o9 U17 1 01295 SN'174164J INTEGRATED CIRCUIT 
1 06L0 U18 1 01295 SN74164J INTEGRATED CIRCUIT 
I 0611 U119 1 01295 SN74164J INTEGRATED CIRCUIT 
1 0612 U20 1 01295 5174164J INTEGRATED CIRCUIT 
MIL-S-19500/121 I 0615 VR1 1 81349 JANlN75IA OIlDE, ZENER 
MIL-S-19500/121 I 0616 VR2 1 61349 JANIN753A DIODE, ZENER 





L T CAMDEN PLANT "REV CODE IDENT SHET 
SHEETJ PARTS LIST LR - PL 837582SPECIFICATION LINE RCACORPORATION NEWYORK. N Y. "496711 
NO. ITEM OR CTY REQD PER DASH NO, U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S
 
FIND NO. Y 
5M5 504 503 52 50 M IDENT IDENTIFYING NO. DESCRIPTION M 
P 0701 I X 8375h6&; SCIJMATIC CTP OEmlix 
P 0702 2 X 8676332 MA PATTPV, GCTED&IUX 
1 0704 4 X 8030018 WORKI4ANSHIP SPEC' BASIC 
8673774
P o7o7 7  HANDLE-BOAPU 
0709 9 IIIII 8505806,4 MOUNTING PAD TO-5 PACKAGE 
I 071C 10 ///I/ 8524995-1 SPACER, TRANSISTOR 
I 0714 14 AR 8533343,8 CEMENT 
I 07 15 15 AR 2010105L22 COPPER WIRE, RflUNO, TINNED 
1 0716 16 AR 2010909-812 INSULATI.G TIMING 
I 0717 17 AR 2010858:320 SOLDER, TIN-LEAD ALLOY 
07I 1B i8 AR 2010573-1 FLUX, SOL0RINtNA ALCHL-ROSIN 
DEC1320 (6169) 
I 
PARTS LIST fCA CO,OR#IION I NEWYOR, NY PLV!SIONI i REVRE-f. PL 8676341 
L_
 
___ __WIt4 PLANTCAMD NJ 
LIST TITLE: 
 PREPARED BY DATE REL CODE tDN1 NO. SHEET 
___________,HcKDBY ,_,____DATE 49671NO. OF 'CONTRACT SHETSD IHCPELAY 'G 5 E 

A5 T P 
S- Ll..."T;J~b~ . 
FIRST APPLICATION 
REVISIONS 
LTR DESCRIPTION jDATE APPROVED LffR DESCRIPTION DATE APPROVEO 
INTERPRET SYMBOLS USED AS FOLLONS: 
UNITS OF MEASURE (UM) QUANTITIES SYMBOL 
A-Inches H- Barrels T- Each X-Applicable U-Govt or customer *i-Vendor Item. See specification or 
B- Feet J - Pounds document furnished source control drawing,C-Yards L -Pair 
D Ounces M Set -Forrefony Govt or customer"K- C-For ref only
E-Pints N -Kit Lnsead 
9-OuPncs  Se furnisned and 
F- Oua., P - Roll Instaled 
G-Galluns R :t//- ed-- Box, Case o Lead 






2SHE ,/ PARTS LIST.,.4~ SHET/ PAR 1~~1ST 
ftCNE COPOlATONYRK 
SPECIFICATION RCA CORPORATION. NEW YORK N Y 
'NO. ITEM OR QTY REOD PER DASH NO. U CODE 
FIND NO. 505 504 503 502 50 M IDENT 
1 0201 Al. 1 28480 
1 0202 A3 1 28480 
1 0203 A4 1 28480 
I 0205 A5 28480 
1 0206 A6 28480 ..1 
1 0207 A7 28480 
I 0208 AS t 28480 
DEC 1320 (6169) 11 
. CAMDEN PANTREV ICODE 6DENT1P 3 ISt4ETLP L 87341
-LTR 
4 
PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S 
IDENTIFYING NO. DESCRPTION 
HP5082-7300. LED oISPCAY 
HP5082-7300 LED DISPLAY 
HP5082,7300 LED DISPCAY 
HPDoS-7300 LED DISPLAY 
HP5082-7300 LEO DISPCAY 
HPP062;l30a LED OISPCAY 







ITEM OR QTY REDDSFIND NO. 55 04 
CORPORATION. NtW YORK. N 
PER DASH NO. U503 502 501 M 
Y. 
CODEIDENT 
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SCHEMATIC GVE DISP.AY 
WORKMANSHIP, NSA C04PLIANT 
MECZD & MNC SDLDERING PR3CESS 
MSTRE & FP CVATIMG.ELEC PTS 
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